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Tweet me @TrishHalpin

MORE WAYS TO READ

MARIE CLAIRE

Log on to marieclaire.co.uk  
or download a digital edition for 
iPad, Kindle or Google Nexus

I read an interesting article recently on ‘the psychology of
home’ and how in some Asian cultures it isn’t just a place
where you live, it actually defines you – it’s who you are. In
the UK, homes have become political. From the bedroom
tax to the empty London penthouses where foreign investors
are channelling their cash, and a generation being cut out of
any opportunity to own their own property, something is
very wrong with the British ‘psychology of home’. In
Through The Keyhole (page 98), we speak to five women
about where they live, and how some have had to think
laterally when they realised that the traditional ‘grow up, get
a job, get a mortgage and on to the property ladder’ scenario
would only ever be a pipe dream. 

With summer just around the corner, planning time
outside is on everyone’s mind – from festivals to holidays to
picnics in the park. To this end, the fashion team have been
selecting their favourite pieces to inspire your summer style,
and on page 170 beauty and style director Lisa Oxenham
has created pretty make-up looks that are easy but effective
(the opposite, in fact, of the contouring/baked look that is
sweeping the nation and needs to be stopped before it’s too
late…). Meanwhile, senior beauty editor Anita Bhagwandas
has decided it’s time to put an end to painful, ugly (her
words) feet. In Feet First (page 189), she researches the best
products for the job and talks to pedicurists and podiatrists
for their advice on what to do, without being doomed to a
heel-free life of trainers and flats. For some ideas of where to
take your lovely new toes, this month’s Reporter section
(page 125) has a round-up of some of this summer’s best
events. Now bring on the sunshine… 

HOME
TRUTHS

Earrings,
£5,600,
Chanel

 TRISH 
 LOVES 

Bag, 
£199, Hobbs

EDITOR’S LETTER
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Available at Harrods, The Fine Watch Room;

S ges, The Wonder Room and other exclusive

jewellers around the country.

Gwyneth Paltrow
supports DonorsChoose
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MC HQ
Pompoms, a hot new lip colour and

seriously stunning shoots. Hello, June

Follow Marie Claire on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook  

@marieclaireuk and check out marieclaire.co.uk

Left: Hats and haute couture backstage 
at the @chanelofficial AW17 show 
#squadgoals. Above: pompoms  
galore on the set of our June shoot

From top: we’re loving 
MAC’s new lipstick shade, 
Lady Danger, £15.50; senior
beauty editor @ItsMeAnitaB
is the envy of @marieclaireuk
with her personalised 
Charlotte Tilbury lipstick

Above: The gorgeous  
@katekingg with  
@christianmcculloch BTS 
of our beauty shoot with 
@dolcegabbana #DGRosa

Marie Claire UK’s Golden
Tampon Award for
services to feminism,
courtesy of @fluxboxes
#endtampontax 

Left: A dream set
situation for our 
Style Edit shoot in
#PalmSprings 

Above: senior fashion assistant 
@gracesmitham having a stripe
overload on the Finishing Touches
shoot. Right: senior beauty editor
@ItsMeAnitaB getting inspired  
at WOW Festival #WOWLDN

Right: senior style editor 
@deslewis shoots the
stunning #AllyDurham 

@photogenicsla at
Joshua Tree National 

Park #CA

Above: MC’s beauty & style
director @lisaoxenham
(right) chats with @lamer
about good skincare  
@HarveyNichols
#futureofbeauty
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Discover the new collection at pandora.net

FOR EVERY UNIQUE WOMAN
Jewellery that celebrates the uniqueness of women











Products are subject to availability whilst stocks last. Some products may be available in selected sizes or stores only. Full terms and conditions apply, see www.matalan.co.uk or ask in store.

£15
JEANS

Mens Shirt £14
Womens Shirt £12



HIGH WAISTED

TAPERED

TWIST

SKINNY

ANKLE GRAZER

STRAIGHT

Top £12, High Waisted Jeans £15

Shirt £14, Tapered Jeans £15

Polo £10, Twist Jeans £15

Bardot Top £4, Skinny Jeans £15

Tee £6, Ankle Grazer Jeans £15

Tee £6, Straight Jeans £15
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BLOCK PARTY

Do the bright thing this

season – go bold  

or go home

RUFFLE HUNTING

From delicate details

to full-on waves, we’re

dressing to frill

CHARM SCHOOL

Mismatched earrings,

trophy tiaras – the new

jewellery rules are here

HOT RIGHT NOW…
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Dress, £115,
French
Connection

Shirt, £250,
Sundays
London

Clutch, £1,295, 
Stella McCartney

Skirt, £125, 
Preen Edition  
at Debenhams

Trousers, 
£125, Reiss

Watch, £3,100, Dior

Belt, £80, 
Elliot Rhodes

Trainers, 
£65, Nike

Bag, £190, 
Karen Millen

Sweater,
£230, YMC

TREND # 1

BRIGHT 
FUTURE

M
A

R
N

I

 STYLE TIP 
For a modern take on
brights, pair slim-cut
trousers with a white
tee and skate shoes.

Fashion favours the bold. 

It’s time to stand out

Dress, 
£195,

Whistles
M
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FASHION FIRST
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Jeans, 
£100,  
One

Teaspoon

Jacket, 
£59, 

Marks &
Spencer

Bag, 
£995,  
Tod’s

Necklace, 
£18, 

ASOS

Dress, 
£35, 

Dorothy  
Perkins

Top, 
£209, 

Marc Cain

Boots,  
£105,  
AigleSweater, 

£120,  
Zoe

Karssen

Sandals,  
£39.99,  
Mango

Trousers, 
£80, 

Pepe Jeans

Watch,  
£249, 

Swarovski

TREND #2

FESTIVAL
LINE-UP
Silk camis, khaki jackets and denim

headline for SS16 – mud, optional

FASHION FIRST
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STYLE TIP      
Swap your AC/DC 
tee for a silk cami 

to take you effortlessly
from day to night. 
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Skirt, £120,  
Miss Sixty

Bag,  
£700,  
Tonya 

Hawkes

TREND #3

FRILL 
SEEKERS
From structural shapes to 

full-on Flamenco, ruffles 

are making waves

Swimsuit,  
£330,  

Lisa Marie 
Fernandez at 

Selfridges

Sandals,  
£39,  

Charles  
& Keith

Skirt,  
£49.99,  
Mango

Trousers,  
£570, Toga

Watch,  
£375,  

Gc

Boots, £555,  
JW Anderson
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Dress,  
£750,  

Victoria 
Victoria 

Beckham  
at Net-a-

Porter.com

Top, £55,  
ASOS 
White

Earrings, £79.99,  
H Samuel

 STYLE TIP 
If head-to-toe ruffles 

are too much, grab and 
go with a statement 
accessory instead.

MARIECLAIRE.CO.UK
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SWIM TEAM
Whether you plan to hit the pool or surf this summer, 

we’ve got the new-season swimwear trends covered

FASHION FIRST

Anklet, £90, 
Tadaand 
toy.com

WEAR WITH...

Bag, £54, 
Eliza Gran at 
Edit58.com

Bikini top, and
bottoms, £55 each, 

both Whistles

Bikini, £160,  
Heidi Klein

Bikini, £75,  
Reiss

Sandals, 
£90,  

FitFlop  Need some  
 support? Choose 
 bikini tops with  
 removable straps 

ITSY-BITSY
BANDEAUS
The bandeau is back. Opt
for bright colours, bold
prints and contrast trims.

SPORTS LUXE
Athletic styles are still leading
the pack, so work bold, neon
trims. Exercise, optional.

Swimsuit, 
£50, 

Speedo

Bikini top and
bottoms, from 
£87.50 each, 
both Valimare

Bikini, 
£69, 

Triangl

Bracelet, 
£60, 

Dsquared2

Sandals, 
£42, 
Topshop

Bag, 
£525,  
Sophie 
Hulme

WEAR WITH...

 Stick to neoprene 
 fabrics for that 
 surfer-girl vibe 
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FASHION FIRST

Bikini, 
£230, 
Hilfiger

Collection

Bikini,  
£110, 

Annakosturova.
com

Sunglasses,  
£195, 

Salvatore Ferragamo

Bikini top, 
£130, and
bottoms, 
£76, both 

Prism

Bikini top, £55,
and bottoms, 

£50, both Bodas

WEAR WITH...
Earrings, £9.99,  

Mango

Sandals, £280, 
Mansurgavriel.com

Hat, £170, 
Gucci at Browns

NORMCORE
Keep it chic and
simple with a pared-
back palette.

 A halterneck  
 bikini in black or  
 navy is timeless 

Bikini,  
£169,

L*Space at
Beachcafe.

com

CROCHET
Follow SS16’s cool set
and pose poolside in 
bohemian crochet designs.

WEAR WITH...

 Triangle bikinis  
 work with a bright 
 palette, while 
 sportier shapes 
 look hot in white 

Bikini top,  
£42, and 

bottoms, £23, 
both Freyalingerie.

com

Sandals, 
£524,  
Paula

Cademartori at 
Shopbop.com

Earrings,  
£75, Yazbukey at

Valerydemure.com Q



M A D E  F O R  

S U P E R W O M E N
™

STACK™ SLIDE SANDAL with our patent-pending 
Microwobbleboard™ technology

AVAILABLE IN JOHN LEWIS AND ON FITFLOP.CO.UK



1. £525, Rupert Sanderson 2. £50, Schuh 3. £945,  Dolce & Gabbana 
4. £425, Bionda Castana 5. £195, Russell & Bromley 6. £89.95, 
Moda In Pelle 7. £355, Stuart Weitzman 8. £295, LK Bennett X Bionda
Castana at Selfridges 9. £715, Paula Cademartori 10. £365, Marques’
Almeida 11. £115, Vince Camuto 12. About £433, Dries Van Noten

This statement

flat is perfect 

for a summer

garden party

NEW ROMANTICS 
#SHOESFIRST

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

Pretty pearls, ornate flowers and over-the-top embellishment – we’re head over heels
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Top and skirt, 
£129 each, shoes, 

£169, and belt, 
£59, all Hobbs

Terms & conditions Offer available on full-price purchases only between 1-31 May 2016. To redeem in-store, present this page at the till or enter the 
promotional code MAYMC at the checkout online at hobbs.co.uk. The offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer or promotion. There is no 
cash alternative. The discount cannot be used on any sale or reduced items. The discount is not valid for gift card or voucher purchases, mail-order 
purchases placed in-store or by phone, or at johnlewis.com, houseoffraser.co.uk, Hobbs outlet stores, independent boutiques and franchise partners.

ENJOY 
20% OFF 
AT HOBBS
Breeze through summer  

in style with our fabulous  

discount – just add sun

GIVE YOUR WARDROBE A SUMMER

reboot and save 20 per cent with Hobbs’ 
latest collection. The go-to label for  
a grown-up contemporary look, the 
new range includes vibrant prints, 
classic white and nautical details,  
along with relaxed silhouettes, fluid 
dresses and feminine full skirts. There’s 
also the traditional tailoring and smart/
casual favourites that the British brand 
is renowned for, effortlessly taking  
you from work to weekend.

To claim the discount, head to your 
nearest Hobbs store or visit hobbs.co.uk.

READER OFFER
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£210,
Gucci

£288,
Oliver

Peoples x 
The Row 

£210,
Taylor
Morris

HOT IDEAS AND  
CHIC LOOKS FOR AN
INSTAGLAM WARDROBE

FASHION    
DETAILS

LOUNGE
LOVERS
Dressing gowns are anything
but yawn-inducing. Swap your
winter coat for a silky robe  
in a cool print, then pair  
with jeans and a tee for the
perfect summer daytime look.

£1,230,
Sara Battaglia 
for Salvatore 
Ferragamo

£320,
Sleepy Jones at 

Net-a-porter.com

PUMP IT UP The classic ballet flat gets 
an edgy revamp for SS16. Stay en pointe  
with bows, bold colours and ribbon ties. 

LUST ITEM
Salvatore Ferragamo has teamed up with Sara
Battaglia to create a bold range of accessories.
Chase the rainbow with a colour-drenched tote.  

Gucci knows a thing or two about

the power of a bold frame. Think

retro, and indulge your inner 

geek with these yellow-tint lenses.

Oliver Peoples and The Row have

launched a cool new collab, with

Mary-Kate and Ashley recreating

their fave styles with a twist. We love.

Taylor Morris has a new style  

of frame to add to its latest

collection: the ‘Zero’. It’s the 

must-have shape of the season. 
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SHADES OF
SUMMER

£38,
Topshop

£630,
Olivia von Halle







I start my day by meditating.
Then, it’s all about researching
mood boards, finding props, having
meetings and viewing venues.
After planning my own
wedding, I realised how much  
I enjoyed it, so I launched an event
planning company. I’m so proud  
I started my own business. Doing
something I love is very rewarding.
Working in fashion for ten
years has influenced how I dress
for the office. I go for a classic look,
usually something monochrome. 
My workwear wardrobe needs
to feel authoritative, but also
comfortable. Every woman should
own a classic black blazer and pair
of black trousers. I prefer COS and 
& Other Stories for daytime, then
for event days, I opt for Alexander
Wang, Céline or Acne Studios. 
I can’t live without a pair  
of culottes. They’re smart, 
comfy and perfect for meetings.
Getting around is key in this
job. I tend to go for flat sandals  
or trainers in the day and switch  
to chunky heels for evening.
My secret shop is Reformation 
in New York. It has a great
workwear selection – the ideal 
mix of smart and casual.

MY STYLE
9 TO 5

LIZ LINKLETER, director of her Liz Linkleter event planning

and design company, talks workwear solutions

Left: Books on
Mario Testino,
David Bowie
and Alexander
McQueen; 
Liz’s go-to
sunglasses 

Alexander 
McQueen top,

Whistles trousers 
and trainers

Reformation
dress, 

COS shoes

American 
Apparel top, 
Zara trousers,
McQ shoes

2

4

1

5

8

7

9

10

11

6

1. Blazer, £110, Next 
2. Sweater, £95, Karen Millen
3. Notepad, £45, Smythson
4. Sandals, £315, Stuart Weitzman
5. Skirt, £129, Jigsaw 
6. Culottes, £110, Hobbs
7. iPad case, £125, Aspinal of London 
8. Watch, £209, Michael Kors  
at Watch Station International 
9. Sunglasses, £15, John Lewis
10. Dress, £49, Warehouse 
11. Shoes, £370, Alexander Wang  
at Veryexclusive.co.uk

3
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One of the label’s 

early campaign 

images, shot at 

Lonsdale’s 

childhood West 

Sussex home.

STYLE SPOTLIGHT

M.i.h
Jeans

WHEN CHLOE LONSDALE’S DAD SET OFF FOR

California in the 70s, he didn’t know it would be the start of
something so stylish. Originally intending to sell old British
cars, he was seduced by the cool Cali look and began buying
classic American Levi and Wrangler jeans to import to the
UK. ‘Back then, there wasn’t anywhere in London to buy 
a pair of jeans – it was all little skirts and suits,’ says
Lonsdale, the creative director of M.i.h Jeans, a modern
incarnation of Made In Heaven – the denim brand that her
godfather went on to create with her dad, Tony. 

‘Dad set up Jean Machine on Kensington High Street
and he’d sold out of all his stock within three weeks.’ Her
father built up a successful Jean Machine chain throughout
the 70s, stocking his denim imports and Made In Heaven
brand, before eventually selling up to Sir Philip Green. 

Lonsdale’s childhood was denim-drenched. Her parents
met when her mum, Chekkie, was hired to model the original
Made In Heaven collections. ‘They only ever wore jeans, and
still do today,’ she says. That relaxed, ‘blue-jean style’ is at the
core of Lonsdale’s rebooted brand, which she relaunched ten
years ago. ‘Every piece is about capturing that West Coast/LA
spirit, but with a British, eclectic twist,’ she says. This month,
to celebrate the tenth anniversary of M.i.h Jeans, the label is
launching The Cult Denim Project with reissues of ten iconic
Made In Heaven pieces. If you missed sell-outs like the ‘70s
Denim Dress’ first time around, now’s your chance…

‘Berlin’
jeans, 
£225

‘70s
Denim’
dress, 
£295

‘Painters
Parka’
jacket, 
£325

‘Good denim is
with you for life.
Wearing it says
something about
your state of mind’
Chloe Lonsdale

‘Dad’s first store 
was on Kensington
High Street, and
Kensington Market
was where I kind of
discovered fashion,’
Lonsdale says.

‘My mum, Chekkie,

modelling with my dad  

– he sometimes got roped

in,’ says Lonsdale, of the

label’s original muse.

‘The “Berlin” jean was one
of the first styles I added
when I launched my new
version of the brand in
1996,’ says Lonsdale. 
‘High-rise wasn’t popular
then, it was all about the 
low-rise bootcut, but  
the “Berlin” transformed
our business overnight.’

‘This is the

ultimate 

70s-inspired

denim dress 

– every time 

we recut it, 

it sells out.’

Queen 

of jeans, 

Chloe

Lonsdale

‘Dix’
flared
overalls, 
£295
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Jean Machine

denim was 

always unisex

and non-

stretch, like 

this pair (left)

worn by

Chekkie. 



Your Hair, Your Heat, Your Style.

Take back control of your styling with adjustable heat from Cloud Nine®
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1

RING LEADERS

HOT METAL

SHOULDER 

BOULDERS

Decorate your digits 
with treasure-like bands 
of pearls, emeralds and
amethysts. And stack ’em
up – more is definitely 
more this season.

Discreet earrings are
long gone. Instead, say
hello to heavy styles that
come with a huge dose of 
fun. We’re having a lobe
love-in and going all out.

Wrist candy gets fierce this
spring with chunky bangles
in an array of alloys. Opt for
single, bold styles or pile on 
as many as you can handle.

1. £223, Jane Kønig
2. £240, Tessa
Metcalfe
3. £119, Swarovski
4. £320, Gucci

1. £85,
Calvin Klein
2. £390  
(top); £400  
(bottom), both
Monica Vinader 
3. £59, Skagen

1. £9.99, Mango
2. From a selection,
Dolce & Gabbana
3. £325, Prada
4. £810, Giorgio Armani

FASHION FIRST
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3

1. Earrings, £299,
Emmy London  
at H Samuel
2. Necklace, £240,
Carat at Ernest Jones
3. Bracelet, £239, Clogau
4. Bracelet and charms,
from £40, Pandora
5. Earrings, £89,
Thomas Sabo at
Goldsmiths

ED’S PICKS
From delicate
diamonds to 
on-trend ear
jackets, here’s 
what our editors
will be rocking.

1

4

4 5

4

3

3

2

2

Kitsch earrings, extravagant tiaras and chunky chains  

– consider this your summer jewellery cheat sheet

CHARM CANDY
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4

ODD COUPLES
Forget perfect pairings – it’s
all about mismatched earrings.
Well, opposites do attract.

COLLAR

POP
The only place 
to have some
simplicity is your
neckline. Layer it
over a scarf for
extra style points.

CHAIN 

REACTION CROWN 

JEWELS
Chunky chains are back,
so ditch the delicate 
look – this is punchy
hardware perfection.

The tiara is having a
moment. More punk than
princess? Wear it on the
side for a grungy vibe. Q

1. £350, Wiggle 
Wiggle at Wolf 
& Badger
2. £410, Charlotte
Chesnais
3. £30 a pair,
Nikki Lissoni
4. £39 a pair, Fossil
5. £129 a pair,
Sif Jakobs
6. £60 a pair,
Trollbeads
7. £750 a pair,
Lily Gabriella
8. £143 a pair,
Gemporia
9. £50 a pair, Uterqüe

1. Rings, £65
each, Paul Smith
2. Earrings, £130,
Eddie Borgo
3. Bracelet, £89,
Michael Kors

1. £362,
Maria Black
2. £139, Coeur De Lion
3. £12.99, H&M

1. £10,
River Island
2. £25, Orelia
3. £200,
Lulu Frost
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DRESS FOR THE AMERICAN  
DREAM IN 70s-STYLE MAXIS, 
MONOCHROME COWBOY  
BOOTS AND PRETTY PRINTS
Photographs by BRIAN DALY
Styled by DES LEWIS

S
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Y
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D
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SHEER LAYERS 

Dress, £80, ASOS; bra (worn 
underneath), £14.99, Lindex; briefs 

(worn underneath), £20, Intimissimi; 
boots, £420, Maje; chain, £85, 

Astley Clarke, worn with ‘Gemini Zodiac’ 
coin pendant, £45, Endless Jewelry; 

‘M’ initial necklace, £158, Bianca Jones; 
rings, from £575 each, both Laura Lee 



HOT LACE
Top, £32, ASOS; bra, £10, 

American Apparel; skirt,  
£650, Coach; jacket (over  
shoulder), £529, Sandro;  
all jewellery, as before

FASHION FIRST



BUTTON DOWN 
Vest, £145, and boots, £420, both Maje;
skirt, £59.50, Boden; chain, £85, Astley
Clarke, worn with ‘Gemini Zodiac’ coin

pendant, £45, Endless Jewelry; ‘M’ initial
necklace with gem, £158, Bianca Jones;
rings, from £575 each, both Laura Lee



NEW FRILLS
Shirt, £45, ASOS; bra top, £45, Ganni; 
jeans, £29.99, H&M; all jewellery, as before

FLOWER GIRL 
Dress, £60, River Island; boots, £420, Maje; all jewellery, as before

FASHION FIRST
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WESTERN FRONT
Shirt, £79, & Other Stories; jeans, £195, APC; chain (just seen), 
£85, Astley Clarke, worn with ‘Gemini Zodiac’ coin pendant,  
£45, Endless Jewelry; ‘M’ initial necklace with gem (just seen), 
£158, Bianca Jones; rings, from £575 each, both Laura Lee

FRINGE BENEFITS
Jacket, £400, Hide Label; T-shirt, £70, Zadig & Voltaire; 
skirt, £185, MICHAEL Michael Kors; sunglasses, £310, 

Saint Laurent; all jewellery, as before 

66 MARIECLAIRE.CO.UK
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AND, SPARKLE…
Blouse, £345, Marc by Marc Jacobs  
at Fenwick; trousers, £250, Isabel Marant 
at Matchesfashion.com; boots, £420, 

Maje; all jewellery, as before
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5. FINE 
TIME 
Diamonds? Check.
Mother-of-pearl dial?
Check. Classic beauty?
Check. Omega’s Aqua
Terra Ladies Master
Co-Axial ticks all the
right luxury boxes.
Watch, £4,780, Omega

2. WHAT 
KATE DID 
NEXT
Form an orderly
queue! Kate Spade
New York is 
opening a new 
store at 178-182
Regent Street,
London. Expect
signature handbags,
as well as cool
clothing, jewellery,
stationery and
statement shoes.

3. LOOK EAST 
Where better to find summer
inspiration than the Land of 
the Rising Sun? Marina Rinaldi
has teamed up with Japanese
design legend Tsumori Chisato
and manga artist Britney
Hamada for a capsule
collection, and the results are
as pretty as a picture. Top, 
£416, Marina Rinaldi
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Get some summer retail therapy 
with this month’s hot buys

GOES
SHOPPING

MARIE CLAIRE

1. RAY OF SUNSHINE
Karen Millen is nailing accessories this
season, and we’ve taken a shine to these
yellow heels. Just add cropped jeans and
a white shirt for an instant style update. 
Sandals, £125, Karen Millen

4. SHORTS
LIST 
These cute Sadie
denim cut-offs are top
of our holiday packing
list (yes, we’ve already
made one). We’ll be
wearing them with
everything, but this silk
shirt is an effortlessly
chic partner.  
Shorts, £186, and shirt,
£215, both AG Jeans
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F A K E  N O T H I N G

USE CODE “MARIE03” AT GEMPORIA.COM

I
n the beginning were the gemstones, and the gemstones 

became our family’s world. Welcome to Gemporia, and 

our quest to restore genuine gemstone jewellery as the 

most sought after of personal possessions. We denounce 

the fakes and mass-produced synthetics that have 

LQ��OWUDWHG��FRQIXVHG�DQG���RRGHG WKH�MHZHOOHU\�PDUNHW IRU�

the last few generations. We encourage women around 

the world to be at one with nature - to fake nothing.

In this issue we introduce Moroccan Amethyst, an 

exquisite new discovery by Gemporia’s team of explorers. 

With distinctive raspberry colouring and stunning clarity, this 

new Amethyst discovery  is a stone of immense beauty. We 

so truly believe that you are spiritually naked when dressed 

without a gem of nature, prices start from just £39.



Bold prints are always deemed a 
‘no-go’ area for plus-size women.
We’re told to wear ‘slimming’ neutrals to
detract attention away from us. Ignore
that – wear whatever prints you like. 
Why shouldn’t you stand out? 
Double prints are one of my
favourite combos. For example, team
a stripy skirt with a floral top. Sound
scary? Just contrast a larger stripe with 
a small floral print – that way it won’t 
look too busy, whatever your size.
Florals suit everyone and are
always a huge summer trend. If the
thought of wearing them fills you with
horror, try a block colour on your top half
and a bold pattern on the bottom. It
balances the outfit and is so chic. Finish
with a bomber jacket to smarten the look.
Fashion is for all shapes. If you’ve
traditionally kept to one style or shade
because you’ve been afraid something
won’t suit your size, stop. Injecting colour
into your wardrobe can really boost your
confidence. The most important thing  
to remember when wearing print is  
to let your personality shine through  
– experiment with what works for you. 
And don’t forget to show me what prints
you’re rocking this month @CallieThorpe.  
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PRINT WORKS
Our resident #Curve columnist and newly-signed model

CALLIE THORPE (huge congrats!) talks owning pattern

 Follow Callie  
 on Instagram  
 @CallieThorpe 

Jacket, £29.99, and shoes,
£27.99, both New Look;
top, Callie’s own; skirt, 
£119.99, Persona by
Marina Rinaldi

#CURVE

1. Shorts, £55, Elvi
2. Sleeveless jacket,  

£35, Evans 
3.  Blouse, £35, Simply Be
4. Bag, £45, River Island
5. Playsuit, £28,  
      ASOS Curve
6. Skirt, £20, Yours Clothing
7. Necklace, £12,

Accessorize

Wear this playsuit with
gladiator sandals for day,
then switch to wedges to
take it into evening territory 

Define your waist by
tucking a floral blouse 
into a denim skirt for
a cool, casual look 

1

2 3

4

5

6

7





KEEP 
COOL
The sports luxe look  
has taken over your 
wardrobe, so make it  
your beachwear choice, 
too. Speedo Sculpture  
has it nailed

‘Aquajewel’ swimsuit  
in Black, Deep Peri  
and White, £52, Speedo 
Sculpture at Figleaves.com 
and Next.co.uk

IN ASSOCIATION WITH



THE 
 HEAT 

IS 
ON

BEAUTIFUL AND BIG-TIME  
BODY-CONFIDENCE BOOSTERS, THE 

SUITS IN THE NEW SPEEDO SCULPTURE 
COLLECTION ARE DOWNRIGHT HOT

Photographs by PETER PEDONOMOU
Styled by LUCIA DEBIEUX



TAKE THE 
PLUNGE
Make a splash with 

a serious scoop back, 
and make your legs look 

longer with a high-leg cut 

‘Clearluxe’ swimsuit in Peel, 
£36, Speedo Sculpture at 

Houseoffraser.co.uk



INTO 
THE BLUE

Control swimwear 
just got sexy. Is that 

a sizzle we hear?

‘Watergem’ swimsuit 
in Deep Peri, £36,

Speedo Sculpture at 
Houseoffraser.co.uk 

and Speedo.co.uk

IN ASSOCIATION WITH



CURVE 
APPEAL

Cheat an hourglass 
silhouette with 

this clever cossie

‘Auraglow’ swimsuit in 
Black, Diva and Peacock 

Blue, £70, Speedo 
Sculpture at John Lewis 

and Figleaves.com



COLOUR 
BLOCK

Two-tone panelling 
sculpts your shape 

and is very SS16 

‘Crystalshine’ swimsuit 
in Black, Peacock 

Blue and Diva, £50,

Speedo Sculpture at John 
Lewis and Next.co.uk

IN ASSOCIATION WITH



POOL 
CHIC
The classic black  
one-piece gets an  
update with bold hits  
of neon colours 

‘Contourluxe’ swimsuit  
in Black, Deep Peri and 
Peel, £40, Speedo Sculpture 
at Intersport and  
Ultimate Outdoors
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RETRO 
REMIX
Pay homage to old-
school Hollywood 
glamour with a  
bandeau neckline and 
curve-friendly ruching 

‘Crystalsun’ swimsuit in 
Peacock Blue, £50, Speedo 
Sculpture at houseoffraser.
co.uk and Speedo.co.uk

THE COLLECTION
Designed to smooth and shape  

the body to enhance and control without 
compromising on style, the new Speedo 

Sculpture collection features all-over body 
shaping, tummy control and bust support.  

Each suit is made with Xtra Life LYCRA®, a 
high-stretch and high-power fibre that lasts up 

to ten times longer than conventional swimwear 
fabrics. Find out more at speedo.co.uk

IN ASSOCIATION WITH



Dubbed the ‘Vintage Ride’ and spanning ten miles (before

concluding with a fashion show), hundreds of hipsters across

China are taking to the streets. And it’s not just about style…

PEDAL
REBELS

PANTING, TAO STOPS PEDALLING AND TAKES A REST, WAITING FOR HER
friends to catch up. She’s just cycled over Beijing’s Bahe River, which is thick with
smog. As her friends arrive, they breathe heavily. They’re not used to their bikes,
and their clothes are weighing them down. Still, they’re laughing. It’s Beijing’s
third-ever ‘Vintage Ride’, and they’ve been planning their outing (and outfits) for
weeks. An unofficial offshoot of London’s ‘Tweed Run’, the event is one of three
retro-inspired cycle rides in China every year. 

‘The vintage scene in China is quite complicated,’ explains Bonnie, 28. ‘We’ve cut
away from the country’s communist past and experienced very fast economic
growth – the past feels almost unrecognisable, so nostalgia is a huge movement.’ 

The cycling part is symbolic, too: as pollution rates soar, bikes – once the 
staple means of transport – are increasingly rare. After all, following decades of
communist rule, they don’t carry the same status as a car. ‘My mum doesn’t get why
I cycle when I could take a taxi, but it’s generational. For me, bikes are a symbol 
of independence,’ Bonnie adds. ‘I imagine that’s why the Vintage Ride is so big.’

Xianchou, 24
‘I’ve always felt  
a connection with
the past. Wearing
vintage clothes is  
a lot like cycling  
– it’s all very slow
and elegant. This
event makes me
feel close to my 
city, too. The whole
day is a very rich,
fulfilling experience.’
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Clark, 35 (left)
‘I’ve been collecting vintage clothing and
furniture for ten years, so it’s just a part of
my lifestyle. I’ve participated in every ride

since the event first came to Beijing.’

GALLERY
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Pengpeng, 26 (left, far right) 
‘I wanted to do the Vintage Ride
because I wanted to pretend  
I was living a leisurely lifestyle 
from the days when everything
was beautiful and calm. It’s good  
to take the time to remind yourself
that life isn’t just about being busy
and stressed – it’s also important to
find inner peace. That’s an attitude 
I want to apply to my whole life.’

Rachel, 28 
‘I feel like I’m going back in time 

– like I’m getting to revisit the days
when things were all slowed 
down. I love the clothes and 

the bicycles, but most of all I like
having fun with people I’d never 
have met otherwise, and feeling

like I’m reliving history.’
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Tao, 25 
‘I really like cycling, and I love

vintage stuff. I think people in the
olden days lived with their hearts 

– they were more spontaneous
and authentic. These days people

are too fast and impatient.’ Q

Jinqiu, 24 (above right)
‘I’ve participated in a lot of cycling events
in the past, but I didn’t know much about
vintage culture until today. I’m definitely
in love with all the retro bicycles, though!’
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TALKING POINTS

NEWS BITES

PRISON BREAK
As notorious women’s prison  

HMP Holloway closes this summer, 

campaigners say it’s time to rethink

why, how and where – often very

vulnerable – women are incarcerated. 

Danielle Aumord reports

BULLETIN ‘It takes years as a woman to unlearn what you have been

taught to be sorry for’ AMY POEHLER

were in 1995. And despite the fact that 81 per cent are
serving time for non-violent crimes, such as shoplifting or
drug-related misdemeanours (which would otherwise be
treated with therapy and support), their futures look bleak. 

No surprise then, that women’s rights campaigners are
arguing that the imminent closure of the UK’s largest all-
female prison, HMP Holloway, shouldn’t simply result in
the inmates being sent to prisons further afield, but that
smaller custodial units and women’s centres should replace
prison for the majority of female offenders instead. After
all, research indicates that those landed with community
orders are much less likely to reoffend than those given
custodial sentences. Not to mention the fact that more than
a quarter of all self-harm incidents in UK prisons involve
women – even though they only make up 5 per cent of the
total prison population. 

‘Courts shouldn’t send so many women to prison while
they’re awaiting trial,’ explains Jenny Earle, programme
director of the Prison Reform Trust, which has recently
been awarded £1.2 million from the Big Lottery Fund to
drive down the numbers of imprisoned women. ‘Less than
half of the women on remand get custodial sentences. Most
of those are imprisoned for very short periods – just long 

English: Some wine, please... French: Du vin, s’il vous plait... German: Wein, bitte... Spanish: Un Translate

‘I DON’T MIND TALKING ABOUT MY TIME LOCKED

up if it helps other people,’ says Nadia*, 22, who recently
spent two and a half years in Bronzefield prison, Surrey,
for drug-trafficking offences. ‘But I do think women who’ve
been in prison are discriminated against more than men
once we’re released – and I do think we have less support
while we’re serving our sentences, too. When a man is an
ex-offender, he’s seen as rugged and tough. Women are
seen as unstable and screwed up.’

Currently employed by a charity, Nadia is working hard
to get her life back on track, but she knows she’s an anomaly.
She managed to find paid work ahead of her release, and
her family loaned her the deposit for a rented flat. But at
the time of going to press, there were 3,838 women in prison
in England and Wales – that’s nearly twice as many as there 
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enough to compound the problems that
contributed to their offending in the first place.’

She’s not wrong. The Chief Inspector of Prisons
has reported that 30 per cent of the women
surveyed were forced out of their accommodation
and had their possessions confiscated, too. Nadia
isn’t surprised. ‘I met many women in prison who
didn’t need to be there,’ she tells me. ‘Some of
them were only there for a short time – but because
of that, they lost their homes. They lost everything.’ 

Family is another factor. Legally, women can
be imprisoned up to 100 miles away from home,
leaving many inmates fearful of what will happen
when Holloway closes its doors. It’s a fear that’s
been exacerbated following reports that its
neighbour, Bronzefield, is full. Now rumours of
being sent ‘up north’ are spreading, which would
make visits from children and relatives even harder. 

‘The courts should be sending the women to 

supported housing projects or intimate custodial
units,’ says Mandy Ogubnokun, 56, an ex-
offender, who works on staff at Holloway prison.
‘Many of these women have serious underlying
stuff going on. They need to be in a smaller
environment where they will not be overlooked
for trauma therapy or drugs counselling.’

The maths isn’t hard to work out: more one-
to-one attention, plus easy access to womens’
support networks equals increased opportunities
for rehabilitation and an easier reintegration
upon release. Activists are now campaigning for
some of the proceeds of the Holloway land sale
to be reinvested into women’s services. ‘We are
hoping that the Visitors’ Centre at the prison
could be transformed into a women’s centre,’
says Earle. But she acknowledges change is
needed. ‘The current system doesn’t work,’
explains Ogubnokun. ‘It’s too easy to get lost in it.’ 

AMBER

AMOUR, 

27, rape survivor,
art therapist,

holistic teacher
and founder of

Creating Consent
Culture

My inspiration

I started campaigning
in 2014 after I was
sexually assaulted.

Two years later, I was
raped again in Cape 

Town, and after
speaking out about 
it online, I started
Creating Consent

Culture, which uses
art therapy to teach

people about consent. 

My motivation

At college, I attempted
suicide. I woke up 

and saw three empty
bottles of sleeping

pills that I had downed
with vodka, and that
was my turning point.  

I became focused 
on healing, and now

feel I was chosen 
 to stop sexual

violence.  

My highlight

I’ve heard so many
stories of survivors: 
‘My granddaughter

saw your art, and she
has been doing chalk 
drawings of lions’, one
woman told me. ‘She 
says that the lion [is] 
herself, conquering 
all of the people that

have abused her’. That
gave me goosebumps. 

My goal

I want to implement 
a consent curriculum.
I want every person

who comes into 
contact with a survivor
to be trained on how

to support them. 

Follow Amber’s work
@ambertheactivist

UNITED COLOURS
OF INDIA

For the first time in more than 
400 years, thousands of widows 

in India have been allowed to
participate in the spring Holi festival,
in which Hindus remember various

legends by throwing clouds of
coloured ‘gulal’ powder into the air

and dancing to loud Bollywood 
or folk music in the streets.

Hindu widows, who are often very
young, aren’t normally allowed to
participate in mainstream society, 

and are typically forced by tradition 
to hide away in local ashrams or

monasteries, wearing only white to
mark their status. ‘Life for a widow
outside the ashram is very difficult,’ 

says Anooporna, 37. ‘These
celebrations are welcome breaks from

our otherwise grief-stricken lives.’

Filtering out the bad stuff
It’s one piece of depressing news after another. So how can

we stay aware of world events, without it bringing us down?

The world feels pretty bleak right now. There’s more conflict than
ever and the polar bears don’t stand a chance. No wonder more of us
favour ‘sloth or pain au chocolat’ memes over news.

Dr Charles Glassman from CoachMD, says the reaction is primitive.
‘There is a part of our brain that wants to protect us from danger. So if
we see footage of a terrorist attack, we’re likely to feel overwhelmed and
depressed – which in turn makes us want to hide from it all altogether.’ 

Stress expert Cat Williams recommends acknowledging that bad
news doesn’t always affect you directly, and checking to see if you can
help. ‘If you’re having an emotional reaction to news, it’s because you’re
making it about you,’ she says. ‘[Try] putting things in perspective.’  

poco de vino, por favor... Welsh: Rhywfaint o win, os guleliuch yn dda... Polish: Niektóre wina, proszeç
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Playing Holi: Hindu widows
break with tradition to 

celebrate the vibrant festival 



weightless... silky perfection
ogxbeauty.com | OGXBeautyUK













THE BIG O: AN OCCASIONALLY

elusive friend that we know well. 
But take a minute to think about 
how intimately you really know this
expanse of territory that, after
hundreds of years of research,
scientists are still exploring. 

Defined by famous sex researchers
William H Masters and Virginia E
Johnson in their 1966 book Human

Sexual Response as ‘the sudden
discharge of accumulated sexual
excitement during the sexual
response cycle, resulting in rhythmic
muscular contractions in the pelvic
regions’, orgasm is the result of a
build-up of activity across the regions 

of the brain. At climax, the brain is
flooded with neurochemicals, such 
as oxytocin and dopamine – chemical
messengers that forge feelings of
euphoria as well as attachment. 

But would it surprise you to know
that, while we think of the female
orgasm as one rather wonderful
thing, researchers have proved that
there are at least five types of orgasm,
each of which feel different and are
reached by varying approaches,  
all yielding marvellous but totally
different results? Here, Marie Claire

explores the science behind – and 
the pathways toward – the five key
peaks of pleasure…

 Vaginal orgasm 

WHAT: An orgasm that comes from
within the vagina almost always
relates to G-spot stimulation. As you
become turned on, your breathing
speeds up and blood rushes into the
G-spot and lower part of the vagina,
narrowing it so it will grip the penis.
The G-spot is a bit smaller than a 
10p piece and is approximately 2in
inside the anterior side of the vagina.
When pressed, it stimulates sensitive
tissue just behind the vaginal wall,
which is part of the clitoral complex.
When stimulated, some women  
feel an intense sensation that can  
be very pleasurable, but similar  
to an urgency to pee.

Tension builds across the muscles
of the genital area until it is
involuntarily released in a deep,
euphoric, whole body orgasm. 
HOW: Only around one in three 

Did you know your body is capable of experiencing

five different types of orgasm? Nope, us neither. Sex

writer Rebecca Newman explains why it’s time to

shake up your regular routine and get exploring

The science
of orgasm 
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women find their way to vaginal
orgasm during lovemaking. 
‘Stimulation of the G-spot may evoke
emotional responses – the urge to
weep, the sense of vulnerability,’ 
says sex expert and Boudoir Bible 

author Betony Vernon. 
All orgasms can evoke this response

to some extent, but this is by far the
strongest, since stimulation in this
area transmits not only through the
attached nerves to the spinal cord but
also uniquely into the vagus nerve
system, which relates to moods from
happiness to depression. Because  
of its power, it’s best to spend time
learning about it on your own first.

Once the genitals have become
engorged, feel for the raised mass of
tissue approximately the size of an
almond on the anterior wall of the
vagina. Stroke it, gradually increasing
the pressure. When you begin to
sense the radiating full-body effects 
of G-spot stimulation, it is a clear
indication you are close to climax.

Good positions include anything 

‘It takes 16 minutes

for the average

woman to 

reach orgasm’

where you are bent at the waist for
deep penetration. For instance, on all
fours (variants include with your legs
closed together, or with your head
and forearms resting on the bed), or
missionary with your knees pulled
into your chest. 

 Clitoral orgasm 

WHAT: With 8,000 nerve endings in
this small nub – more than the whole
of the penis – 70 per cent of women
reach orgasm through stimulation  
of the external clitoral shaft. This
orgasm tends to be powerful but
relatively brief and localised. The
body of the clitoris is made of two
legs, which are 4.5in long and run
down either side of the vagina under
the labia. But it’s only the external
part of the clitoris that is stimulated
during ‘clitoral orgasm’.  
HOW: There are a myriad of ways 
to reach this peak. But take it 
slowly and build up the sensation 

gradually. Going too fast may feel
uncomfortable. ‘Have patience,’ 
says psychosexual therapist Mike
Lousada. ‘It takes 16 minutes for 
the average woman to reach orgasm.
One way to intensify sensation might
be to use a very light touch. For
example, spend five or ten minutes
stroking the full length of the yoni 
[vulva], building energy, before
stroking around the clitoris with  
the third finger – not directly on  
it. Drawing small circles beside  
the clitoris at around 5 o’clock and  
7 o’clock can be especially effective.’

Researchers behind Omgyes.com,
the latest sex tips website aimed at
empowering women (which recently
received some high-profile support
from member and actress Emma
Watson), interviewed 2,000 women 
on how they best achieve orgasm,
initially focusing on clitoral climax.
They discovered that 81 per cent  
of women can reach great climax
through orbiting – using a continuous,
circular motion around the clitoris.
The site defines this technique as
enjoyable because ‘the clitoris has  
a network of nerves that go far and
wide under the skin, and that the 
[hot spots can be in different places]
at different stages of arousal… For
most women, pleasure builds when
those spots are stimulated repeatedly.
A circular motion is the most efficient
way to keep covering the territory,
even as the spots change.’

Good positions include the 
woman on top and coital alignment
technique, a missionary variant  
in which the giving partner slides 
‘up’ the receiving partner’s body 
and instead of pumping, grinds 
their pubis into hers.

 Anal orgasm 

WHAT: It’s more common in men,
but anal orgasm is absolutely possible
for women, too. The anal region  
is rich in pleasure receptors, from 
the highly sensitive ‘legs’ of the
clitoris (which reach down along  
the outside of both labia towards  
the anus) to the G-spot, and the
nerve endings within the anus and
rectum can all be tremendously 
fired up during anal stimulation.  
A recent survey of women who 
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regularly indulge in anal sex found
that 94 per cent of them reached climax
in a marvellously intense anal orgasm
shuddering across the genital region.
HOW: ‘If you relax and embrace the
sensations, you are more likely to
reach anal climax, so be comfortable
where you are, and who you are
with,’ says erotic boutique Coco de
Mer’s in-house expert Lucy Litwack.
‘The anus is one of our strongest
muscles, so relaxing is not easy, but
with practice you can become a
master. The key is to take things
slowly, and trust is essential.

‘Because the anus [opening] is the
second most concentrated area of
nerve endings, simply massaging or
rimming can be delightful. You don’t
need to be fully penetrated anally  
to experience an anal orgasm – just
stimulate the nerves enough and 
they will give pleasure.’

As the anus is not self-lubricating,
if you are penetrating it you will need
thick lube (anything water-based, for
instance Liquid Silk).

Betony Vernon recommends that
rather than pushing a toy – or a
penis – through the sphincter, tease
the lubed toy against the tight muscle
until it opens and accepts the toy.

The classic position is on all fours 
– again this is ideal, as the receiving
partner can push themselves on to the
dildo or penis and be in full control.

 Mental orgasm 

WHAT: In exciting trials conducted
with MRI scanners at America’s
Rutgers University in New Jersey,
women were able to reach the
identical climax that they might via
physical stimulation, ie masturbation,
simply through using the power of
their mind. Yes, it is possible to think
yourself to orgasm without any
external physical stimulation at all.  
HOW: The neuroscientist who ran
the trials is The Science Of Orgasm

co-author, Dr Barry Komisaruk.  
He says that the path to mental
orgasm is different for every woman.
In his study, ‘some women used
combinations of erotic fantasy  
and breathing, some did pelvic-floor
exercises and others pictured more
abstract sensual experiences – waves
of energy moving through their
body.’ This kind of ‘braingasm’ is
generally described as meditative 
and soporific. Many women also
report having this type of orgasm
spontaneously at night during sleep,
when blood can engorge the genitals
to a point of peak and release, the
female equivalent of a wet dream. 

To improve your chances of
experiencing this, focus on overall
sexual health. Reduce stress and eat
well, ensuring your diet contains 

foods that regulate the hormones
responsible for libido – think zinc,
magnesium and a range of omegas 
– like lobsters and oysters (they’re 
an aphrodisiac for a reason). Before
bed, explore the paths that help  
you to feel sensual: music, a scented
candle, fabrics like silk or leather,  
or taste – chocolate stimulates
endorphin release and is known as 
‘organoleptic’ for the sensuousness of
its melting texture and scent. Then
just see where your mind takes you.

 Multiple orgasm 

WHAT: About 15 per cent of women
report having experienced multiple
orgasms, ie orgasms that come in
rapid succession, or a continual period
of orgasmic contractions lasting up 
to 60 seconds. It is wonderful to
achieve, with convulsions shuddering
from the genitals across the body,
and often accompanied by smaller,
delectable after-tremors.
HOW: Whereas men usually need  
a resting period after climax, women
do not. Once you have reached the
first orgasm, it is far easier to reach
the second: your body is already
flooded with feel-good hormones,
and you are in a high state of arousal.

After the first climax, don’t stop:
while the genital area may be too
sensitive, keep stimulation going  
on the breasts, lips and thighs. Build
this up by returning to key zones,
such as the clitoris and G-spot. 

To give yourself the best chance,
tone your pelvic floor. ‘Your intimate
muscles are like any other,’ says  
She Comes First author Ian Kerner. 
‘Strengthening them can help enhance
orgasm: their power and efficiency
improve with a regular workout.’ 

The leading device to use is 
Elvie, a pelvic-floor exercise tracker
that teaches you the best way to 
exercise your muscles (you wear 
the pebble-shaped Elvie inside, 
and it connects to your phone via
Bluetooth, enabling you to move 
an icon up and down the screen 
with your pelvic-floor muscles).

Good positions for achieving
multiple orgasm are specific to 
the individual, though generally,
alternating between different types
of stimulation is ideal. 

1. LELO GIGI 2
With a flattened tip to
accurately target your
G-spot, this is a classic
and beautifully made 
vibe – now improved 
with more power and

it’s waterproof.
£99, Lelo.com

2. HUM
HUM is the world’s 
first smart vibrator:
sensors inside the shaft
recognise changes in
rhythm and pressure, 
and respond to give you
more of what you like. 
A game-changer.
About £131, 
Meethum.com 

3. Doxy Titanium
Wand Vibrator
Decent wand vibrators are 

hard to come by in the
UK, and this new Cornish
brand’s Titanium model  
is beautiful for deep and
rumbling stimulation,
which reverberates across
the whole genital area,
and will go on and on.
Marvellous for clitoral and
also multiple orgasm.
£150, Coco-de-mer

4. njoy Pure Plug
Ideal for the anal novice,
this is ergonomic, smooth 
to insert and the handle
makes it easy to move  
– for example to rock
back and forward, or roll
in circles. It’s also made 
of steel, so has a pleasing
‘filling’ weight– even 
when covered in lube.
£64.99,  
Lovehoney.co.uk

NEXT-GENERATION SEX TOYS
Meet the genius new wave of gadgets

1 2 3
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As the housing crisis continues, Brits are becoming more

imaginative about their living arrangements. Here, five  

women tell Marie Claire about their unconventional pads

Through
the keyhole

‘It’s hard in winter with cold water and no
central heating, but there’s a creative vibe’
Karolina Klonowska, 22, student and junior designer, London 

‘It’s outrageous that professionals in London need to flat share. Loads of my designer friends
have moved to cities like Berlin, but I like being here, so I had to be more creative. I found 
an old converted sweet factory, which has been divided into around 200 ‘units’, meant for
business purposes. They’re usually empty boxes, and it’s not 100 per cent legal to live here, so
it comes with a threat of being kicked out. Thankfully, my unit came with running cold water.
It’s hard in winter with the cracked windows, a leaking roof and no central heating, but the
building has such a creative vibe. Everyone is happy to help and ah, those East End boys...’

Photographs by CARLOTTA CARDANA  Interviews by ALIX O’NEILL



‘Even though we were priced out of
London, I love living in the country’
Liz Haines, 27, dairy farmer, Shropshire 

‘I used to work in publishing in London and my husband was a trainee rural
surveyor, but we were being gradually priced out of the city. On my salary,  
I definitely couldn’t afford to buy, and had actually been forced to rent a 
room from a family in Brixton, which meant living in somebody else’s house. 
It wasn’t sustainable in the long term. Now, we have a contract farming
arrangement, which means we’re contracted to provide labour, but we don’t
pay rent and we get a share of the profits. It’s given us the chance to invest 
in our future, and I love living in the countryside. Calving is the busiest time 
of the year. I’ll be up before dawn to check for any newborns and give them
their first feed. We aim to finish at 5.30pm, although during the calving
season, it’s often a lot later. Sometimes I miss city life, but when I see friends
paying extortionate rent to live in tiny flats, I feel a bit smug.’ 

REPORT
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‘There’s a strong sense of community
among boaters on the canals’
Mikaela Parrack, 27, mooring ranger for the Canal And River Trust, London 

‘I was nine years old when I visited a family friend, who was a boatman.  
I was mesmerised by the cabin’s narrow passages and the smell of diesel  
that hung in the air. Years later, when I returned to London after travelling,  
I still had a need for adventure. Boat life seemed the answer, so I found  
a way to combine that with a career. My job involves reshuffling moored craft,
delivering information and scouting for problems. Cost wasn’t actually a factor
for me – it’s more about the lifestyle – and I wouldn’t recommend it if your
motivation is purely financial. I bought my boat, but it wasn’t cheap, and
moving on to a new mooring every week is like having an additional part-time
job. It can be tough, but I’m constantly learning new skills, and right now  
I can’t imagine bricks and mortar. There’s a strong sense of community 
among boaters and, although the neighbourhoods change as you move,  
the rituals remain: warm nights by the stove and summer evenings on the
deck. My world revolves around waterways.’ 
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‘Hyde Park is our
garden, but I miss the
neighbourhood feel’
Faiza Seth, 38, CEO and founder of  

interior design company Casa Forma,

Mayfair, London 

‘I’m lucky to have bought when I did. A  
four-bedroom house in London costs three
times the UK average price, and I am aware
that things might be different if I was trying 
to buy a property for the first time now. My
husband and I have been living here for  
two years. We bought the apartment off a
pharmaceutical company and I redesigned 
the layout. There are four bedrooms, a master
bedroom suite, a kitchen, sitting room, dining
room and staff room across 3,900sq ft. I do
think that if you live in a place that has a calm
ambience, it helps you have a better quality  
of life. Aside from that, the best thing about
living in Mayfair is its centrality. Hyde Park  
is pretty much our garden and there are lots
of great restaurants nearby. That said, a lot  
of the houses around here are second homes. 
I miss that neighbourhood feel and I think
that Notting Hill may be a better fit now that 
I have three children.’ Q

‘It worked out
cheaper to build
an eco house
from scratch’
Laura Pring, 35, mum of three,

Bosham, near Chichester

‘We didn’t plan on building our
own home. We actually moved  
to the area and bought a 1930s
property to refurbish. But it  
soon became clear it made more
economic sense to demolish it and
rebuild from scratch. We made the
decision to construct something  
as energy efficient as possible –  
to reduce costs in the future, too.
After a little research, the German
custom-build company Baufritz
ticked all the boxes. We designed 
the house in the UK, then travelled
to Bavaria to fit it out from top to
bottom. Houses cost around £2k 
per sq m and are prefabricated in  
a factory, with the shell assembled on
site within four days. Ours has triple
glazing, plus five layers of insulation,
and it generates its own electricity
from solar panels on the roof. We’ve
built a home that’s sustainable,
comfortable and has longevity.’
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I KNEW HALFWAY THROUGH MY

third date with Andy that I was going
to break his heart. Not because I was
going to cheat on him or dump him,
but because I knew I was going to die.

I’d been diagnosed with a terminal
brain tumour a month earlier, in
January 2015, after suffering a huge
seizure in my bathroom. I was rushed
to hospital, and they found a rare,
inoperable tumour. Sitting in the
consultant’s office the following week,
my parents wept as I was given three
years to live, but I just felt stunned. 
I was only in my twenties, yet I was
already a manager at a designer outlet
and I was incredibly ambitious. Plus,
while I’d had a four-year relationship
in the past, we weren’t right for each
other. It might sound silly, but when I
was told I was dying, I was panicking
about never getting the chance to
meet ‘the one’. 

Back at home, I felt frightened and
depressed. My sister was on Tinder
and after a fortnight she suggested 
I set up an account as a distraction.
Reluctantly trawling through matches,
I swiped right on Andy’s face. When
he messaged me just minutes later, 
I felt a flush of excitement, then
remembered it couldn’t go anywhere.
Dying people didn’t date, so part of
me did feel guilty as I replied, but just
being ‘normal’ again was so lovely
that I couldn’t help myself.

Soon we were talking constantly, but
when he texted to suggest meeting up,
I felt scared. ‘I’m terminally ill and I’ll
probably be dead in three years,’ 
I typed. ‘I’ll understand if you want to
leave things here.’ I figured this was it,
he’d delete my number and go find a
healthy girl. He replied a minute later,
saying he still wanted to meet me. 

Heading to meet him at a pub, I was
still sceptical. I brought up my illness,
in case he felt uncomfortable. However,
I soon realised that, in the nicest
possible way, Andy wasn’t interested in
my condition, he just wanted to get to 

know me. After our third date, on
Valentine’s Day, we admitted we were
falling for each other. In December,
ten months after we’d met, he
proposed. As he got down on one
knee, I cried and asked if he was sure
– if we went ahead, he’d be a widower
before he was 30. I could die following
a seizure, or he might have to take care
of me until the bitter end. My
personality could even change. But he
said that he’d rather be married to me
for a few years than not at all.

When we got together, I worried
about what our families would think.
My parents were concerned in case
Andy didn’t fully understand how sick
I was, and I was nervous about
meeting his mum and dad – who’d
want their son to fall in love with
someone who was dying? But they 

to date when you’re dying
What it feels like...

‘I set up an account

on Tinder as a

distraction, swiped

right on Andy and

he messaged me’

said they’d never seen Andy so happy,
and that was good enough for them. 

I know I’m lucky. Anyone who
thinks I’ve ‘settled’ just to get married
before I die is crazy. Why would 
I waste precious time pretending to
be in love? We both know things have
moved quickly, and it is pretty intense,
but we still bicker over whose turn it is
to wash the dishes. We just make up
quickly; there’s no time to dwell on
the little things. 

I’ve come to terms with my death
now, yet I struggle when I think about
how it’s going to affect Andy. I worry
about how he’ll cope when I start
slipping away. I hate the idea of him
becoming my carer, and it terrifies me
that I might not be ‘myself ’ at the
end. That’s why we’re getting married
in September. It’s not about a dress or
a big party, it’s about making memories
for Andy and making a commitment
to each other. Terminal illness has
taught me to seize opportunities, so 
I have to trust him when he says he
wants to be with me forever. Even 
if we don’t know how long that is.
Follow Anna’s blog at Annaswabey.

wordpress.com.



MATT LEBLANC WAS IN A GROCERY STORE RECENTLY WHEN A KID,

about 14 years old, came up and asked if he was ‘Joey from Friends’ dad’. 
‘I was like, “You little fucker, get out of here!” LeBlanc jokes. ‘Isn’t that weird?’
Thanks to Netflix introducing the iconic 90s American comedy to a new
generation of binge-watching teens, it’s not actually that surprising. LeBlanc
was 27 when Friends first aired. He’s now 48. The flirty, floppy brown hair may
have been replaced by the head of a suave silver fox, but there’s no mistaking
the Joey Tribbiani-like twinkle in his eye. The man’s a DILF. 

LeBlanc tries to be pragmatic about being ‘forever immortalised as that age,’
but he’d be lying through his pearly white teeth if he said he wasn’t looking
forward to laying the ghost of Joey to rest now he’s been appointed a Top Gear

host. Think about it. A ten-year stint on Friends paved the way for him to then,
erm, continue playing the same character for two seasons of the sitcom Joey.
Which in turn led to him playing – drum roll – a caricature of the ‘actor from
Friends’ in BBC Two’s Episodes. Now, though, he’s getting paid to drive fast cars
in exotic locations for a global TV franchise that is shown in 212 territories. Talk
about a get-out-of-jail-free card. 

Alongside Radio 2’s Chris Evans, LeBlanc had long been a name on producers’
lips to replace Jeremy Clarkson et al in the newly pimped-up BBC Two production,
which was already courting attention at the time of writing with some controversial
stunts around The Cenotaph. He impressed as a guest in 2012, when he broke the
record for the fastest ‘Star in a Reasonably Priced Car’, and more recently he
presented the spin-off show Top Gear: The Races for BBC America. Throw in a
childhood spent following his mechanic father around with a tool box (‘I have a
curious mechanical mind. I started riding motorcycles when I was eight and I
learned to drive at 12’) and it’s a no-brainer. Although not everyone sees it that way. 

Criticism has come from various sources. One is Twitter: ‘A guy said, “What’s
that fucking Yank doing on our show?” But I looked him up and he only had four
followers, so I’m not gonna worry about him!’ And don’t believe the rumours about
a LeBlanc/Evans rift. Today, sitting before me in a suite in London’s Langham hotel,
LeBlanc seems in the midst of the biggest bromance since, well, Joey and Chandler.

‘[Evans] is a smart producer, a great interviewer and a lot of fun – and his
personal car collection is insane,’ he says, before coming over all Joey. ‘He has 

From sitcom lothario to silver  

fox, Matt LeBlanc is entering  

a surprise new chapter as  

a Top Gear co-presenter.  

So how’s he doin’ now?

Words by MARTHA HAYES

BOY
RACER
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the car from Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. He
owns it. That’s cool! I can’t wait to go
round to his house with my little girl 
– she’s going to flip out when I con
Chris into taking it out for a drive.’

Being away from Marina – his child 
from his marriage to model Melissa 
McKnight, which ended in 2006 – was 
LeBlanc’s only reservation about the 
new gig. When he finishes shooting Top 

Gear, he goes straight into filming the 
fifth and final series of Episodes in 
London, which isn’t ideal, to say the 
least. ‘It’s a strain,’ he sighs. ‘I don’t like being away from
Marina for long, but we have a very communicative
relationship. She’s got the big watery eyes when she needs
them. I say, “No, you can’t do that,” then I fold like a house
of cards every time. She just turned 12. I told her she can
start dating when she’s 40.’

Currently single, and still close to his ex-wife’s two older
children from a previous relationship, LeBlanc lives on 
a ranch in Santa Barbara, where ‘you’d have to get 
a helicopter up there to get a picture of me’. The upside of
his ridiculous commute, he jokes, are the frequent-flyer
miles he’s clocking up – amongst other things. ‘When I flew
home to LA, Cate Blanchett was on the plane and she said,
“I think it’s so great that you’re the new host on Top Gear.
Can I come on?” I said, “Absolutely! But really, you want to
come on Top Gear?” When I got home I called the producers,
and they were like, “How did that happen?”’

Making the transition from an actor learning a script to a
TV presenter ‘flying by the seat of your pants’ will create
challenges for LeBlanc, but he’s admirably unfazed. ‘It has to
be entertaining. If we’re having a good time, the audience
will have a good time,’ he says. ‘I guess I’ve been in enough
situations to know what makes something funny.’ Essentially,
I suggest, he’s an entertainer. I say I’ve never thought of him
as an actor per se. Is that how he sees himself? 

‘Heyyyyy!’ he chuckles, clicking his fingers and waving
frantic jazz hands at me. ‘That’s the aim of the game!’ I’m
not sure if he’s being ironic, but it’s very entertaining all
the same. He doesn’t even mind being reminded of Joey’s
‘How you doin’?’ catchphrase, which shows how comfortable 

he is in his skin these days. He delights
in telling me that when Marina was
little she’d say, ‘How are you doing?’
instead. ‘I’d tell her, “No, that’s not
how you do it, it’s how you doin’?” and
she’d be like, “How are you doing?”’

I initially met LeBlanc in 2010, when
he was filming the first series of Episodes

with Stephen Mangan and Tamsin
Greig. Who knew that he’d be so good
at poking fun at himself that he’d be
awarded a Golden Globe (in 2012) and
still be playing ‘Matt LeBlanc’ in 2016? 

Back then he was quiet and pensive – a far cry from the
man bantering with me today. ‘Was I worried that people
were going to think that’s what I was really like?’ he
wonders. ‘An actor’s job is to make the audience believe
that’s who they are. For a long time, people thought I was
just like Joey, and they’d speak slowly so I could keep up.
So if people do think I’m like the Matt LeBlanc in Episodes,
then I’ve done my job, really.’ 

Isn’t that a risky business, though, when the notoriously
very well-endowed character ‘Matt LeBlanc’ is the kind of
guy who sleeps with his stalker and seduces his best mate’s
wife? (And that’s just in the first series.) ‘In the beginning,
people were curious.’ He pauses. About your… I gesture at
his crotch, and we both laugh. ‘Yeah that, too. But it’s all
smoke and mirrors. Don’t believe everything you read.
Wait, are you blushing?’ 

I wasn’t, but I am now, so I swiftly change the subject to
a more pressing matter: the recent, hugely hyped NBC
Friends cast reunion in honour of director James Burrows.
Critics dubbed it ‘boring’ and ‘a total car crash,’ but,
seriously, can you imagine if your university reunion was
televised? Could that be any more awks? And what the
haters don’t realise is that the six of them had dinner at
Jennifer Aniston’s house a few months beforehand, which
sounds a lot more comfortable than what we saw on TV. ‘It
had been 11 years since we’d all been in the same room,’ he
recalls, as a whiff of nostalgia fills the air. ‘But we’re like
brothers and sisters. It was as if no time had passed.’ Maybe
being ‘forever immortalised’ isn’t so bad after all. 

Top Gear will return in May on BBC Two.

‘An actor’s job is to

make the audience

believe that’s who

they are. And for  

a long time, people

thought I was Joey

– they’d speak slowly

so I could keep up’ 

LeBlanc leaves Friends

(below) behind with a new 
role on Top Gear (right) 
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#FRIENDING 

OUR FRIENDSHIP NEEDS ARE
CHANGING – BUT IT’S NOT ALL 

BAD, SAYS ALIX O’NEILL. 
IT’S TIME TO EXPLORE 

THE EVOLUTION OF OUR  
SOCIAL CIRCLES…

MEETUP
Meetup.com is the

world’s largest network for
local groups, boasting more
than 9,000 meetings in local

communities each day, all with the
shared goal of self-improvement 

or bettering the community. 
The inclusive events cover
hobbies from meditation

classes to coding
workshops. 
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NOW

THE FIRST THING SUZIE DALTON DID WHEN HER 

daughter Poppy came round after kidney surgery was
message her NCT WhatsApp group, ‘She’s awake!’ Six
months on, she still credits the women she met during  
her antenatal classes with getting her through a hellish
period. ‘On the day of Poppy’s operation, I got a non-stop
flow of love,’ she recalls, adding that she was messaging
them 40 minutes after giving birth to her second child,  
too. ‘When we first met, we were strangers, listening to the
potential horrors of childbirth,’ the 38-year-old copywriter
recalls. ‘The next day, we were emailing each other going, 
“OMG, what have we signed up for?” And we kept emailing
all that week. By the next class, we were the best of friends.’

It’s refreshing to hear such a positive experience of
sisterhood and social media. FOMO, ghosting, culls  
– friendship has had a bad rap recently. Sure, the way in
which we communicate may have changed, but are our
relationships really less meaningful as a result? 

Dr Grant Blank, a sociologist and survey research fellow
at the Oxford Internet Institute, doesn’t think so. ‘We’re
certainly in touch with more people than before, but
research shows most people have the same amount of 
close friends they’ve always had,’ he explains. 

While close connections are as important as ever, at the
same time we’re becoming increasingly discerning, says
integrative psychotherapist Hilda Burke. ‘We’ve come to a
second phase of social media. Facebook was never meant to
be for best friends. I think we’re now using it in the way it
was intended. I had my bike stolen and put up a Facebook
post asking if anyone could lend me one. If I was dumped
by my boyfriend, would I ask for help in a status update? 

Probably not. People are starting to differentiate
between friendship and social ties.’

It seems Burke could be on to something.
According to researchers at Princeton 

University, Facebook is set to lose 80 
per cent of its peak user base by 2017. 
WhatsApp, meanwhile, reached the
one billion mark in February. For
time-starved millennials who don’t
always have the opportunity to see 

their friends regularly, the messaging
app has become a lifeline. Chats on one 

of my WhatsApp groups range from the
funny to the heartbreaking – a friend 

recently confided she’d had a miscarriage.  
(It was too hard for her to call us individually.)

Tough conversations once deemed only appropriate for 
real-life meet-ups are becoming more acceptable – and less
awkward – in the digital space. And, in turn, we’re being
more open and honest with more people as a result. 

So what’s next for friendship? Burke reckons we’ll see
increasing numbers of Tinder-style platonic ‘mating’ apps
such as Hey! VINA. ‘Friendship sites and apps are still in
their infancy, but they’re growing. Ten to 15 years ago,
online dating was considered a bit sad, but now most people
meet this way. The internet provides us with these amazing
forums to connect – why not make the most of them?’

THE 
HUMAN LIBRARY

Humanlibraryuk.org is a new
concept where real people are on

loan, specialising in a personal
subject from HIV to Islam to bipolar

disorder. By encouraging open,
honest dialogue, the global

movement is about transferring
knowledge via the age-old

practice of word  
of mouth. 

DOSSIER
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will get through in some other way. 
Of course, there are still a few issues

to bear in mind before you let rip.
Professor Dunbar believes online
communication has made bitching
more complex – and needs to be
treated accordingly. ‘In person we’ll
say, “Did you hear about what X did?”
and whether or not we carry on will  
be based on the body language and
expressions of the other person,’ he
says. ‘Online, we don’t get that
feedback, which is why you often get a
lot of people hitting “send” before
they’ve really considered the response!’ 

So if bitching is unavoidable, what’s
the best way to respond if you’ve been
on the receiving end? A face-to-face
chat is traditionally thought of as the
healthiest way to tackle someone, but
Dr Cole says the best policy might be to
ignore it. ‘If you watch what happens
in the Big Brother house, 
there’s so much 
bitching it gets to 
the point where 
people confront 
each other, and 
the results? 
Absolute 
chaos!’ So  
next time you 
want to moan  
about someone, 
tell it to their 
back, guilt-free.

WE NEED TO STOP FEELING  

bad about bitching. Social psychologists
have discovered a good rant isn’t just
therapeutic – it’s a crucial part of
human bonding. ‘When we talk  
about someone behind their back,  
an emotional bond develops with the
person we’re speaking to,’ says lecturer
Dr Jenny Cole. ‘And that bond is
stronger when the information is
negative.’ Why? ‘Because it’s riskier  
to share a negative view, so the trust
between you and that person becomes
greater,’ Dr Cole explains, adding that
bitching goes back to when we evolved
from apes and developed the ability  
to speak. Gossip replaced grooming  
(the bonding ritual of primates) as  
an important way for individuals to
interact – ‘Did you notice Og didn’t 
pull his weight when we were hunting
that mammoth yesterday?’

‘Carried to extremes, [bitching]  
can of course be harmful,’ adds Robin
Dunbar, professor of Evolutionary
Psychology at Oxford University. ‘But I
think its primary function is to maintain
the stability of the little community you
belong to by establishing a collective
view. If so-and-so is behaving in a way
you think is wrong, you hope eventually
they’ll get to hear of it through the
group.’ So while you might talk about
someone because you don’t want to
confront them directly, subliminally
you’re probably hoping the message 

STEP ONE: 
TRACK THEM DOWN
Kirsti Hadley, 42, 
co-founder of  
GRL PWR Gang

‘Send over a super-cute (or embarrassing)
photo of the two of you to break the ice,
and don’t apologise for losing touch. It’s
their fault, too, and it’s always more fun  
to focus on the present day. And
remember, the more enthusiastic you  
are, the less nervous you’ll feel.’

STEP TWO: 
MAKE A DATE OF IT
Shasta Nelson, 39, CEO
of Girlfriendcircles.com 
‘When you’re talking, 

ask open-ended questions that allow 
both of you to share what’s most
important, and focus on the future – 
while it’s great to relive memories or try
to update each other on everything that 
has happened since you last saw each
other, if you want this friendship to have
longevity, try to steer the conversation 
towards finding out who they are now
and what you have in common.’ 

STEP THREE:
KEEP IT GOING
Olivia June Poole,  
31, CEO of friendship
app Hey! VINA

‘Friendships can be best maintained  
with either consistency or intensity. For
consistency, schedule regular phone  

calls – and stick to them. For intensity,
plan an annual trip to visit 

somewhere totally new.  
My friends and I have one

that we call ‘amigamoon’ – 
like a honeymoon  
for girlfriends. Even  
if we haven’t spoken  
in months, we go away 
for a week and have  
a high-quality catch-up.’

We’ve been
bitching since
the Stone Age,
but it’s actually
far more
beneficial 
than you think

TALK TO
MY BACK

JOGGING
BUDDY

Instead of listening to your
iPod, use your run to chat to

someone by using Joggingbuddy.
com to find a fitness friend in your
area. ‘Verbal communication can
improve your workout’, explains
CEO Tony Piedade. ‘It not only
distracts you, but it also helps

regulate your breathing 
and tempo’.

You’re connected on Facebook  
 – but haven’t spoken in years.  
We asked three social butterflies 
how to get back in touch with old
friends, without any awkward turtle
moments along the way

MATE-ENANCE
DOSSIER
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Expanding your friendship group can be a minefield, 
so we made a quiz to help you meet the new BFFs  
you need in your life (without looking like a weirdo)

You find yourself in a crisis, what do your friends do?

A
Netflix. But, 

really, just chill. 
Sometimes with 

face masks.

B
Have a 

‘catch up’ 
in Pizza 
Express 

and go our 
separate 

ways.

C
Wake up  

on her 
sofa with a 
hangover, 
a traffic 

cone and 
a head full 
of regret.

A
Go into ‘mum mode’ 
and get it all sorted.

B
You don’t 

even bothe  
telling  

them – they 
wouldn’t 

understand.

D
Text, ‘Get  
well soon’.

Your friend bails at the last minute – how do you feel?

A
retly 

li ved. 
H use  

O Cards
is ore 

i ing. 

D
The opposite of 

surprised. 
*Eyeroll emoji*

C
They’re  

flakier than  
a box of  

Corn Flakes.

Describe your squad.

A
Same crew  

I’ve had since 
school. And yes, 
we still meet in 
t p

B
Squad? Most of 
my friends don’t 
know each other.

C
My uni mates 
and randoms 
we’ve met at
after-parties.

D
Well h ’  

94 o  
Fac  
1,345 on 
w e …

B
Annoyed – you 
really needed to

let off so e 
steam

D 
It takes at 
least 42 
Doodle 

Polls before 
we even 

think about 
meeting up.

B
They’re  
still into 

Jägerbombs. 
I’m more into 
wheatgrass 
these days. 

Or vice 
versa.

A
Always. Have. 

The. Same. 
Conversation.

C
Well, my liver 
had a lucky

 

D
What, like 
actually 

see each 
other? In 
person? 
Um….

C
Show  

up with 
rosecco 

and drag 
you to  
a club.

What annoys yo iends?

C

ed to 
me 
.

had a lucky 
escape.

ou most about your fri

o

we still meet in 
the same pub.

after parties. 1,3
Tw

D
ll there’s
45 on 
cebook,
345 on 

…
345 on

witter…

MOSTLY A? You need an adventurer
You have lots in common with your friends,  
but they keep you in your comfort zone. You 
need a friend to challenge you. Psychologists 
have found the most long-lasting friendships 
are between EASCOs – extrovert, agreeable, 
stable, conscientious and open to change  
– and ITCNOs – introverted, tough-minded, 
conscientious, neurotic and open to change. 
Befriend them: You won’t find adventurers in 
your usual hangouts, so try new things on your 
own. Sign up for a random course (circus skills 
for beginners is still on your mind, isn’t it?) or if 
you’re in London, check out Antidotelondon.com. 

MOSTLY B? You need a wingwoman
Maybe you’re the first to have a kid, or perhaps 
all your mates are smug marrieds and you’re 
still swiping right. Either way, you’ve found 
yourself at a different stage to your friends and 
need someone who shares your current interests.
Befriend them: Chances are you’ve already 
crossed paths with a potential wingwoman, so 
make the leap. ‘Find a reason to swap numbers 
– whether it’s organising a play date or because 
you’re throwing a party,’ says psychologist  
Dr Andrea Bonior, author of The Friendship Fix.

MOSTLY C? You need a mentor
Your friends are fun, but you’ve outgrown 

clubbing. You need a friend 
who gets your career 

goals and stimulates 
you intellectually. 

Befriend them:
Whether it’s the 
acquaintance 
with your dream 
job, or the yoga 
teacher with the 
lifestyle you 

aspire to, having 
a mentor friend 

can help you 
succeed. Ask for 

advice and be supportive 
of others – whether it’s 

retweeting their links or turning up to their event.

MOSTLY D? You need an IRL-er 
We get it, you’re #busy. But looking at 
people’s holiday photos on Facebook is not  
the same as seeing actual friends in person. 
Befriend them: ‘Think of the stuff you need  
to do anyway, and then build friends into it,’ says 
Laura Vandekam, author of 168 Hours: You 

Have More Time Than You Think. ‘You have to 
eat lunch, so do it with that friendly girl in your 
office. Or if you want to exercise, arrange to  
go to a spin class with a friend’. Q

What are you most likely to do when you see each other?

MATCH MATE

FRANGLISH
Learning a language is 

easier when you talk to a 
native rather than a smartphone 

app. Franglish.eu champions 
conversation at its weekly 

meetings: you talk to a partner  
for seven minutes in French/

Spanish, seven in English, then 
you move tables and talk  

to someone new. 
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Whether you are looking to support general daily health or have a specific health interest, Vitabiotics
Wellwoman® is an advanced range of nutritional products designed to support your nutritional intake 
and life stage needs. With over 40 years of Vitabiotics’ experience, there’s no women’s supplement range
more relied on than Wellwoman.

Original Plus 50+ 70+ Max Drink

For every woman
           there’s a

Wellwoman
supports
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from Britain’s No.1 Vitamin Company*

From                 , Superdrug, 
Holland & Barrett, GNC, supermarkets, 
health stores, independent pharmacies
www.wellwoman.com
† UK’s No1 women’s supplement brand.

*Nielsen GB ScanTrack Total Coverage Value Sales 52 w/e 25 April 2015.
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THINK ABOUT THE BLISSFULLY 

snoring man you woke up next to this
morning. Or recall the imprint on the
sheets of the latest one who slipped
away, hollowly promising to text. Now
consider the sprawling one in 
a suit who invaded your personal
space on the train this morning.

Men, you might well conclude,
have it easy. Still masters of the
universe (despite over 100 years of
feminism), bestriding a world where
they populate 95 per cent of FTSE
CEO positions and over 70 per cent of
parliaments; oblivious to glass ceilings;
harnessing the wealth of technology
to create ever more powerful ways of
satisfying their insatiable sex drives.

But is it really that straightforward?
If you scratch the veneer of bravado,
men’s identities have never been as
up in the air as they are in 2016. In 

fact, countless studies point to a silent
modern crisis of epic proportions.
Schoolboys who are more likely 
to suffer from ADD than girls.
Rampant depression that’s now the
biggest killer of men under 30. The
young men so lost they swell the ranks
of ISIS, the introverts who troll
women on Twitter, the nitwits so angry
they think Trump has the answers. 

In fact, that Tinder guy who never
texted is probably attempting to use sex
to dull his inner feelings of failure and
inability to embrace intimacy. Train-
seat hogger is desperately working up
his brave face before entering an office
that is leading him towards early-onset
heart disease. And you can bet your
own partner is quietly wrestling with
sky-high media-fuelled expectations.
Have you stopped to think about the
non-stop pressure on him to be a 

success at work (read earn eye-watering
amounts to keep his status on 
today’s property ladder) and home
(understanding boyfriend, killer chef,
potentially hands-on dad, all while
resembling a Men’s Health cover star)? 

It’s not sympathy we want, though 
– just a little understanding that it’s 
a pretty tough time for men right now.
And just as men should do everything
they can to empower and support the
women in their lives, there needs to 
be a bit more consideration about what
we’re up against, too. When a man can’t
be a man, he lacks purpose and it has
big consequences for all of us: far-right
movements feed off this frustration,
male crime and mental disorders
rocket, and, closer to home, men are
too depressed to be the supportive
fathers and partners they’d like to be.

The true state of the modern male
can be seen in the raw moments during
boys’ nights out at the pub, when
taboos melt away and the same themes
emerge. If these moments were Jeremy
Kyle shows, the titles might be: I Don’t

Have Sex With My Partner Any More But

Still Want To Be With Her; I Thought I’d

Be Doing Better At Work By Now;

Sometimes I Don’t Actually Like My Kids; 

I Have No Time To Do What I Want 

To; I Haven’t Slept Properly In Weeks. 
Men have never before had so little

freedom to vent our testosterone, say
what we want, and ultimately feel like
men. And this is a problem. Today it
results in lads wrapping cars around
trees or taking sexual risks. My brother
says he feels happiest when dangling
off a mountain ledge or deep-sea
diving alone. Why do you think
legions of men are getting up at dawn
to compete in Tough Mudder contests
after a week chained to their desks?

Just think how bemused our great-
grandfathers would be to see us
enduring a 360-degree appraisal. In
the past, work may have been tough,
but at least men could revel in a
certain freedom. Male Millennials
face job insecurity and financial
pressure, but without the tribal sense
of belonging that used to come with
factories, unions and religion or the
more defined friendship networks  

Save
the
male!
Modern interpretations of masculinity  

are leaving men on the brink of meltdown, 

says Tim Samuels. Here, he explains what’s 

really going on inside their heads
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enjoyed by women. Is it any wonder
then, that on stag nights, when the
break for freedom reaches its nutty
apex and men are out in packs that
inevitably, one or more will sleazily go
AWOL for a couple of hours? 

Researchers at Glasgow Caledonian
University have found that the
camaraderie of ‘man time’ plays a
core role in men’s long-term mental
health. Today it’s all the more
important given the culture so many
men have to spend their days twisting
their inner selves to fit into, one where
the wrong type of compliment could
land you in court for sexual
harassment. Nothing affects a man’s
mood like how he is doing in 
the workplace. Throw in an overly
aggressive boss and you have genuine
mental mayhem. One corporate guy 
I know feels nauseous before meetings
with his line manager – a woman who
tears strips off him, leaving him close
to tears. Does he talk about it? Hell
no. It’s no surprise many of us secretly
hanker back to the Mad Men era –
untouched by political correctness,
technology and blurred gender lines. 

Yes, there have been great strides
– the freedom to be gay, express feelings
and be an emotionally present dad.
True, technology has created more
opportunity than ever to binge on no-
strings sex. But we still live in a world
where monogamous relationships are
the norm, which is at odds with our
natural biology. If you look between
the legs of our closest relations in the
animal kingdom, on the spectrum
between the small-balled monogamy
of a gibbon and the rampantly
promiscuous chimp with his whopping
testes, the male human falls in the
middle. In ape world, size matters, as
an indication of sexual behaviour.
And based on the size of our testes, we
aren’t designed for monogamy. 

As Dr Helena Cronin, from the
London School of Economics,
explains: ‘If you give a man 50 wives,
he can have children galore. If you
give a woman 50 husbands, it’s no
help whatsoever to her reproductive
success. So over evolutionary time,
men had to compete fiercely for
mates. Women didn’t.’

Many evolutionary psychologists,
like David M Buss, concur that men
have developed a more powerful
desire for a variety of sexual partners 

than women. ‘The evolutionary logic
is straightforward – men who
succeeded in securing sexual access to
a variety of women would have
achieved greater reproductive success
than men who did not,’ he explains. 

In 2016, taming this inner ape is
more challenging than ever due 
to the availability of casual sex. We
now have exes on Facebook, porn
polluting our brain with sexual feats
that tend not to make an appearance
on a Wednesday night three years into
a relationship, single friends filling
their boots on Tinder, and (quite
rightly) sexually liberated women who
aren’t shy in coming forward for a
fling. Identity crisis, anyone? Like the
monkey who covers his eyes to see no
evil, a serial shagger I know cut
himself off from all social media to
avoid temptation after he got married.

OK, so fidelity is hardly a new
constraint. Even our earliest ancestors
couldn’t go around stealing whichever
female they wanted – the tribe would
have descended into chaos. And there
is no doubt that monogamy is the best 

foundation for raising a family. 
But with nearly half of all marriages
doomed to fail, the one-size-fits-all
lifelong monogamy model just isn’t
working for an awful lot of us and this is
mainly because of men. Would it be
healthier for some of us to ditch the
rom-com mythology and see a fling as
more of an animalistic act rather than a
judgment on a relationship? (I say this
having had my heart broken after being
on the wrong end of an affair myself).

Extensive research has convinced
me that it’s time to recognise that while
women are grappling with glass ceilings,
for men it’s more like glass cages.
Trapped in bodies barely changed since
caveman days, we’re living through the
most absurd and unchartered time to
be a man – and that’s not just a ‘man’
problem, it’s everyone’s problem. 

So, perhaps tonight allow the man
in your life that space to channel his
inner hunter/gatherer, even if it’s just
for a bit – before chucking the drying-
up cloth at him and rolling your eyes. Q�
Who Stole My Spear? by Tim Samuels

(£12.99, Century) is out on 5 May

Want to prevent the man in your life from having a meltdown? 
Here’s how to help him harness his masculinity – in the right way

Man-agement

• Encourage him to see
his male friends at least
once a week. Studies
have found men who
socialise with their mates
regularly are mentally
more content and recover
from illness quicker,
because endorphins
released by unbridled
laughter promote  
better wellbeing.

• Support him in
releasing innate
aggression, which  
is an essential part  
of masculinity. Martial
arts, sports, controlled
risk-taking
DIY hobby e
for frustrat o o

• Discuss with him
whether he’d be happier
being a bigger fish in a
smaller pond than in the
job he does. There is
nothing worse than him
feeling his contribution
isn’t making a difference.
His serotonin levels could
well thank you for it.

• Don’t be critical  
– marriage counsellors
say this can be the 
most destructive  
trait in a relationship.
Rather, take the time
to boost his self-
esteem by saying

g upportive
e e does

g good. 

• Declare a seven-day 
‘no nookie’ period 
each month when  
all sexual activity is 
off limits. Men like a
challenge and there’s
nothing like being told
he can’t do something
to increase intrigue.

• Don’t let signs of 
mental instability – being
less sociable, a change in
appetite or sleep patterns,
anger, a drop in erectile
function – go unchecked.
Encourage him to see a
therapist, a male one if it
feels more natural to him.
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‘These antioxidant-rich 
creams will keep your skin 
hydrated around the clock’

LISA OXENHAM 
BEAUTY & STYLE DIRECTOR,  

MARIE CLAIRE

*FREE GIFT EXCLUSIVE TO NEWS-STAND COPIES ONLY. ONE PRODUCT PER COPY OF MARIE CLAIRE.

FREE* NEXT MONTH WITH

ON SALE 26 MAY

TOGETHER WORTH£27.50

Hydra-Boost Day Cream or Hydra-Nourish Night Cream
ELEMIS HERO PRODUCTS



From aspiring model to rock-

star wife, Jerry Hall was the 

70s It girl with a wild sense 

of fun. But as she turns 60,

marries a billionaire and steps

up her acting career, it seems

she’s just getting started

Words by MICHELLE DAVIES

JERRY HALL
LIFE STORIES



They were engaged five months later.
Making London their home, they

were such a beautiful couple that their
names topped every guest list. ‘The
world saw us as a perfect couple, but 
I felt a sense of disquiet,’ Jerry later
revealed. ‘Bryan wanted to be an
English gentleman. He dressed in fine
clothes, knew about art and antiques,
and shopped in Fortnum & Mason.
But while I had a ladylike side, I also
loved to party and have fun.’

Bizarrely, in Texas, Jerry had been a
champion leg wrestler – opponents
hook their limbs around one another to
pull the other to the floor. Demonstrating
her skill was her party trick, but 
Bryan disapproved. ‘He’d tell me 
to stop,’ she recalled. ‘I was often loud.
He tried to smooth the rough edges.’
Jerry struggled to reconcile her image
with Bryan, and yearned to meet a
man who would accept her as she was. 

Then in 1976, Rolling Stones
frontman Mick Jagger invited Jerry and
Bryan out for dinner. Within minutes,
raucous Jerry commandedhis attention.
And the feeling was mutual. ‘At the end
of the evening, Mick brushed his leg

HAVING SPENT ALMOST HER 

entire savings on the flight from her
home in rural Texas to the French
resort of Saint-Tropez, 16-year-old
Jerry Hall was down to her last few
francs. Faced with the choice of buying
food or blowing what was left, the teen
made a snap decision that day in 1972
that would change her life forever.

‘I spent my last bit of money on a
pink metallic crochet bikini and some
high heels, walked out on the beach
and a man came up to me and said,
“Would you like to be a model in
Paris?”’ she said. ‘How lucky is that?’

It would be a pivotal moment. Yet
luck was only part of the equation: 6ft
tall with cascading hair and an enviable
figure, it was essentially her genes that
set Jerry up to be the quintessential
cover girl even before she was scouted
that day by agent Claude Haddad. 

Within weeks, Jerry had been whisked
to Paris to pose for Helmut Newton.
Four decades on, Jerry, who turns 60
next month, remains one of the most
successful models of all time. During
the 70s, she appeared on more than 40
magazine covers and walked for Diane
Von Furstenberg and Yves Saint
Laurent. She is arguably one of the most
intriguing public figures of modern
times, in part thanks to her 23-year
relationship with Mick Jagger and more
recently, her unexpected – to put it
politely – marriage to Rupert Murdoch.

She was born Jerry Faye Hall on 
2 July 1956 in Gonzales, Texas,
alongside her twin sister, Terry. With
three daughters already, truck driver 

John Hall was disappointed at having
more girls. It was a troubled household.
Damaged by atrocities he’d witnessed as
a WWII sergeant, John was prone to
violent mood swings and regularly beat
his girls. ‘He was very dangerous and
volatile,’ said Jerry. ‘He broke bones.’

Her mother Marjorie worked as a
medical-records librarian and watched
old Hollywood movies in her spare
time. Powerless to stop the beatings, she
encouraged Jerry, who aspired to be a
model and actress, to escape to Saint-
Tropez, inspired by Alfred Hitchcock’s
French Riviera film, To Catch A Thief.

Following her fortunate encounter,
Jerry quickly began commanding
$1,000 a day as a model, her mix of
sultry eroticism and healthy glow being
the perfect fit for an era dominated by
glam rock. ‘She brought to the 70s
what Jean Shrimpton brought to the
60s,’ says photographer Willie Christie.
‘She had flamboyance. That hair!’ 

In August 1975, Jerry flew to 
Britain to shoot the cover of Roxy
Music’s album, Siren. On the shoot, she
fell for lead singer Bryan Ferry, despite
him being nearly 30 and 11 years older. 

CLOCKWISE
FROM FAR LEFT
Jerry modelling for
Terence Donovan
in 1980; with
Vivienne Westwood
in 1998 at the
Vivienne Westwood
fashion tribute at
the V&A; striking  
a pose with fiancé
Bryan Ferry in 1976;
in New York, 1978;
partying with Andy
Warhol, Debbie
Harry and Truman
Capote at Studio
54 in the late 70s
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next to mine. I felt an electric jolt,’ she
recalled. Bryan was devastated when
Jerry announced she was leaving him
for Mick and never spoke to her again. 

Mick divorced his first wife Bianca to
be with Jerry and initially, her new life
with Mick was good – they were madly
in love and people clambered to be part
of their inner circle. But after a couple of
years, cracks appeared, as clues emerged
that Mick was seeing other women. 

The rumours stung, but Jerry chose
to dismiss the affairs as inconsequential,
putting her energies into their family:
their first child, Elizabeth, was born in
1984, then James in 1985, Georgia May
in 1992 and Gabriel in 1997.

home they once shared in Richmond.
Mick retained joint ownership of the
house following their split, with a
contract drawn up allowing Jerry to
stay, reportedly stipulating she would
have to move out only if she remarried.

The divorce gave Jerry the freedom
to pursue her long-held dream to act
and she accepted a part in the West End
version of The Graduate. In the summer
of 2000, Jerry, then 44,  wowed critics as
Mrs Robinson, causing a global stir for
her full-frontal nudity. Other stage roles
followed and since then Jerry has
appeared in TV dramas including Hotel

Babylon and Money, and entertained on
Strictly Come Dancing. This year, she’ll
cameo in Absolutely Fabulous: The Movie.

It is Jerry’s wicked sense of humour
that is said to be the cement in her new
marriage to News UK owner Rupert
Murdoch, who, at 85, is 25 years older.
Their relationship began last summer in
Australia, when his sister Janet Calvert-
Jones introduced them at a charity
gala. Within six months of meeting, they
were married, following the gift of a 
£2 million engagement ring. Mick, for
the record, never gave her one at all.

The press mocked the partnership,
but friends maintain she has never been
happier. But after 23 tempestuous years
with a philandering rock star, perhaps it
was just the idea of marital stability that
put a smile on her face. 

The pair appear to have made Jerry
and Mick’s old house their marital
home. Rupert can be seen taking his
daily walk in Richmond Park and is
expected to fight on his new wife’s
behalf if Mick attempts to enforce his
old contract. But with a reputation as
one of the most stubborn men in the
media, Mick will have met his match. Q

By 1990, however, Jerry was worn
down by Jagger’s cheating and
demanded they marry. In November
that year, fearful she’d leave him, Mick
arranged a Hindu wedding in Bali.
Later it would emerge he was sleeping
with Carla Bruni, then girlfriend of his
friend Eric Clapton for the entire period. 

Over time, Mick’s philandering
continued. Jerry was derided in the
press and even by fellow models for her
acceptance of it. Yet her reason for
staying was simple: affairs aside, she
valued his companionship. ‘He never
annoyed me. His actions with other
women were pretty bad, but that was
the only thing that annoyed me… We
just really liked each other a lot.’

In fact, her only requirement was
that he would stay committed to the
family he had with her. But in 1999,
when Mick broke her no-children-
with-other-women rule by getting
Brazilian model Luciana Morad
pregnant, Jerry finally walked out.

Mick didn’t make their divorce easy
and challenged the legality of their
wedding. When he won the case and it
was found that the wedding wasn’t
legally binding, Jerry was heartbroken.
She said his actions were ‘painful’ but
accepted the settlement (Philip Norman,
Mick’s biographer, quoted it as a £4.5m
lump sum, plus £100,000 per year
maintenance and £25,000 for each of
the children until the age of 25). It was
considered miserly considering Mick’s
net worth of an estimated $325 million
at the time (about £229 million by
today’s exchange rate).

Despite the legal fight to prove
their marriage wasn’t valid, Jerry
remained amicable with Mick who
was a near-permanent fixture at the 

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT With
Anton du Beke in Strictly Come Dancing 2012;
happier times with Mick Jagger in Barbados,
1983; Jerry and Rupert Murdoch with all 
their children at their wedding in March

LIFE STORIES
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WHEN OUR GIRL CARLA ROCKED 

up to the Royal Artillery Barracks in 
London to train with the women of the 
King’s Troop she was expecting to face 
some challenging moments. ‘I thought 
the day was going to be extremely 
disciplined and that everyone would be 
as tough as nails,’ she says. ‘It turned 
out to be the complete opposite. I had 
a blast and everyone was professional, 
but also very down to earth.’

Carla’s assignment was threefold: to 
find out about Army culture, life as a 
woman soldier and if the camaraderie 
that soldiers are renowned for is fact 
or fiction. ‘It’s definitely fact,’ says 
Carla. ‘You can really see everyone 
pulling together and working as a 
team. All the officers and soldiers 
I met put this down to the tough 
situations you inevitably experience in 
the Army and how you learn to lean 
on each other to get through them.’ 

 This camaraderie applies to men 
and women. ‘One soldier explained 
that some of her best friends in the 
Army are men and that your gender 
doesn’t come into the equation as 
everyone is part of one team,’ says 
Carla. There’s no glass ceiling in the 
Army, either. You rise through the 
ranks according to your achievements  
– and because of the transparency of 
the pay scales you know you’re earning 
the same as your male colleagues. 

So what about Army culture? ‘At 
the end of my day at the barracks 
we had drinks,’ says Carla. ‘All the 
soldiers and officers were dressed to 
the nines in their ceremonial suits 
and dresses. I was told these events 
happen quite regularly, so it proves 
they do know how to have a good 
time!’ Work dos aren’t the only way 
soldiers let their hair down. Many 
recruits travel the world with the 
Army’s sports teams, racking up once-
in-a-lifetime experiences. ‘They also 
have something called Adventurous 
Training to build teamwork,’ says 

Carla, ‘which involves diving in Malta, 
jungle trekking in Brunei, skiing in 
the Alps and mountaineering in the 
Dolomites in northern Italy.’

 Parties, sports and adventures 
aren’t the only perks. There’s the 
excellent pension and maternity 
packages, and benefits such as 
childcare support. ‘I came away 
realising that being in the Army is 
more than a career,’ says Carla. ‘It’s  
a lifestyle and your work mates are 
your best mates. Everyone looks after 
each other and that’s quite amazing.’

For the past five months, Marie Claire has been training with the British 

Army. Creative Media Manager Carla Baylis spent the day with the King’s 

Troop regiment to find out what life is really like for women in the military

FOR MORE INFORMATION

To find out more about 
life in the Army and 
career opportunities, 
or how to become a 
Reservist, simply search 
marieclaire.co.uk/army

SISTERS IN ARMS

Carla (centre) and fellow 
MC staffers Stephanie 

and Kate suited, booted 
and ready for action

The King’s Troop  
horses take part in  
state occasions



There’s no glass  

ceiling – you rise through 

the ranks according to  

your achievements

Verity Brown, 
29, a Dental 
Officer with  
5 Armoured 
Medical Unit 
in Catterick, 
worked for 

the NHS as a dentist before 
joining the British Army.  
She explains here why the 
military is much more than 
press-ups and rifles at dawn. 

‘My job involves a lot of travel,
which is one reason why I wanted 
to join the Army. This year I’ve 
been to Canada for two seven-
week stints, providing dental care 
to soldiers on combat training 
exercises. I also spent five weeks 
in Kenya treating the local 
community. It’s one of the many 
ways the Army gives back to 
communities that it trains in.
‘The Army is all about 
camaraderie. It means that 
wherever you are in the forces 
– on exercise, in a conflict zone 
or even competing in a sporting 
event – you know that your  
team will look out for you and  
will be rooting for you.
‘We have fun, too. I’m on the 
ski team and we get to travel  
the world to compete against 
other military teams. I also 
recently took part in the Army’s 
Adventurous Training programme 
which fosters leadership and 
courage. It was skiing in France. 
‘Your social life can be hectic. 
The officers’ mess is like a  
club we are all members of. 
There’s usually a summer ball,  
a Christmas party, formal dinner 
nights and sometimes the odd 
cocktail night. When I was based 
in Germany I remember going to 
seven summer balls in one year!
‘Helping people is what I 
enjoy most. Some of the  
people I treated in Kenya had 
walked 10 kilometres just to get 
the dental treatment we were 
providing. It was a privilege.’

YOU’RE  
IN THE 
ARMY NOW

‘Everyone is so 
close because they 

 go through a lot 
together,’ says Carla

Getting to grips with a 
ceremonial artillery gun

Taking charge. ‘All 
the soldiers I met 
emphasised that 

the Army isn’t just 
a man’s world,’ 

says Carla, ‘it’s a 
woman’s one, too’ 

It’s not all 
work and 

no play 

PROMOTION
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REPORTER

Meet the British actor who’s taking on Louis XIV in the new multimillion- 

pound BBC drama Versailles – expensive wigs and high heels included

George Blagden

   MAN OF  
   THE MOMENT  
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THIS MONTH, MARIE CLAIRE HAS TEAMED UP

with award-winning skincare brand Murad to offer 

you a fabulous free set of skin-brightening products.

Your key glow-getter is the full-size Murad 

Intensive-C Radiance Peel (50ml), a high-performance 

mask that brightens, smoothes and hydrates for 

healthy-looking skin. You’ll also receive a Murad 

Essential-C Cleanser (45ml), which is packed with 

antioxidants to defeat skin-damaging free radicals, 

and a Murad Essential-C Day Moisture SPF 30 (10ml) 

to protect against environmental aggressors while 

improving radiance and firmness.

Created by renowned dermatologist Dr Howard 

Murad, the Murad range has a solution for every 

skincare concern, from plumping and smoothing fine 

lines and wrinkles to evening out skin tone, hydrating, 

soothing sensitivity and improving clarity, helping  

you to achieve a beautiful complexion. Fearne Cotton, 

Lisa Snowdon and Emily Blunt are just a few of the 

celebrities who swear by the ‘Murad glow’, and now 

you can get yours, too.

HOW TO CLAIM

Spend £30 or more at murad.co.uk and enter code 

MURADRADIANCE at the checkout. Your free gift 

will be added to the basket.

Terms and conditions Offer available on full-price purchases made between 28 April and 26 May 2016. Not available in conjunction with any other 
offer or promotion, and subject to availability. Strictly one promotion code per transaction. 

Free Murad beauty gift, 

worth £65
Enjoy brighter-looking skin with an online purchase

READER OFFER



EVERYBODY WANTS SOME!! 

++++

Boyhood director Richard

Linklater returns to Dazed 

And Confused terrain with 

this hilarious campus comedy,

led by Glee’s Blake Jenner.

Innocent, nostalgic, superb.

FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS 

+++

Meryl Streep is the titular 

real-life New York socialite, a

tone-deaf amateur soprano, in

this tragic-comic tale of delusion.

Hugh Grant, as her husband,

steals every scene he’s in.

LOVE & FRIENDSHIP ++++

Jane Austen’s novella Lady

Susan gets a wonderfully 

witty take from Whit Stillman,

reuniting with his Last Days 

of Disco stars Kate Beckinsale

and Chloë Sevigny. 

GREEN ROOM ++++

X-Men’s Patrick Stewart plays

the nastiest character of his

career in this pulsating

thriller, a siege tale set in  

a dive bar in rural Oregon. 

Go and see it at midnight. 

GEORGE BLAGDEN  continued...

Your new show Versailles has a 

£30million-per-episode budget.

What was it like being part of  

such a massive production?

‘Without sounding too spoilt, it’s
amazing how easily you get used to it!
You find yourself stepping into your
high heels and on to these luxurious
sets like you own them, which is good
for the character, I guess.’
How much of that £30 million

budget went on your wigs?

‘I can tell you exactly how much.
Over the course of the season, I had
four wigs, each costing around 
£3,500, because they’re made from
real human hair. When we were
filming sword-fight scenes, I was  
like, “Don’t touch the hair!”’
Did the elaborate costumes help 

you get into character? 

‘Honestly, it’s amazing. I’d go through
hair and make-up in the morning and
by the time I got on to set, the crew
would think I’d already done this
really detailed character prep. Also,  
I know all the women reading this
article will be like, “Oh yeah, duh!” 
but I have to say, I’m amazed at how
quickly your feet get tired in heels.’ 
You’ve had a bit of stick for being  

a Brit playing a French royal…

‘Someone said it would be like the
BBC casting a French actor to play
Winston Churchill. It is quite bizarre
if you look at it from that perspective.
The French public were sceptical
about how that would possibly work,
but I think we managed to convince 

them that you can make a drama in
English about French history work.’  
We hear you’re a self-confessed

musical-theatre geek… 

‘I love Into The Woods. I auditioned for
a couple of productions since being in it
at school, but haven’t been successful.’
You were in Les Misérables, though…

‘I was straight out of drama school
and got to sit in rehearsals and watch
Tom Hooper direct Russell Crowe
and Hugh Jackman.’ 
You’ve already got a big  

social-media following… 

‘I’ve been quite lucky, though I’ve
had to learn not to take everything 
to heart when people are overly
honest about [my] work. I read
pretty much every tweet that’s sent 
to me and often reply.’ 
If you really were king for the day,

what law would you pass?

‘I would make it compulsory that
during everyone’s lunch hour they
had to smile at one another in the
office. Just constantly smile. No
telephones, no tweets, no texts, no
surfing the web, nothing but human
interaction for an hour of the day.’
Versailles will be coming soon to BBC2

By royal appointment

 INTERVIEW 

MUST-SEE
MOVIES

 FILM 

Not sure if the 
real Louis XIV

looked this good

The TV thriller:
The Tunnel:
Sabotage�
Stephen Dillane
and Clémence
Poésy are back for
the second series
of Sky drama split
between Kent and
northern France. 

The action film:
Bastille Day�
Idris Elba proves 
(again) why he
should be the next
Bond with this 
spy thriller set in
modern-day Paris. 

FRANCO
FILE 

Versailles isn’t
the only Gallic
offering we’re
into this month 

The Netflix drama:
Marseille�
The French answer
to House of Cards

follows the fierce
mayoral battle
between Robert Taro
(Gérard Depardieu)
and his protégé.

The book:
Barkskins by
Annie Proulx�
This story about
two Frenchmen
arriving in17th-
century America 
is so riveting, TV
rights have already
been snapped up. 
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READER EVENT

‘I just want to be a man, who has been  
to a concert with a girl in a red dress. 

Just a few minutes more’ – Will

Enjoy a preview of Me Before You and the 

opportunity to quiz its author Jojo Moyes

FALL IN LOVE  
WITH LOU & WILL

IF YOU’RE ONE OF THE FEW  

yet to read Jojo Moyes’ bestselling 
romantic novel, Me Before You, you’re 
in for a treat, because we’re offering 
Marie Claire readers an exclusive 
preview of the upcoming film 
adaptation, directed by Thea 
Sharrock, which has been turned 
into a brilliant, tear-jerking 
screenplay by its original author.

The heartwarming film is set in  
a quaint English village and follows  
the story of Lou Clark (Emilia 
Clarke, Game Of Thrones’ Daenerys 
Targaryen) and Will Traynor (Sam 
Claflin, last seen in The Hunger Games

and Pirates of the Caribbean). A quirky 
and creative 26-year-old, Lou loves 
life, but her cheery outlook is 
seriously put to the test when she 
meets Will, a cynical guy who has all 
but given up. Embarking on a series 

of adventures together, the couple 
find their lives – and hearts – 
changing in ways neither of them 
could have imagined; Lou teaches  
Will how to live and he teaches  
her how to love. Watch the trailer  
at marieclaire.co.uk/mebeforeyou  
to see the chemistry unfold!

The beautiful adaptation, which  
is Sharrock’s debut feature film,  
stars a fabulous all-Brit cast, including 
Downton Abbey’s Brendan Coyle, 
Jenna Coleman (Doctor Who), 
Matthew Lewis (the Harry Potter 

films), Joanna Lumley, Charles  
Dance (The Imitation Game), and 
Oscar-nominee Janet McTeer  
(Albert Nobbs), while the talented 
behind-the-scenes team includes 
renowned costume designer Jill 
Taylor (My Week With Marilyn).
Me Before You in cinemas 3 June 2016

Hot couple alert: 
Emilia Clarke 

and Sam Claflin 
as Lou and Will. 

Below, author 
Jojo Moyes

MEET  

THE 

AUTHOR

Save the date

Join us for a Q&A with author  
Jojo Moyes followed by a preview 
screening of Me Before You.  
Tickets are free and guests will  
be treated to a glass of bubbly and  
a goodie bag worth over £30.
WHEN 6.30pm, Thursday, 12 May 
WHERE Charlotte Street  
Hotel, 15-17 Charlotte Street,  
London W1T 1RJ
TICKETS Tickets are free and 
allocated on a first-come-first-served 
basis. Book your place now at 
marieclaire.co.uk/mebeforeyou

© 2016 Warner Bros. Entertainment, Inc.  
and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc.  
All Rights Reserved
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You find a
balcony to

watch Notting
Hill Carnival on, 

28-29 August

You have one too
many at London’s 

Gin Bop (11 June) and
miss your 5am easyJet 

flight to Ibiza

13

12
Falling asleep in your

Mikoh cut-out swimsuit
gives you bad tan lines

Your boyfriend
whisks you away

for a surprise
weekend in Lisbon 

11
10

You sit on a
strawberry at

Glyndebourne 
(21 May-28

August) and
stain your cream 

Alexander 
Wang slip

You blag your way into
the VIP bar at Lovebox 

(15-16 July) and hang out 
with Major Lazer

9

You score last-
minute tickets to
the Wimbledon

men’s semi-final, 
8 July

8

A hot rower at
the Henley Royal
Regatta (29 June-

3 July) buys you
a jug of Pimm’s 

7

Your pop-up tent
collapses in the mud 

at Glastonbury,  
22-26 June

6

You find  
a vintage
Pucci scarf
on a village
fete’s
second-
hand stall 

5 You accidentally
poison your
barbecue guests
with a badly
cooked paella4

Your 
boyfriend

turns up to 
Field Day

(11-12 June)
in socks and

sandals

2

3You trip and fall 
into a Japanese 
water feature at 
the Chelsea Flower
Show, 24-28 May 1START

HERE

Your boss
invites you
for a day 
in a box at
Royal Ascot,
14-18  
June 

Summer snakes  
& ladders
Will you ace it at Wimbledon or 

sink into the mud at Glastonbury?

GAME

D
O

LC
E

 &
 G

A
B

B
A

N
A

M
iss

 a

tu
rn

!

Backto #1

Forward

1 place

YOU 

WIN!

Go to

#9

Start

again

Skip 

to 11

Miss 

a turn
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 RADAR 

SUMMER
READS

 BOOKS 
It’s happening
From star-crossed lovers to Netflix LOLz 

– here’s what we’re into this month

In the mood for real

life or romance?

5 Grace And Frankie

2 Romeo And Juliet

Harriet Reuter

Hapgood’s The 

Square Root 

Of Summer

1
Museums 

At Night

4 Tourist’s U

1 The arty weekend plan   

Museums all over the UK are staging
all-nighters this month, from displays 
of vintage teddies at the Brighton  
Toy and Model Museum to candlelit
tours of Benjamin Franklin’s London
house. It marks a nice change from the
standard dinner-and-a-movie routine.
Museumsatnight.org.uk

2 The star-crossed lovers  

Our favourite costume drama doyenne
Lily James is the ultimate romantic lead
in Kenneth Branagh’s new staging of
Romeo And Juliet, opposite ex-Game Of 

Thrones star Richard Madden. It shows
from 12 May, at the Garrick Theatre,
London. Get in quick before it sells out.

3 The hot YA novel 

We might be a shade outside the target
age range for a young adult novel 
(cough) but that doesn’t mean we don’t 
occasionally indulge. This buzzy debut
by Harriet Reuter Hapgood follows a 

maths genius called Gottie, who leaps
through wormholes into her past.  
A screen adaptation can’t be far off. 
The Square Root Of Summer (about 
£12, Macmillan) is out on 3 May.

4 The long-awaited 

album release

Three years after we melted over his
beautiful track Your Girl, Grammy-
winning producer William Phillips,
otherwise known as Tourist, releases his
long-awaited debut album, U, on 6 May.
Expect electronic house music that 
tugs at the heart strings.

5 The funny ladies   

Septuagenarian power duo Jane Fonda
and Lily Tomlin are back for a second
series of the comedy saga about two
women whose 30-year marriages break
down when their husbands run off with
each other. We really hope those Dolly
Parton cameo rumours are true. Grace 

And Frankie premieres 6 May on Netflix. 

SWEETBITTER 

by Stephanie Danler 
(£12.99, Oneworld
Publications)
A year in the life  

of a woman working

as a waitress in a New

York City restaurant.

This is the perfect

coming-of-age read.

THE PIER FALLS 

by Mark Haddon 
(£16.99,  
Random House)
A collection of nine

powerful short stories

by the author of The

Curious Incident  

Of The Dog In The

Night-Time.

THE

PHOTOGRAPHER’S

WIFE 

by Suzanne Joinson 
(£16.99, Bloomsbury
Publications)
Set across Jerusalem

and Sussex in the 

20s and 30s, this  

tale sees Prudence

revisit her past after 

a shocking revelation. 

GIRLS ON FIRE 

by Robin Wasserman 
(£12.99, Little Brown)
A suicide brings naive

Hannah together 

with the town’s bad

girl, Lacey, who has  

a secret that will

change everything.

We couldn’t put  

this one down. 

THE GIRL  

WHO BEAT ISIS: 

MY STORY

by Farida Khalaf 
(£12.99,  
Random House)
At age 19, Khalaf 

was captured by ISIS

and sold into slavery.

Following her escape,

she tells her story.

3
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The digital version comes free with the print edition of your subscription and is available strictly on a trial basis. Time Inc. (UK) Ltd reserves the right to withdraw free access to the digital version at any time. This offer is available in the UK only. This offer is for the travel-sized version of Marie Claire. If you would prefer to receive the 
standard size, please select this option when ordering. This offer is for a minimum term of 12 months and refunds cannot be issued during this initial period. The closing date is 25 May 2016. Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery of your first print subscription issue.. The welcome gift is available to the first 250 UK subscribers 
only and is subject to availability. In the unlikely event that we run out, we promise to offer you a discount on the price or an alternative gift of the same or greater value. Your gift will be delivered separately within 28 days after your first payment has been taken. Gifts only available to subscribers on the UK mainland. The annual 
subscription rate of Marie Claire is £43.20 (12 issues) and includes P&P. In order to offer this saving on the cover price for subscribers, the free covermount gifts with the magazine are not included and are news-stand promotions only. For enquiries and overseas rates, email: magazinesdirect@quadrantsubs.com. For enquiries from 
the UK, please call 0330 333 1113; for overseas, call +44 330 333 1113 (lines are open Monday-Friday GMT, 8.30am-5.30pm, excluding bank holidays) or email help@magazinesdirect.com. Marie Claire, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, will collect your personal information to process your order. Marie Claire and Time Inc. (UK) 
Ltd would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from us . Time Inc. (UK) Ltd may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting 
and researching their products and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted . Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, which publishes Marie Claire, would like to send messages to your mobile with offers from carefully selected organisations and brands, promoting and researching their products and services. If you want to receive 
these messages, please tick here . Time Inc. (UK) Ltd would like to email you with offers from carefully selected organisations and brands, promoting and researching their products. If you want to receive these messages, please tick here . The Rewards scheme is available for all active print subscribers of magazines published 
by Time Inc. UK, free of charge. Digital subscribers also get access as long as the subscription has been purchased directly through the publishers at magazinesdirect.com. Full terms and conditions are available at mymagazinerewards.co.uk. For enquiries, contact rewards@quadrantsubs.com or call 0330 333 1113 (lines are open 
Monday-Friday, 8.30am- 5.30pm, excluding bank holidays).

FROM JUST £18.99

ORDER ONLINE 
marieclaire.co.uk/ht16

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

PLUS
GET YOUR 

WELCOME GIFT* 
FROM HAWAIIAN 

TROPIC
WORTH £30

HAWAIIAN-TROPIC.CO.UK

New Hawaiian Tropic Silk Hydration 
Air Soft SPF 30 (£18) is a protective 

sun lotion with 12 hours of 
moisturisation, so light that it feels  
as if it’s barely on. Plus new Ultra 
Radiance After Sun (£12) to leave  

your skin soft and radiant.
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Every subscription 
comes complete with 
a free trial digital 
version for iPad and 
iPhone. Digital-only 
subscriptions are 
also available; visit 
magazinesdirect.com 
for the full range of 
titles and offers.

GO DIGITAL 
– IT’S FREE! 

DIGITA

ONLY £1.58 AN ISSUE! 

Monthly extras.
Exclusive to
subscribers
Subscribe today and join Rewards for free to get
even more from your magazine. Handpicked offers,
unique giveaways and unmissable prizes.

Join Rewards at marieclaire.co.uk/rewards



Terms and conditions Offer code entitles the holder to 25 per cent off their total purchase, excluding delivery. Only redeemable against purchases
made at sttropeztan.co.uk. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Only one offer code per customer, per transaction. Offer is valid  
28 April-26 May 2016. No cash alternative. Offer only valid for orders with a delivery address in the UK. Offer subject to availability of products.

Achieve a natural looking  

tan for less with our

exclusive online offer

WHAT BETTER WAY TO KICK-START

the holiday season than with a gorgeous
glow? And with 25 per cent off leading
tanning brand St.Tropez, it’s easier 
than ever. 

Choose from a wide range of products
to suit all your tanning needs, including
the new St.Tropez Gradual Tan Tinted
Body Lotion. The perfect alternative  
to tights, it instantly illuminates the 
skin with a natural touch of bronze that
you can build up for a healthy looking 
colour all year round. Or, if you’re
looking for a gradual, sunkissed glow, 
try the St.Tropez Gradual Tan Classic
range, available in a new Aero Mousse
formula, Lotion and Face Cream – the 
ideal summer must-haves.

Don’t miss out

To claim your discount, simply visit
sttropeztan.co.uk, choose your products
and enter TINTED25 at the checkout.

25% OFF AT 
ST.TROPEZ

READER OFFER
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same way. So if I’m going to wear  
a Saint Laurent dress, I’ll team  
it with a jacket that I got from an
Army-surplus thrift store. 
I like 80s, coming-of-age films,  

like the ones John Hughes made.  

A favourite is Foxes, with Jodie Foster.
She was only a teenager at the  
time. It’s based in LA, which is cool, 
because when I watch it, I’m seeing 
it the way it was when Mum was
growing up there.
My house in LA became a disaster,

because I was always touring. I felt
like I was in a giant storage space
instead of a home, so I put in an
effort to make it really nice and  
it worked. I went around every
corner of LA to buy furniture.
Weirdly, I found stuff on Etsy, too  
–  it has great furniture. I also 
collect photography books and
magazines from photographers  
like Juergen Teller.
Sky Ferreira is the face of Paco Rabanne’s

Black XS LA for her, on sale in  

The Fragrance Shop from 9 May

I didn’t realise until I was older 

that I dress similar to Debbie Harry.

She’s like the Marilyn Monroe of
punk-rock music. I love everything she
stands for. And even though I haven’t
dressed like her personally, I also love
Madonna’s pale-skinned, 90s look in
her Frozen video – it’s very underrated. 
Fiona Apple is the reason I started

writing songs. Her CD was the first  
I ever bought. I’m still a die-hard 
fan. Kurt Cobain is a big musical
hero for me, too. There’s something 

effortless and genuine about them
both. From every aspect, they end up
looking cooler than everyone else.
Growing up, I used to go to Venice

Beach every day. In a weird way  
it reminds me of Paco Rabanne’s
fragrance, because of the coconut
smell. My dad used to use coconut oil
all the time. It’s really fresh and light.
Going back and forth between New

York and LA can do a number on my

skin. One city is very dry and one is
very humid, so I use SEQuaderma
and Shiseido products a lot. I never
used to, because I always had great
skin, but all the make-up and travel
eventually takes its toll.
I’ve been thrift-store shopping for as

long as I can remember. Metropolis
in New York is one of my favourite
vintage haunts. I have a brother, so I’d
often wear his clothes growing up.  
I look at high-end and vintage in the 

The alt-pop star loves

Debbie Harry, the 

smell of LA’s Venice

Beach and hunting for

vintage in New York

Sky
Ferreira

 MY WORLD 

Saint

Laurent

Venice

Beach

Black 

XS LA

fragrance

Debbie

Harry

Madonna

Kurt

Cobain

Jodie Foster 

in Foxes

Sky at the

Outside

Lands

Music

Festival
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SUMMER 
HOLIDAY
REFRESH
Whichever hip destination you’re jetting off to, make 

sure you pack right. To help, Bold and Lenor have joined 

forces with Giles Deacon to keep your clothes as fresh 

and fabulous as you’ll feel sipping those mojitos

IBIZA, CABO, WE’RE THINKING 

Formentera… wherever you go this 
summer, you know there are a few key 
pieces that must make the suitcase edit. 
Number one priority is the slinky bikini.  
In a close second is the flowing floral maxi. 
And number three? It’s got to be a floral 
cover-up. You see, blooms are back big 
time. But before you pack each piece 
neatly into your case, you need to know 
about the Giles Deacon Limited Edition 
Collection for Bold and Lenor. 

PARADISE FOUND
So why is this collaboration so cool? Well,  
it really is a match made in clothing heaven 
– Giles Deacon, the Brit designer we adore 
for his daring use of fabrics and colours, 
and Bold and Lenor, the brands that care 
for and enhance the clothes we love. Giles 
was in charge of the incredible fashion-
focused packaging, which was inspired by 
Bold and Lenor’s beautiful scents. ‘Bold 

and Lenor add a finishing touch to any 
outfit,’ he says. ‘It’s that delicate layer of 
fine fragrance specifically for your clothes 
that makes them, and you, feel good.’

A great scent has the power to lift our 
mood and the amazing fragrances in the 
Giles Deacon Limited Edition Collection will 
breathe new life into your clothes, too. All 
will infuse your clothes with a gorgeous 
fragrance, so they smell divine from the 
time you pack till you return home. 

The collection includes Bold’s Peony  
& Cherry Blossom and Lenor fabric 
conditioner in three addictive scents:  
Ocean Escape, Black Diamond, and 
Amethyst And Floral Bouquet. For the 
ultimate refresh, there’s also Lenor 
Unstoppables, which gives you up to 
12 weeks of boosted freshness.* Then 
there’s the sophisticated cleaning and 
fibre technology in all the products that 
will ensure your summer staples look 
newer for longer, so you’re all set for 
next year’s break, too.

Hot British designer Giles Deacon has 
collaborated with Bold and Lenor to 
design a Limited Edition collection 
inspired by their fabulous scents. ‘These 
products not only infuse the fabric with 
a luxury scent, they also enhance the 
quality of the fibres,’ he says. The 
collection is available nationwide.
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GILES DEACON’S LIMITED EDITION FOR BOLD & LENOR



You’ll be able to breeze 

through the airport  

with these packing tips

PACK TO 
PERFECTION

Colour code
Want to edit down your holiday 
wardrobe? Sticking to a colour 
palette of three shades max will 
help you with this difficult task. It 
will also ensure everything you 
do take works together. 

Fold and roll
While underwear and T-shirts 
won’t wrinkle when rolled tightly, 
stiffer fabrics should be folded. 
Covering folded clothes with a 
dry-cleaning bag keeps wrinkles 
at bay, too. The bag’s slippery 
surface means folded clothes 
don’t stay in one place long 
enough for creases to set.

Slip in a scarf
It’s a magnificent multitasker 
that you can use as a cover-up  
en route to the bar, as a sexy 
sarong and even as a turban to 
protect your hair from the sun. 

Stay fresh
An uplifting scent can add  
more wow than a statement 
accessory, so wash your holiday 
edit before you pack with Lenor 
Unstoppables. It gives up to 12 
weeks of boosted freshness.

PROMOTION

Bold and Lenor 

will refresh your 

summer staples  

and keep them 

looking newer  

for longer 
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FASHION

The new nautical and envy-inducing jewels. Plus, the ever-charming

Drew Barrymore talks finding balance. Come on in… 

JUNE





FIRST PORT OF COOL
Summer’s take on maritime has found its sea  

legs: cute captain hats, windswept dresses  

and bohemian, 70s-style silhouettes, ahoy

Photographs by ARNAUD PYVKA   

Styled by ENRIQUE CAMPOS
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Previous page: polyamide-mix 
swimsuit, £110, Solid & Striped; 
leather skirt, £2,580, Gucci; cotton 
hat, £170, Ralph Lauren Collection

This page: silk dress, £2,980, Fendi; 
leather shoes, £745, Proenza Schouler;
umbrella, stylist’s own

Opposite page: silk dress, £980, and silk
skirt, £861, both Calvin Klein Collection;
leather shoes, £570, Fendi; 18ct gold
bracelet, £626, Gucci at Beladora.com



This page: linen jacket, £475, jersey  
top, £170, and cotton-mix trousers,  
£340, all Max Mara; leather shoes, £745, 
Proenza Schouler; 18ct gold and diamond 
necklace, £1,575, Tiffany & Co; 18ct 
rose-gold ‘Perlée’ ring (on model’s left 
hand), £925, Van Cleef & Arpels; ring  
on model’s right hand, stylist’s own

Opposite page: polyamide-mix bikini  
top, £52, Nautica.com; embroidered  
cotton skirt, from a selection, Dolce & 
Gabbana; bracelet, stylist’s own; acetate 
sunglasses, £245, Chloé; leather bag,  
£1,495, Salvatore Ferragamo 







This page: cotton dress, £1,890,  
Salvatore Ferragamo; 18ct gold and 
diamond necklace, £1,575, Tiffany & Co; 
18ct rose-gold ‘Perlée’ ring, £925,  
Van Cleef & Arpels

Opposite page: embroidered silk jacket, 
£9,750, Giorgio Armani; polyamide-mix 
bikini bottoms, £45, Nautica.com; cotton 
hat, £170, Ralph Lauren Collection;  
18ct rose-gold necklace, £1,440, Louis 
Vuitton; 18ct gold watch, £6,965, Rolex  
at Beladora.com



This page: linen jumpsuit, £2,500, 
and cotton hat, £170, both Ralph 
Lauren Collection

Opposite page: jacquard-cotton 
jacket, £4,660, cotton trousers, £950,

and cotton and metal brooch, £380, 
all Chanel; 18ct gold and diamond 
necklace, £1,575, Tiffany & Co

Hair by Gavin Harwin for Oribe Hair Care.
Make-up by Tatyana Makarova for Diorskin
Nude at Walter Schupfer Management.
Nails by Beatriz Palencia. Model: Laura
Kampman at The Lions
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Flower  

Dress, Valentino; 
ring, Delfina Delettrez



She’s so prevalent on the big screen that it’s easy to forget  

Drew Barrymore has also carved a business empire. Here, as the humble 

queen of Hollywood starts a new chapter, she talks to friend and writer 

Jill Kargman about beauty, motherhood and counting her blessings 

Photographs by DAVID SLIJPER  Styling by CATHERINE NEWELL-HANSON

power



DREW AND I BOTH LIKE TO SAY WE WON THE  

sister-in-law jackpot. From the night my brother, Willie
Kopelman [who Barrymore is now separated from],
introduced us at a quiet dinner in Santa Monica, California,
in 2011, we were add-water-and-stir Insta-pals. Our wine-
fuelled cackles have taken us late into the night, and we’ve
made breakfast for our kids with eye bags at 6am. And at
any time in between the hours of coffee and cocktails, she is
a pure joy – no prima-donna horseshit, no entourages, no
vanity. With last autumn’s memoir, Wildflower, she has
cemented herself as not just an award-winning actress, but
also an accomplished writer. Not to mention entrepreneur:
her production company, Flower Films, has made more than
$1 billion at the box office and released the recent How To Be

Single; her make-up and eyewear line, Flower, is launching
an e-commerce site this year and may expand abroad; and
sommeliers across America have added Barrymore Wines
to their lists. We plopped on her bedroom carpet while our
kids watched The Little Mermaid downstairs, and got to it.

On starting a business…
JILL KARGMAN: I don’t want to be sexist and lump  
all women together, but why do you think so many actresses
create ancillary things, such as blogs or products or drink
mixes? Do you think it’s a fear of the shitty roles in
Hollywood, and the need to have something to fall back on?
DREW BARRYMORE: We are living in a different day
and age. In the 90s and 2000s, celebrity endorsements
were a big thing, but now it’s about being entrepreneurial.
Your job gives you a platform to try things.
JK: Yeah, why should you make money for some
corporation, hawking its product on a billboard in Japan?
DB: And that was a great means to a living for, like, 20
years, and a great opportunity. Tides have shifted to  
a really empowering platform of: ‘I can do things that  
I’m very much interested in, for myself, for other people, 
in the way I want to do it.’ People have found a new way in
which to do things that mean something to them. It’s
become very personal. Look at Jessica Alba and Gwyneth
Paltrow – and, by the way, I also really give credit to ‘firsts’.
I remember when Sarah Jessica Parker was doing perfume
a decade ago, and Liz Taylor before her. There’s a real
difference between name-slapping and people saying, ‘I
have an opportunity because of my job; I’m going to run
with it. And by running with it, I’m going to give an infinite
per cent of myself to it.’ You can smell the difference. 
JK: Do you have any examples of early mistakes you
made with Flower or Barrymore Wines? Something you 

wish you’d done differently, or something you’ve learned.
DB: I would invest so much more in social [media]. We
don’t market, and we put all of our money into our
formulas. I like that it’s been creatively up to me, but  
it’s been a challenge to keep it up myself. It’s not one  
of my strong suits. I come from the Enjoli [70s Revlon
fragrance] era – like, give me a good jingle. I love
advertising. ‘You can bring home the bacon, fry it up in
the pan, but don’t ever forget that you’re a man, ’cause
I’m a woman.’ Chris [Miller, her business partner] and  
I, all we do is sing theme songs and jingles, it’s so
ingrained. I wonder where the power of advertising will
go, because those things were so great growing up, with
jingles and visuals and powerful campaigns.
JK: You’re so not self-promoting – you don’t pose and do
all those duck-face selfies like everybody else does.
DB: I try hard to keep my Instagram personal and sweet,
and use it in a way to engage with people so that I can talk
about work stuff, but [self-promotion] is so not who I am.
JK: What other projects are you interested in? 
DB: If I were to design furniture or create wallpapers,  
I would rather do that now than some things I’ve done
that feel familiar. I’ve always talked about the fantasy of
having a few lives in one. I could have stayed in film and
continued climbing in everything I had worked towards.
But when I had my children, I knew that could not be my
life, because I would not see them. It freaked me out, and
I put my dreams and goals aside very willingly. Then [in
2013, shortly after giving birth to daughter Olive], I went
out and said that you can’t have it all. I got in a bit of
trouble for saying that, and I felt bad because I’m so 
pro-women and girl power and believe that women can
do anything they want. I really had to tell myself, ‘You can
do everything, but you will have to do them at different
moments. And you can do a lot in the same moment, but
you can’t do everything in the same moment.’ It was a
good lesson that you will just have to prioritise and put
some things over here for a little while. It never has to
mean the end; it’s just something different.
JK: What’s the best career advice you ever received  
as an entrepreneur?
DB: Be on time. Being late is selfish and shifts the focus.  
I think people give actors leeway, but business people
don’t. They just don’t respect you. 
JK: What is something you wished someone had told  
you about starting a company?
DB: Growing a business is a lot like gambling in Vegas.
You are trying to trust your gut, but sometimes the 

‘I could have stayed in film and continued climbing…

but when I had my children, I knew that could not 

be my life. I put my dreams and goals aside willingly’
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Top and skirt, Chanel;
white-gold diamond
ring, Sethi Couture;
yellow-gold diamond
ring, Cartier



outcome will not be in your favour. It’s not luck, but 
you cannot control it always, either. 
JK: What would you tell a woman who was interested 
in starting a company?
DB: Start a company! Then always do the work to earn
your opportunities. Then it’ll be about your skill sets 
and not about your gender. 
JK: Who inspires you as a businesswoman?
DB: In general, anyone who knows how to brand.
Branding is an art. It’s the truest art of business. 
JK: What are you like as a boss?
DB: I really don’t think of myself as a boss. I am one  
in a team and believe you accomplish nothing alone. 
JK: What qualities do you look for in a potential 
employee or business associate?
DB: Someone who I feel can not only keep up with  
me, but also whom I can’t keep up with. Anyone 
prolific is inspiring to me. 
JK: Did you read any business books?
DB: No. You try to have a broad vision and remember
that slow and steady wins the race. 
JK: How do you come up with all those awesome names
for your beauty products – like Give Peach A Chance lip
colour and Keep Your Pansies On eyeshadow?
DB: There is a group of women who sit around with 
wine and all the products. And we play with every 
single colour and not only come up with puns, but
something that really describes the colour. 
JK: What have you learned from your failures?
DB: To embrace them. 
JK: What does success look like to you?
DB: Employment! 

On fame and friendship…
JK: I’ve long worshipped the fact that, even though  
you have some celeb friends, most of your closest  
friends are not famous. 
DB: I have always been shy in the fabulous world of
celebrity. When people are saying, ‘This person’s gonna
be there!’ and ‘We should go to this party!’ I’ve never felt
comfortable with that sort of camaraderie among famous
people. I’ve known Poo Poo [Cameron Diaz] since I was
14 years old. We just happened to know each other before
her career started, and I was working in a coffeehouse
trying to re-figure out my life. So in a weird way, it doesn’t
even count with us. We can laugh every once in a while
about a common problem, like, ‘Oh, my God, this guy
jumped out of a bush today to get my picture,’ and she’ll
be like, ‘Oh, my God, me too!’
JK: I always call you the Human Truman Show,  
because you grew up in front of everybody. There must  

be some comfort in all those amazing old friends who
have created a safe haven for you. 
DB: There is a comfort in having really old, true  
friends, who don’t bullshit you and with whom, when 
you do talk about your problems, there is no wallowing.
Honestly, celebrity problems are very few and far
between. Any problem I could ever have – unless it’s  
a real problem of the heart or a problem with my children
or a relationship issue or job decision, life path, all those
things – I just don’t ever want to sit around and complain
or wallow or obsess about it. Anything that comes with 
my job are its blessings and its curses, and you just
shouldn’t think twice about them.

On being self-taught…
JK: When I was getting to know you, I thought, ‘She can
quote Dostoyevsky better than I ever could! She didn’t
have a gun to her head; she wanted to learn.’
DB: It was prompted a little bit by fear. I didn’t want to
end up being 25 and not ever having educated myself in
any way. The good part was creating my own syllabus –  
I would write my name in every single book I ever read
and then put it on a shelf. As that shelf grew, it became so
important to me, like it was letting me know I was getting
somewhere. And if you fall in love with a writer, you can
read their body of work and really understand it. Like
Kurt Vonnegut: you know why you want to fall to your
knees and start blessing his feet – which I did!

On making an effort…
JK: I have heard from people who are like, ‘I just want to
say, Drew is so nice and normal at school or in the baby
class,’ and I love it, but, yeah, no shit.
DB: I went to parents’ night, and I wore some lipstick and
concealer, and I thought the people at school looked at me
kind of differently. I normally come with acne and Ugg
boots, and I thought they were like, ‘Oh, that’s nice, she
made an effort.’ A nice outfit for me is jeans and Nikes.

On a perfect 24 hours…
JK: What is the dream day for you? For example,  
mine starts with sleeping late, a huge coffee, all three
SoulCycle bike settings happen to be right…
DB: Going to a beach with my family. It could be cold
Pacific waters or somewhere tropical – doesn’t matter.
Hitting a yoga class, going directly to eat dinner with the
kids and having tons and tons of pasta, and after I put
them to bed, bringing our latest varietal of Barrymore
Wines to my girlfriends for their approval. Then going
home and being in bed by 10pm with Food Network or
Shark Tank. Wake up, rinse, repeat. Such goodness.

‘Honestly, celebrity problems are few and far

between. I don’t wallow. Anything that comes 

with my job are its blessings and its curses’
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Jacket, Miu Miu; dress,
Prada; ring, Repossi
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This page, clockwise from top: platinum  
and diamond ‘Enchant’ scroll earrings, 
£10,400, Tiffany & Co; 18ct white-gold  
and diamond ‘White Noise’ bracelet,  
£2,200, Repossi at Dover Street Market; 
18ct white-gold and diamond ‘Hortensia’ 
pendant, £12,500, Chaumet 

Opposite page, from top: 18ct gold and 
white-diamond cuff, £405, Kim Mee Hye  
at Browns; 14ct white-gold and diamond 
‘Flash’ earrings, £320, Georgina Boyce;  
18ct white-gold and diamond ‘My Dior’ 
hoop earrings, £14,000, Dior; viscose-mix 
sweater, £95, Whistles 



Bring on the sparkle. It’s 

time to add serious weight 

to your jewellery collection

Photographs by JOUKE BOS 

Still life photographs by DAVID NEWTON

Styled by LUCIA DEBIEUX

QUEEN OF 
DIAMONDS 





This page, clockwise from top: 18ct 
white-gold and diamond ‘Fontaine’ 

necklace, from a selection, Chanel High 
Jewellery; 18ct white-gold and diamond 

‘Flora’ earrings, £2,420, Gucci; 18ct 
white-gold and diamond ‘Love’ 

bracelet, £41,100, Cartier

Opposite page, clockwise from top left: 
14ct white-gold and diamond ‘Mini 

Halo’ hoop earrings, £695, Astley Clarke; 
18ct white-gold and diamond ‘Possession’ 

bandeau ring, £14,200, Piaget; 18ct 
white-gold and diamond ‘Armor Python’ 
ring, £6,927, Akillis; 18ct white-gold and 

diamond ‘Olympia’ necklace, from a 
selection, Van Cleef & Arpels; cotton-mix 

shirt, £210, Acne Studios at Net-a-porter.com 





This page, from top: 9ct white-gold  
and diamond ‘Milgrain’ stud earrings, £195, 
and 9ct white-gold and diamond ‘Seven 
Petal’ earrings, £500, both Hall Collection; 
18ct white-gold and diamond ‘Wavy Lines’ 
necklace, from a selection, De Beers

Opposite page, clockwise from top left:  
18ct white-gold and diamond ‘Lunar’ 
pendant, £1,900, Annoushka; 18ct  
white-gold and diamond ‘Dentelle de 
Diamant’ ring, £8,750, Louis Vuitton; 
rhodium-plated 18ct white-gold and 
diamond ‘Tango’ bracelet, £47,600, 
Pomellato; 18ct white-gold and diamond 
‘Magnipheasant’ earrings, £11,650,  
Stephen Webster

Hair by Jamie McCormick using Aveda. 
Make-up by Natsumi Narita using Chanel 
S/S 2016 and No5 Body Cream. Nails by 
Ama Quashie at CLM using MAC Cosmetics. 
Model: Sophie Vlaming at Viva London. 
With thanks to Snap Studios



Meet your new 
superhero skincare 
regimen. All these 
heroic buys are 
available at the  
beauty hall in 
Debenhams 



SO EXACTLY HOW DO YOU  

qualify for superhero status in 
the world of beauty? You have 
to be pretty darn amazing, 
that’s how. Enter Debenhams, 
whose beauty hall delivers 
everything your skin could ever 
need – and more. With its huge 
selection of premium brands 
and complimentary expert 
and personalised advice, it’s 
definitely the destination for 
tailored beauty advice. 

This beauty hall of dreams 
also makes shopping for the 
best skincare, make-up and 
fragrance effortless. Beauty 
blogger Nada Adelle couldn’t 
agree more. ‘I can’t imagine 
life without beauty halls like 
the one at Debenhams,’ she 
says. ‘For girls on the go they 
are a godsend, and having free 
advice on hand is a huge part 
of the experience. Most of us 
are not experts when it comes 
to skincare and make-up, and 
could do with a little nudge 
in the right direction. I was 
recently saved from buying the 
wrong shade of foundation by 
one of the counter staff, then 
I was told about an offer and I 
walked away with a free sample!’ 

The beauty wonders don’t 
end there. Next time you’re in 
Debenhams, we suggest you 
join the Beauty Club. It’s the 
easy way to get perks when you 
shop the beauty hall – we’re 
talking bonus points and more. 
Debenhams, you’re our hero.

They may not be able to leap tall buildings in a single bound, 

but the premium skincare brands you’ll find at Debenhams 

definitely have you covered on the looking gorgeous front

BEAUTY HEROES 
TO THE RESCUE!

Marie Claire took a lap around the 
beauty hall and came back with a 
heroic beauty routine just for you 

THE SUPERHERO 

SKINCARE REGIMEN

1 Our first pick was the Elemis 
Pro-Collagen Cleansing Balm, 
£39.50 for 100ml. Suitable for all 
skin types, this balm dissolves make-up, 
daily grime and pollutants to intensely 
cleanse but also nourish your skin. 

2 Our next must-haves? Two stellar 
beauty icons – Estée Lauder 
Advanced Night Repair, £50 for 
30ml, which harnesses the power  
of your skin’s natural night-time cell 
renewal, and Clarins Double Serum, 
£56 for 30ml, that targets all aspects 
of skin ageing – from fine lines and 
loss of firmness to enlarged pores.

3  We finished our trip by picking up 
cult buy Clinique Dramatically 
Different Moisturizing Lotion +, 
£30 for 125ml, which will keep your 
skin glowing, and the much-lauded 
Kiehl’s Creamy Eye Treatment, 
£20 for 14g, that will bring moisture to 
the eye area to help reduce fine lines.

JOIN THE CLUB

Get £10 off* beauty and 
fragrance when you spend 
£50 (one to be a Beauty 
Club skincare hero). Plus 
exclusive to Beauty Club 
members, a FREE  
deluxe skincare sample.** 

Not a member? Join in 
store or see debenhams.com 
for details to start earning 
points as you shop! Plus 
take advantage of exclusive 
offers, gifts and events. 

‘For girls on the 

go, beauty halls 

like the one at 

Debenhams are 

a godsend’
Nada Adelle, beauty blogger

PROMOTION

*One set of bonus points per customer per day. Minimum £50 spend in one transaction applies and only valid on Beauty and Fragrance 
purchases. One to be a skincare hero. Worth is equivalent to 1000 points. Beauty Club Card must be registered. **Subject to availability.  
Samples are available from individual brands counter. To redeem this offer you must register your Beauty Club Card in store on the day
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Summer’s English rose-over, the lowdown on holiday-ready feet  

and a hot new hair trend. We’ve got you covered

BLOSSOMING
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SOFTLY
DOES IT 
It’s time to bare some skin, 
so follow this easy three-step
prep. First, jump into a bath
with Susanne Kaufmann

Nourishing Herbal Whey

Bath, £32, to soften hardened
areas, then follow with Aveda

Beautifying Radiance Polish,

£32, buffed into parts with
slower cell turnover, such as
elbows and knees. To finish,
slather on Dove DermaSpa

Youthful Vitality Body Cream

£7.99, which contains AHAs
to speed up skin renewal for
glowing limbs. Move over 
J-Lo, we’re coming…

ANATOMY OF… 

ST. TROPEZ GRADUAL  
TAN CLASSIC MOUSSE

 From £25

GAME CHANGER

SUMMER PALETTES
The new season is the perfect time for a subtle
eyeshadow colour injection…

3. Surratt In The
Shadows 

 Palette, £115
Dark, romantic and

cool, this has 
all the shades 

you’ll ever need. 

2. Elizabeth Arden
Sunset Bronze

Prismatic 
Palette, £25

Soft lilac and ivory
work perfectly to

brighten eyes.

1. Chanel
Empreinte Du

Désert Palette, £42 
Temper the light

green in this palette
with the neutral

brown hues.

UNDER 140-CHARACTER REVIEW: All over this May Lindstrom
clay cleanser – brightens, cleanses and decongests
your skin immediately. Love it! 
May Lindstrom The Honey Mud Cleansing Silk, £64

Molton Brown Dewy Lily Of The
Valley Star Anise Single Wick
Candle, £36. The lily of the valley and
spicy notes make this the ideal scent
for barbecues on the balcony – dreamy.

BEAUTY 
NEWS

MC LOVES…

The refined

mousse formula

is designed to be

easier to apply for

a salon-like finish.

The use of

blurring powders

means that  

it perfects as it

colours.

Designed by

fragrance house

Givaudan, the

gentle rose scent

is a proven mood

booster.

Hydraglow

Complex

provides 48 hours

of moisture after

application – ace.
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Darphin Facial
Sonic Cleansing
& Massage
Expert, £125. 
‘Say goodbye to
the salon with this
face-lift massage
device and
cleansing brush.’

Tazeka Travel
Companion, 
£39.50. ‘I always
use this tummy-
calming essential
oil when I travel.’ 

Bliss Fabulous
Drench ‘N’
Quench, £29.50. 
‘My skin drinks this
stuff. A cream-to-
water moisturiser
hydrates for longer.’ 

Get fresh
Our beauty and style director’s 

hot picks for the month ahead

 LISA O
LOVES 

Yves Saint Laurent
Volume Effet Faux
Cils Mascara in
Hippie Green, £25.
‘I love colour on my lashes
– wiggle at the roots and
leave the tips sun-kissed.’ 

Tom Ford Neroli
Portofino Acqua, £95
for 50ml. ‘I adore this type
of subtle scent. The citrus
notes make it addictive.’ 

Givenchy Vax’In City
Skin Solution Youth
Protecting Water, 
£29.50. ‘Use this like a
toner to combat pollution.’ 

OMGTEA Organic Matcha
Green Tea, £19.95. ‘This
detoxifies, regulates blood sugar
and calms the mind. Top me up.’

LISA SAYS: ‘Makes jogging
look cool. Plus, comes 
with a handy hood.’ 

Jacket, £85, Nike
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BEAUTY

Lancer Makeup
Removing Wipes,
£40 (for 30). ‘I’m
following VB when it
comes to skincare.
She swears by Dr
Lancer. I’m dipping 
in with these.’

Estée Lauder NightWear
Plus 3-Minute Detox Mask,
£32. ‘Korea’s beauty glitterati 
were in a frenzy over this 
skin-restoring mask, and  
it’s worth the hype.’  
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Beauty is in our nature
Our Collagen Hyaluronic Acid Complex works with your body  

to restore natural collagen* and moisture levels for firmer, radiant,  

younger looking skin. Enrich your beauty regime at solgar.co.uk

Available at leading health food stores and pharmac

*Vitamin C contributes to normal collagen formation for the normal function of skin. Studies show that daily ingestion of BioCell Collagen Type II® increases the collagen 

content in the facial skin. Clinical interventions in aging. 2012;7:267. Food supplements should not be used instead of a varied balanced diet and a healthy lifestyle.
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Photograph by JONATHAN MINSTER  Words and styling by CHARLOTTE CLARK

1. By Terry Terrybly Densiliss 
Sun Glow in Sun Fair, £76
Part skin-firming serum, part
light-reflecting bronzer. Genius.
2. Tom Ford Bronzing 
Powder in Bronze Age, £50
This earthy shade is great for
adding warmth to darker skin
tones. Summer glow, sorted.
3. Benefit Dew The 
Hoola, £22.50
Mix this matte liquid bronzer  

with your moisturiser for a wash 
of subtle post-beach colour. 
4. Sensai Bronzing Gel  
SPF6, £30 
A little goes a long way with this
lightweight, blendable formula.
Sweep it along your collarbone and
décolletage for an all-over sheen.
5. Elizabeth Arden Sunset
Bronze Prismatic Bronzing
Powder in Deep Bronze, £28
This argan oil-infused compact 

keeps skin nourished, while 
the shimmery particles reflect 
light for a radiant finish.
6. YSL Les Sahariennes 
Bronzing Stones, £35 
A unique powder/balm hybrid 
that smoothes and blurs skin 
for a natural sun-bathed look. 
7. Guerlain Terracotta 
Bronzing Powder, £36
Relive your holiday memories 
with this silky powder that 

brightens a hungover complexion.
8. Clinique Sun-Kissed Face 
Gelee in Universal Glow, £23
Girl on the go? This gel formula 
is sweat and humidity-resistant, 
so it won’t end up sliding off your 
face if things heat up.
9. Estée Lauder Bronze 
Goddess, £33
Touch-ups are a breeze with the
handy large mirror and oil-free
formula in this compact.

 THE  
 BEST 

WAY TO GLOW
Achieve radiant sun-kissed skin with these beach-worthy bronzers
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HELLO, PETAL 
Fresh, rosy faces are the hottest look for summer.  
‘No make-up make-up with a hint of pink is one look all 
my clients beg me for tips and secrets on,’ says Dolce  
& Gabbana’s international make-up artist Christian 
McCulloch, who worked on this shoot with Dolce & 
Gabbana’s spokesmodel Kate King. ‘And it suits everyone.’
HOW TO ‘Try a three-step-cheek look to add dimension 
to the face. Dust bronzer over your forehead, close to  
the hairline, tops of the cheekbones and under the jaw 
for shadow,’ says McCulloch. Use YSL Beauté Les 
Sahariennes Bronzing Stones in No.1 Sunstone, £35, 
and Giorgio Armani’s Blender Brush, £60, to create this 
look. ‘Add a flush of Dolce & Gabbana’s Luminous Cheek 
Colour in Caramel, £34, on the apples of the cheeks and 
finish by applying Dolce & Gabbana Glow Illuminating 
Powder in Eva, £38, on the outer cheekbones,’ he says. 
Slick on Dolce & Gabbana Dolce Matte Lipstick in  
Dolce Mamma, £29, for a natural, rose-tinged smile. 
Bra, Dolce & Gabbana



BEAUTY

DARLING
BUDS

PERFECT POUT
Hot pink can look a little doll-esque, but 
McCulloch explains how to work the trend: 
‘Hot-toned Schiaparelli pink is chic, rather  
than too Barbie,’ he says. ‘Keep the rest of  
your make-up neutral, except for this glam  
pop of colour. It’s like treating your make-up  
as an accessory.’
HOW TO Swipe lips with Dolce & Gabbana 
Dolce Matte Lipstick in Dolce Bacio, £29, blot 
and reapply for added intensity. Balance the 
look with strong, couture-style brows, using 
Benefit Gimme Brow, £18.50, then apply 
lash-plumping Nars Audacious Mascara, £21. 
A powder-pink nail colour, such as Dolce & 
Gabbana The Nail Lacquer in Bonbon, £20, 
finishes the look to perfection. 
Dress, Dolce & Gabbana

Supermodel Kate King showcases  

beauty’s elegant new mood – think subtle 

colours, sultry scents and a soft focus  

on radiant skin. Prepare to get pretty 
    Photographs by SIMON UPTON  Words & Styling by LISA OXENHAM
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BEAUTY

SMELLING 
LIKE ROSES
We’re all pretty sweet on roses right now. 
But the problem is most rosy scents are 
either saccharine or have a hint of 
‘grandma’ about them. It’s what kind of 
rose-based scent you choose that counts. 
HOW TO Dolce & Gabbana’s Dolce Rosa 
Excelsa, £49, eschews those powdery 
old-fashioned notes in favour of a crisp 
hit of new rose, while Roja Dove’s Rose 
Parfum, £345, uses a rosy note that’s 
warm and entirely enveloping. For freshly 
fragrant locks, Isle of Roses Hair Oil, £42 
(exclusively at Beauty Mart) is lightly 
textured and beautifully scented. 
Dress, Dolce & Gabbana



BEAUTY

IN BLOOM
Pink can be relaxed, playful and flirty. 
‘Anyone that goes natural can wear pink,’ 
says McCulloch. ‘If you’re a fan of a balmy 
mouth, pink is the next step. Forget mascara 
and just have a hit of colour on the lips. 
Baby pastels look great, but this season, 
muted shades have a more romantic edge.’
HOW TO McCulloch recommends 
minimal base, with a wash of oyster-toned 
shadow, such as Bobbi Brown Shimmer 
Wash Eye Shadow in New Bone, £17.50, 
across the lids. As for lips, try Dolce & 
Gabbana Dolce Matte Lipstick in  
Dolce Dolcezza, £29, as a base and  
fill in with Dolce & Gabbana Precision 
Lipliner in Dolcezza, £20, over the top,  
for a three-dimensional effect. 
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SOFT TOUCH
Healthy, glowing skin is top of everyone’s
summer wish list. But you’ve got to get back 
to basics first. ‘I’m obsessed with soft skin,’ 
says King. ‘Most mornings, I body-brush in the
shower and smother myself with coconut oil,
then shower it off. It leaves my skin super
smooth and healthy.’
HOW TO On set, McCulloch used a liquid
foundation on imperfections and followed up
with a touch of concealer on the body. ‘It stays
put and works well in real life, too, for special
occasions,’ he says. Before you do anything,
though, use a hydrating moisturiser such as
Decléor Aroma Nutrition Nourishing Rich Body
Cream, £33, to create an even surface before
applying Charlotte Tilbury Supermodel Body, 
£45, to mimic a sun-drenched sheen. For a
silky finish, use Prismologie Rose Quartz &
Rose Body Balm, £55 (exclusive to Beauty
Mart), and This Works Perfect Legs Skin
Miracle, £37 – both help to reflect light and
make arms and legs look gazelle-like. 
Bra and briefs, both Dolce & Gabbana

BEAUTY





BLUSH HOUR 
Need a little lift? Try this trick: ‘A rosy pink 
blusher applied high on the apples of the  
cheeks is flattering for everyone and pulls  
the face upwards,’ says McCulloch. ‘Keep  
it well away from your nose and chin.’
HOW TO McCulloch dabbed Dolce & Gabbana 
Luminous Cheek Colour in Bacio, £33, over 
King’s cheeks with a brush. For dark complexions, 
we love Lancôme Blush Subtil in Figue Espiegle, 
£28. ‘Don’t apply powder blush to dewy skin – it 
won’t stick and will disappear during the day. And 
if you overdo it, just use your foundation brush to 
remove a little excess colour.’ Q
Earring, Dolce & Gabbana
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Josh Wood 
Guardian Of

Colour Colourloc
Treatment Iron, £120

Heat styling can fade your
colour – fast. The solution?
These genius straighteners,

which are loaded with
vitamin-filled cartridges. 

Christophe
Robin Shade
Variation  
Care in Warm
Chestnut, £38
This healing  
mask neutralises
yellowish tones 
that can dull brown
hair and injects  
a healthy dose  
of nourishment.

BRUNETTE
IS BACK 

Things are changing in hair colour.
Bronde and ombre may have been the
summer look du jour, but all eyes are
turning to brown. ‘Brunettes were
overlooked until balayage became
popular. Now people realise that you
can do incredible things with darker
shades,’ says Jack Howard, colourist at
Paul Edmonds in London, which has
launched a Brunette Bar with L’Oréal
Professionnel. Howard and his team
mix the perfect shades – lighter browns
around the face to brighten, a mid-tone
through the middle for density and a
deeper colour underneath for unity.
Just ask your colourist for the same and
you can also rock summer’s hottest hue.

Step away from the peroxide-laden highlights. 

This season, we’re taking hair to the dark side 

Words by SUZANNE SCOTT

 HAIR 
 BUZZ 

John Frieda Brilliant Brunette Visibly
Deeper Colour Deepening 

Treatment, £9.99
Apply post-shampoo to enrich your

colour and add vibrancy.
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John Masters
Organics Shine
On Treatment,
£26.50
This contains
strengthening
organic kelp.
Apply to  
damp hair then
blow-dry it in. 

Color Wow  
Color Security
Shampoo, £16.50
Traditional shampoos
contain sulphates,
which lift the hair
follicle and allow your
colour to escape. This
one doesn’t. #Winning

Charles Worthington
London Instant Root
Concealer Powder in 

Dark Brown, £14.99
Dust this over your roots 

to buy you time in 
between salon visits. 

Label.M
Diamond Dust
Conditioner, 
£22.95 
Using diamond-
dust particles 
and pearl powder,
this rinse-off
conditioner
ensures gorgeous
high-gloss locks. 

Brillianttt BBBrBrunett
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Chanel catwalk regular Crystal Renn on modelling,

frizz-fighting and wearing her perfume to bed 

Interview by SUZANNE SCOTT

I
believe that diversity has a place 

in fashion. I wrote my book,
Hungry: A Young Model’s Story Of

Appetite, Ambition And The Ultimate

Embrace Of Curves, because there
were body issues that weren’t being
talked about. Criticism can be
heartbreaking, and you do take it 

personally when you’re pouring your
heart out and people are insensitive. 
I have to work on not caring about
what others think. The most important
thing is to be proud of yourself.
Modelling is not just one big party.

My advice to young models is that, as
inspiring as it is, modelling is ultimately
a business and it should be treated 
as a craft. A garment is basically a
lifeless item on a hanger, and it’s your
job to put it on and make it come alive.
Working out is a mental thing. I love
yoga – it clears my mind. When I’m
practising, it’s just me for an hour and
a half. It’s like a therapy that you can
do anywhere in the world at any time.
I’m a serious brunette. I wear blonde
wigs for work, and enjoy changing my
look, but in my heart I’m dark. My
colour is down to Redken Chromatics,
an in-salon glossy colour. 
My hair gets straightened and blow-

dried all the time – it’s total
destruction! My trick is to apply Redken 

oil to damp hair and braid it before bed.
In the morning, I run straighteners
over the plaits, let them loose and leave
the house with perfect waves – no frizz!
Finding solutions to blemishes is a

struggle. Make-up can cause break-
outs, but Lancôme foundations are the
exception. Sometimes, I’ll even mix in
a little olive oil. That’s probably too
greasy for some, but I like the sheen. 
I am pretty obsessed with my lips.

Korres Wild Rose Lip Butter looks
really fresh, but it’s lipstick where I like
to experiment – I even wore black once.
MAC and Chanel are my favourites.
I’m very loyal to my fragrance. I wear
Frederic Malle Portrait Of A Lady and,
to me, it’s the most important part of
getting dressed. When I put it on, I feel
more like myself. I even wear it in bed.
I love Korean spas in New York and 

try to recreate them at home. I let the
shower run before I get in to create my
own steam room and use a Konjac
sponge to smooth my skin – it looks
odd, but is full of nutrients. I like Chanel
body products – they are so decadent. 
I apply eye cream everywhere. La
Prairie’s Eye Caviar is so great that 
I use it on my mouth, around my nose
and sometimes as a face moisturiser. 
It makes my skin look ‘wow’ and is my
go-to on shoot days.  

1 Chanel Rouge Coco
Lipstick in Suzanne, £26
2 La Prairie Skin Caviar 

Luxe Eye Lift Cream, £225
3 Frederic Malle Portrait Of A

Lady EDP, £215 for 100ml 
4 Lancôme Miracle 

Cushion Foundation, £30
5 Redken All Soft 
Argan-6 Oil, £26

6 Chanel Précision Body
Excellence Firming And

Rejuvenating Cream, £75
7 Redken Chromatics Ultra

Rich, from £40 (in salon) 
8 Korres Wild Rose 

Lip Butter, £8

 MY 
 BEAUTY 
 RULES 

Crystal
1
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When Crystal’s  

in New York, she

loves the Korean spas
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A NATURAL-LOOKING HEALTHY 

glow is as much a summer essential  
as maxi dresses and flip-flops. And 
getting one is now a breeze thanks  
to the UK’s leading tanning brand 
St.Tropez and its new Gradual Tan 
Tinted Body Lotion. Forget exfoliation 
and endless drying hours, this tanning 
innovation is perfect for first-time 
gradual tan users and it will slot into 
your daily beauty routine with ease.
  Application is so simple as the lotion 
is formulated to glide on, giving you 
that elusive streak-free finish. Think 
of it as a BB cream for the body, with 
instant skin-perfecting coverage. And 
because it gives you an instant hint of 
bronze, you don’t have to wait hours 
to get that gorgeous tan. You can also 

reapply daily, or as desired, to build 
the depth of tan that suits your skin 
tone. The other bonus? There’s no 
need to moisturise afterwards as the 
Gradual Tan Tinted Body Lotion is 
ultra-hydrating. What’s more, thanks 
to some clever breakthrough technology 
this quick-drying lotion does not have 
a single trace of that familiar, not so 
sweet tan smell. Instead, it has a fresh, 
mood-boosting fragrance. 

We gave a group of Marie Claire

readers a sneak preview of the  
lotion, and they’re clearing space  
for it on their bathroom shelves.  
An impressive 89% of the readers who 
tried the Gradual Tan Tinted Body 
Lotion said their skin had a natural, 
healthy glow and would use the 
product again, while 86% said it was  
a pleasure to use.* To make it even 
easier for you to get your glow on, 
St.Tropez is offering a 25% discount 
on all of its products, which include 
the iconic gradual tan body lotions, 
hydrating face creams and a newly 
formulated air-whipped mousse.  
Turn to page 132 to find out more. 

RECLAIM 
YOUR 
GLOW 
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PROMOTION

The complete range is available  
at leading retailers and salons 
nationwide. Discover your ultimate  
tan with the St.Tropez Tan Finder at 
sttropeztan.com/tanfinder

@STTROPEZTAN

THE NEW ST.TROPEZ 

GRADUAL TAN TINTED 

BODY LOTION GIVES 

YOU AN INSTANT HINT  

OF BRONZE AND 

GRADUALLY BUILDS FOR 

A NATURAL, HEALTHY 

LOOKING TAN

87% OF MARIE CLAIRE

READERS THOUGHT  

THE COLOUR WAS  

VERY NATURAL AND 95% 

WOULD RECOMMEND 

IT TO A FRIEND

Look sun-kissed and 

gorgeous in a matter  

of minutes with the  

new St.Tropez Gradual 

Tan Tinted Body Lotion

@





YOU’RE PUMMELLING THOSE ARMS AT THE GYM,
but the wobble remains. You’ve tried everything to lose that
extra layer of padding around your midsection – but nothing

has worked. ‘Genetics are the main cause,’ explains Dalton
Wong, founder of Twenty Two Training and co-author of
The Feelgood Plan (£14.99, Ebury Press). ‘Women are
designed to reserve fat in certain areas, so that in times of
famine they can still nurse children.’ While subcutaneous
fat (which sits just below the skin) won’t always disappear 
with diet and exercise because of our biological propensity
to ‘store’, body contouring treatments could be effective  
– as long as you’re within a healthy BMI range.

INNER THIGHS 
The issue: Hormones drive the deposition of fat around
the thighs for women, which is why the area is prone  
to cellulite (uneven pockets of fat). ‘Up your protein,’ 
Wong recommends. ‘Around 21g a sitting will reduce fat
and build lean mass.’ If you’re maxed out on protein,  
this area also responds well to heat-based body contouring
treatments, because the connective tissue is weaker on  
the thighs than elsewhere in the body.
The treatment: ‘Using heat to target fat cells is effective
because the heat energy damages the fat-cell membrane,
causing it to break down,’ says cosmetic surgeon  
Dr Angelica Kavouni. During radio-frequency treatments,  

Stubborn fat and problem areas that

just won’t shift? Suzanne Scott reveals

the new treatments to nix your woes

a device sucks up a small area of skin and delivers  
heat that penetrates through to the subcutaneous fat layer.
The fat cells give up their fatty acids in response and 
shrink in on themselves so the area gets smaller. 
Try: Venus Legacy (from £200 a session; 8-10 sessions
recommended; venustreatments.com). It doesn’t hurt, 
but keep hydrated to boost the elimination of the fat cells.

 LOWER STOMACH 
The issue: ‘There are two reasons why you can’t shift the
paunch,’ says Wong. ‘Either you’re doing too much cardio,
which produces excess cortisol that stores as tummy fat, or
you’re very stressed. In both cases swapping a cardio
session for resistance training like yoga or Pilates helps.’
The treatment: ‘The tummy area responds well to high-
energy ultrasound waves,’ explains Kavouni. ‘Once the fat
cells are destroyed, the liver removes the debris from the
body over the next three months – but changes can be seen
as early as three weeks later.’ 
Try: Liposonix (£1,800; only one treatment is required;
liposonix.com). It works best on women with a BMI of  
30 or less and with at least 2cm of fat to lose. It can be
uncomfortable and cause bruising. 

 BACK 
The issue: Poor posture and working at a computer can
contribute to muscle atrophy and fat storage. ‘Cable or
dumbbell rowing can reduce the fat you carry in your back,
increase lean muscle and improve your posture,’ says Wong.
If you’re still struggling, there’s another option at hand.
The treatment: Cryolipolysis is effective at targeting the fat
that posture and exercise can’t reduce. ‘The problem area
is frozen to -5°C, which is the temperature needed to
destroy the toxin-storing fat cells. The body then dispels
these cells via the lymphatic system over the following few
months,’ explains cosmetic doctor Dr Leah Totton. 
Try: Cryolipolysis at Dr Leah Cosmetic Skin Clinic (£450
for a 45-minute session; drleah.co.uk). Results are visible
after 8-12 weeks, but be warned: it can be uncomfortable,
and the area may be sensitive for up to ten days after.

 HIPS 
The issue: ‘Love handles are caused by a build-up of 
excess sugar,’ says Wong. ‘You can exercise all day but  
if you’re eating too many refined sugars you’ll never shift
those pockets of fat.’ Wong suggests cutting back on  
the white stuff gradually. But you can boost the results  
of dietary changes with ultrasound too.
The treatment: ‘Ultrasound waves agitate cells, which
causes damage to the fat cell membrane, and makes  
the fat cells “burst”,’ explains Kavouni. ‘The debris is 
then removed by the liver.’ 
Try: 3d-Lipomed at Cosmetic Solutions (from £650  
for a course of treatments over 4-6 weeks; cosmetic-
solutions.co.uk) combines ultrasound with radio frequency
and cryolipolysis to fire up the liquid in the fat cells and 
break them down. It can be quite painful – we suggest
taking painkillers before the treatment. 

 BEAUTY 
 CLINIC 

Body 
blasts 
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Smile at what you see in the mirror by replacing 

the volume exercise takes away.

Facial fillers are the choice for millions of women 

who want to take action. Ease away fine lines 

and wrinkles and restore fullness for fresh, 

revitalised and natural-looking results.

To find out if facial fillers are right for you, read 

Helle’s story or book yourself in for a chat at an 

open evening: this-is-me.com



IT’S A BIG MOMENT 

around this time every
year. The first slivers of
sun appear, and we, as 
a nation, categorically
lose our shit because 

SUMMER IS HERE. Legs become
bare, short sleeves are worn, and
despite the fact that it’s still chilly, out
come the hooves. And if they look
anything like my feet (knobbly, dry and
covered in hard skin, so gross) it takes a
while to summon the courage to unveil
them. ‘[It’s] a very emotive subject,’ says
podiatrist Michael Harrison-Blount.
‘When a patient arrives to see me, nine
out of ten will apologise for their feet
before they say anything else,’ he says.
And that’s not just a peculiarity of
human nature, it’s because we dismiss
concerns with them as mere vanity,
rather than a genuine health issue.

I fall into this category. I hate my
feet, and worse still, I’ve given up on
them ever looking semi-normal. After
years of shoving my feet into too-high
heels, mine both hurt frequently and 

look like the feet of an ageing prima
ballerina, minus the pretty twirling.
Ghazaleh Rahimi Khoub, podiatrist at
Harrods, Urban Retreat, will, I’m
hoping, totally change everything.
I’ve heard she’s realistic with women’s
foot-care habits and won’t make me
wear orthopedic shoes until I’m 85 (a
palm reader recently told me that’s
when I’ll die). ‘Taking measures now
can stop anything getting worse –
that’s aesthetically, and health-wise,’
she says. ‘But you have to commit to a
dedicated foot-care regime.’ So with
that in mind, I’ve set upon a quest to
discover exactly how we end up with
grim feet, and how we can avoid
ending up in Crocs. Pull up a pew.

 Should you be 

 wearing those kicks? 

Everyone’s a runner these days. Even
your great auntie Sue has probably had
a crack at a 5k run. And just as we’re all
running/CrossFitting/spinning more,
the spike in our foot-related issues has
risen, too. When you exercise, in
particular when you run, you’re meant
to land on the outside of your foot
(supination), then roll to the inside part
of the foot (pronation), then roll back
to the outside part again. If you have
any pain during or after your run, it
could be a sign you’re spending too
long in the pronation phase and your
gait needs correcting. And it can cause
issues like hard skin, foot pain and
bunions if not corrected. Excessive
pronation is easily diagnosed by visiting
a specialist running shop for gait
analysis (you run on a treadmill while 

an expert looks on) but podiatrist Dave
Wain has some tell-tale signs that you
can check for yourself if you think you
have an issue. ‘Look at wear patterns
on the bottom of your shoes. Extreme
wear on the balls of the feet, especially
towards the big toe area, is often a sign
of excessive pronation. Another test is
to stand barefoot with a mirror behind
you: the Achilles tendons at the back of
your heels should run straight,’ he says. 

Being a little overzealous with
exercise can be a cause of foot issues,
too. ‘Think of it like this,’ Harrison-
Blount says: ‘Your feet need to adapt to
new forms of activity, because they take
the brunt of all your musculoskeletal
activity. Build up slowly and try running
apps to allow your feet to get used to
running, even if you’ve run before.
Your feet still need to adjust.’ And
there’s one simple trick to make sure
your shiny new trainers do their job
correctly. ‘Tie your laces well,’
Harrison-Blount says. ‘Slipping shoes
mean your foot isn’t held in place. And
if you don’t untie them to remove
them, you’ll also stretch your shoes,
meaning they’re not supportive.’ He
also suggests thinking about trainers
that support your ankles, which is a
wider trend in sports shoes driven by
the launch of Nike’s Lunar Epic, £150,
which uses an ankle collar to steady the
foot as you run. Weird, but winning. 

 Attack of the  

 killer heels 

Khoub has studied the reasons women
are so obsessed with heels in depth:
‘They give us a sense of power 

Painful, ugly, cracked? If your feet are letting

you down, it’s time to show them who’s bos  
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through height. They’re also closely
linked to our self-confidence,’ she
says. But as women’s working hours
increase, so does the amount of time
we spend in heels – leading even VB
to kick her heels to the proverbial
shoe curb. ‘High heels displace our
centre of gravity so everything else
has to work a little harder,’ says
Harrison-Blount. ‘And the tailus, the
bone that links your leg bones to your
foot, becomes unstable. Essentially,
you’re constantly controlling a little
fall forwards, increasing the chance of
ankle sprain and shock to the lower
limbs with every step.’ Not only can
this cause injury, but the way a heel
distorts your foot (especially stilettos)
means that you can end up with corns
and hard skin. Not so sexy, right?

But, that’s still not parting me from
my Proenza Schouler courts. So what’s
the healthiest way to wear heels? ‘Match
the heel height to your activity,’ says
podiatrist Emma Supple. ‘If you’re
standing for hours, lower the heel
height. If it’s just an hour or so, you
can wear the higher ones.’ Harrison-
Blount recommends shock absorbers, 

like Scholl Party Feet Gel Cushions,
£4.49, to widen the surface area at the
front of your shoe. And Supple has
also devised a genius method for
picking your ideal heel height: ‘Sit on
a chair barefoot and extend a leg
straight in front of you. With your leg
stretched out and the knee supported,
make an imaginary line from the heel
to the ground. If your foot is at a right
angle to your outstretched leg and
does not dangle, you have a low ankle-
joint axis and will be more comfortable
in flats. If your foot points down, you
need to measure the distance between
the top of your big toe and an imaginary
line from the bottom of your heel.
This is the right heel height for you.
Measure it against your favourite
shoes – I can almost guarantee the
heel height will match it,’ she says.

Supple also recommends a heel
‘warm down’, post wearage. ‘Steal this
foot-strengthening exercise from the
Royal Ballet. They ask ballerinas to
arch their toes, elevate the foot and put
it down 20-40 times, daily,’ she says.
Another pro tip I gleaned is to wear
comfy flats the day after you’ve worn 

your skyscrapers to give your aching
feet a rest and let the muscles recover.

Your flats suck, too 

Flat shoes were not created equal.
Women wrongly think ballet pumps
are better for feet than heels. In fact,
according to The College Of Podiatry,
56 per cent of women favour ballet
pumps over other shoes, and 42 per
cent experience foot discomfort,
including wet feet, as a result. ‘Think
about it like this: if you stand on the
edge of a diving board, your whole
foot, including your toes, tries to grip
onto the edge. That’s pretty much
what they’re doing in ballet flats,’ says
Harrison-Blount.

Some pumps are better than others.
You need to look for a supportive front
and a slight heel, Khoub explains. ‘The
Chanel and YSL ballet pumps offer
the most support I’ve seen, as they have
more grip and structure compared to
others.’ Ever needed a reason to treat
yourself? I just gave it to you. Khoub
also suggests I see an orthotics specialist
to talk about why I’m getting foot pain
and calluses. So I visit Kirk Johnson, 
at Special Footwear in London. He
watches me walk and immediately says
I’m spending too long in the pronation
period, and my arch needs support.
‘Your foot is basically wobbling from
side to side. That means your entire
foot is trying to stabilise itself, which
could be causing the pain and hard
skin.’ I tell him I try to wear soft shoes,
like Uggs, to help my feet, but he says
that’s not the issue. ‘We’re told to focus
on the softness of the inside of a shoe
– and it’s actually the opposite [of what
we should be looking for]. You need to
be supported with a firm insole.’   

The premium insoles cost over
£300, but last for around five years,
so, for serious issues, they’re worth it.
But I decide to try Supple Feet Arches,
£20, instead. The difference is palpable
– my feet just feel more secure. And
after a week, those calluses seem less
angry. I’m more convinced than ever
that foot health should be a part of
our weekly beautification regime. My
feet look and feel better. But above all
– armed with a little more knowledge 
– I’ve started to want to care for them.
Dearest feet, it’s over – I’ll never
squish you into another pair of 
too-small vintage shoes again. 

1. Margaret Dabbs Foot
Hygiene Cream, £20

Containing antibacterial tea
tree oil, this foot cream helps
to naturally fix any stinky feet
issues – especially if you’re 

a keen gym-goer.

2. HoMedics Shiatsu 
Foot Massager With  

Heat, £49.99
Worn your heels all day? 
Go home, grab a copy of 

MC and get a foot massage
to help unknot those tired 

and taut muscles.

3. Scholl Velvet Smooth
Diamond Pedi Electronic

Foot File, £29.99
Use this foot sander once 
a week to keep your hard 

skin build-up to a minimum.
Weirdly satisfying.

4. Lanolips 101 
Ointment,  £10.99

The idea of using a wool 
by-product might gross you
out, but lanolin is ideal for 
dry skin as its moisturising

properties are the most similar
to our skin’s natural lipids. 

5. Flexitol Heel 
Balm, £5.69 

This intensive balm uses 
25 per cent urea to break

down the protein-heavy hard 
skin and give you footsie-

worthy feet. Romantic!

6. Bliss Foot 
Patrol, £18.50

Using a daily foot cream 
with alpha-hydroxy acids 
(AHA) sloughs off dead 
skin cells and increases
moisture retention in the 
skin’s epidermis. Winner.

Find your sole mates
Banish hobbit hooves forever with these foot-friendly hero buys

1.

2.

3. 4. 5. 6.
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HAVE YOU HEARD  
OF INFRARED-A?
It’s a type of sunray that UV-only sunscreens can’t 

defend against. Fortunately, Ladival’s defence 

system contains Infrared-A protection. Make space 

in your beach bag as we explain the science…

THE GOLDEN RULES
We know you want to protect your 
skin, so it’s worth a recap of the 
golden suncare rules. 1. SPF 
degrades, so discard old bottles.  
2. SPF isn’t a level of protection but  
a multiplier – for instance, SPF15 
means it takes 15 times as long for 
skin to burn than it would without 
protection. 3. Seek the shade between 
10am and 4pm. 4. Reapply frequently 
and after swimming. And now there’s 
a new rule: 5. Protect yourself against 
Infrared-A, a proven cause of 
sun-induced ageing.

SUN DAMAGE
Sunlight is made up of different types 
of rays – 37 per cent of which are 
currently known to damage your skin. 
You probably already use an SPF that 
protects from UVA and UVB. But the 
sun’s rays can penetrate skin more 
deeply than these, causing long- and 
short-term damage at a cellular level. 
The culprit? Infrared-A – a ray that 
can’t be absorbed or reflected by 
standard UV-only sunscreen. 

BEYOND SUNBURN
While UVA and UVB rays cause  
your skin to respectively age and 
burn, Infrared-A has also been  

proven to have an impact. Justine 
Hextall, Consultant Dermatologist  
and fellow of the Royal College of 
Physicians, explains: ‘Infrared-A 
penetrates the epidermis and dermis 
of the skin [see the diagram, below 
right] and can lead to the formation of 
free radicals. Effects can include 
premature skin ageing, decreased 
skin elasticity, increased wrinkling and 
damage to skin DNA that can also 
impact your long-term health.’

MAXIMISE PROTECTION…
By also defending against Infrared-A, 
Ladival protects against four times 
more of the sun’s damaging rays than 
standard UVA/UVB-only sunscreens. 
Plus it’s ideal for sensitive skin – being 
colour- and perfume-free, and being 
scientifically proven to be suitable for 
kids with eczema. 

Ladival Sun Protection 
Lotion SPF30, RRP 
£19.99 for 200ml, is 
available at Asda, Boots, 
Lloyds Pharmacy, Well 
Pharmacy and available 
to order at your local 
pharmacy. Visit ladival.co.uk
for more information.

• There are more of them 
Longwave Infrared-A rays comprise 
almost a third of the sun’s rays. 
(Combined, UVA and UVB rays 
 total just seven per cent.)  
• Deeper penetrating Unlike  
UVA/UVB, these rays enter the skin 
deeply, going beyond the epidermis 
and dermis to attack the cell itself. 
• Long-term damage Infrared-A
can create free radicals. These 
overwhelm the body’s own 
antioxidants and cause premature 
skin ageing by attacking  
collagen and elastin.
• Protect yourself Ladival is the 
only mainstream suncare brand to 
contain Infrared-A protection in 
addition to UVA and UVB defence.

Don’t feel the burn: get the facts 

about these damaging rays

Find out more 
about Infrared-A
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FIND YOUR HAPPY SKIN
Ask in-store for your free skincare 
consultation. The Drops Of 
Youth™ range is available in stores 
and at thebodyshop.co.uk and  
The Body Shop At Home™ – call 
0800 092 9090 to book a party. 

‘HYDRATION IS  

A CRUCIAL 

FOUNDATION FOR 

HEALTHY SKIN.

Properly hydrated skin not  
only feels softer and looks more 
supple, but it’s also better equipped  
to protect itself against external  
toxins. Moisturised skin is also  
less prone to wrinkles, which is 
a good incentive to stick to a  
daily moisturising routine.’
Charlotte Clark, Beauty Assistant, Marie Claire

‘SINCE TURNING 30 

LAST YEAR MY SKIN 

HAS A TENDENCY  

TO LOOK DULL. 

Dull is ageing, so I was definitely  
up for trying the Drops Of Youth 
Youth Concentrate. I was thrilled 
with the results. My skin felt more 
hydrated after using the concentrate 
and had a lovely glow. It also looked 
smoother and more supple. I’ll be 
using it religiously from now on.’ 
Robyn Blake, Marie Claire reader

‘SKIN-LOVING PLANT 

STEM CELLS ARE 

NOW IN OUR YOUTH 

CONCENTRATE.   

Plant stem cells are the source of a 
plant’s vitality. Stem cells never go 
through the ageing process that 
other cells do. Instead, they 
constantly regenerate themselves  
and create all the specific cells  
that plants need elsewhere. Our 
concentrate will help enhance  
surface skin renewal to help your 
complexion look brighter, fresher 
and healthier day by day.’   
Jennifer Hirsch, Expert Beauty  

Botanist for The Body Shop

IS YOUR SKIN THIRSTY? AS THE 

temperature rises, the chances are  
the answer is yes. A healthy, radiant 
complexion is a hydrated one and 
that’s where The Body Shop’s Drops 
Of Youth range comes in. Designed to 
quench your skin with moisture, this 
range isn’t just a pretty face. It’s 
packed with beauty tech, including the 
unique gel-to-water formulation in  
the essence lotion, which moisturises 
at a deeper level to soften the skin so 
the other products in the range are 
absorbed better. Clever stuff right? 
And the concentrate is packed with 
skin-loving plant stem cells. Skincare 
this good needs to be snapped up,  
so go on make your skin happy.   
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We’ve found a skincare range that will keep your complexion bouncy and 

hydrated all summer long. Meet The Body Shop’s Drops Of Youth™ collection

YOUR HAPPY  
SKIN SOLUTION 

3 STEPS TO BLISS

PROMOTION

1
PREPARE AND ACTIVATE
After cleansing, apply the 
Drops Of Youth Youth 
Essence Lotion, £14. It’s  
your essential first layer of 
hydration that softens pores 
so they’re more receptive  
to your other products. 

2
TREAT AND SMOOTH
Massage in the Drops Of 
Youth Youth Concentrate, £25 
– The Body Shop’s bestselling 
serum (one sold every 23 
seconds**). With plant stem 
cells, it will help your skin  
look smoother and firmer.

3
MOISTURISE
The Drops Of Youth Youth 
Cream, £20, provides 24 hours 
of hydration, while the Drops Of 
Youth Youth Bouncy Sleeping 
Mask, £24, has hyaluronic acid 
to deliver optimal moisture 
replenishment at night. 





If your usual workout is getting boring, or

you’ve stopped seeing results, make these

small changes and you’ll be back on track

WHETHER YOU GO TO THE GYM FOUR TIMES 

a week, or just squeeze in the odd run, there are
workout tweaks you can make right now that  
will fire up your muscles and metabolism, giving
maximum results for minimum effort. 

‘Huge impacts can be seen with small changes 
to your routine that force your body to work 
harder,’ says personal trainer James Duigan,  
who hones the physiques of Lara Stone and 
Pippa Middleton. ‘Be realistic – any new changes 
you introduce need to be straightforward and 
easily done between social and work commitments
or you won’t stick with them. The key is learning 
to work out smarter, make every minute count
and push your body to get the best possible
results in the shortest amount of time.’  
Here’s how… 

 1. Fitness blend 
 every week 

Whether you’re into running, lifting 
weights or yoga, aim for a ‘fitness blend’ of 
2-3 exercises a week to see lasting results, rather than
focusing on just your favourite one. 

Blends should ideally combine complementary
exercises. ‘Running can lead to tight hips and ankles,
so yoga will help counter this, enabling you to work
harder in the long run,’ says fitness trainer Lee
Mullins from London’s Workshop Gymnasium. ‘If
yoga is your thing, include a weekly weights class.
While the former helps increase mobility and
flexibility, the latter promotes strength and stability.
Ballet enthusiasts will have a lot of stress on the
knees and ankles, so get in some low-impact cardio,
such as swimming, to raise your heart rate with
minimum stress on the body. Those who cycle or
spin regularly will be prone to dense muscle tissue 
in the legs and increased stiffness in the hips. A
monthly massage will help lengthen out the hips
and the muscle fibres in the legs so they don’t
become too tight or big.’ Getting into the habit of
blending your exercises every week will make you
stronger, fitter and your workouts more effective 
with minimum strain and injury. 

5 fitness hacks
for summer
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‘Thinking about

your muscles

before or during

exercise can

actually make

them stronger’

 2. Use your own 
 body weight 

Harnessing your own weight for
resistance, rather than using weights 
or machines, is one of the biggest
fitness trends this season. ‘It’s great
for toning and allows for a broader
range of movement, plus it’s free 
and you can do it anywhere as you 
don’t need bulky weights or gym
equipment,’ explains personal trainer
Matt Roberts, the man responsible
for devising short, sharp and easily
transportable routines for Prime
Minister David Cameron and his 
wife, Samantha. ‘It’s also a fantastic
weight workout to introduce after
cardio like running or cycling.’ 

Get into the habit of tacking these
five exercises onto the end of your
usual routine to see a real difference
in your endurance and body shape. 
Aim to do 10 reps of each and build
up from there.
• For abs: Lie on your back. Place
your hands on the floor on either
side and raise your legs up in the air
in front of you. Slowly lift them up
and down as many times as you can. 
• For core and shoulders: Do a
push-up. Get into the position with
your hands just over shoulder-width
apart and in line with your chest  
(not your shoulders), keeping the
body in a straight line. Contract your
stomach muscles and lower yourself
down and back up again. 
• For an all-muscle workout: Try  
a burpee. Start in a push-up position,
then jump your feet towards your
hands, stand straight up with  
your hands in the air and jump.
Land with your weight equally
distributed between your feet.  
Then place your hands on the floor
beside your feet, jump back into  
the start position and repeat. 
• For your bottom and stomach:
Squat – stand with your feet
shoulder-width apart and hold your
arms out in front of you. Keep  
your weight in your heels and lower
yourself until your thighs are parallel
with the floor. Stick your bottom out.
Push up through your heels to the
starting position and repeat.
• For legs: Lunge – standing up
straight, step forward and lunge 
with one leg so your front shin is 

 4. Drink coffee 

Make a ‘lean & clean’ coffee an  
hour before exercising, advises
Duigan. ‘Caffeine will give you the
motivation to get to the gym and  
the energy to work out for longer,
plus it accelerates fat burning. Add  
a teaspoon of coconut oil or organic
butter instead of milk to increase the
effects.’ The American College of
Sports Medicine recently found that
drinking coffee in this way an hour
before exercise increases endurance,
while another study from The
Australian Institute of Sport revealed
that caffeine before a workout
triggers the muscles to start using  
fat as an energy source rather than
carbohydrates, leading to accelerated
fat loss. Research also shows drinking
coffee after a workout boosts levels of
glycogen, your muscle’s fuel source. 

 5. Visualise the burn 

Don’t roll your eyes – it’s a fact: you
are what you think. Scientists at 
Ohio University have discovered that
thinking about your muscles before
or during exercise can actually make
them stronger. ‘Before every training
session, I get clients to do a minute 
of breathing where they set their
intentions for the next hour,’ says
Duigan. ‘This involves breathing
deeply and thinking about what 
they want to achieve – be it burning
calories, feeling stronger or running
a faster 10k. I’ve witnessed how this
increases the effectiveness of their
workout and creates a neural flow
between the mind and the muscles.’

Dr Jeff Breckon, a psychologist  
in exercise and sport from Sheffield
Hallam University, adds, ‘Our
mindset is incredibly powerful  
in relation to exercise, from the
distraction method, where you use
music or stunning scenery to distract
you from the pain of exercise, to the
enjoyment factor – if you exercise
with friends, natural competitiveness
will spur you on. Then there’s
wearable technology that gives you  
a sense of accomplishment by setting
small, attainable goals. ‘There’s a
saying that goes, “Running is 80 per
cent mental”, but I think your mind’s
ability to help your body do better
could be even higher than that.’  

perpendicular to the floor. Push 
up with the front leg and return to
the start. Repeat with the other leg. 

 3. Eat smart on 
 training days 

How many great workouts are let
down by bad eating habits? And yet,
the right diet is the key to burning
calories and reaching your fitness
goals. If your main motivation is
weight loss, skip eating breakfast on 
a gym morning. A study published 
in The Journal of Physiology found 
that switching your breakfast time 
to after your workout session can
help boost fat burning. 

If you need a little pre-workout 
snack, eat an apple and a spoonful 
of peanut butter. Apples are full  
of quercetin, which helps improve
energy metabolism. The result?
Better endurance in the gym.  

A good mix of fat, protein and 
fibre, peanut butter encourages
slow-release energy. It’s also an
excellent source of niacin and  
folic acid. These aid the body  
in converting food to energy,
intensifying your workout. Add  
a handful of raisins a few minutes
before you start training as well  
– researchers from the University  
of California gave study participants
either raisins, sports energy sweets 
or water, then got them to run a 5k. 
The raisin-eaters ran a minute 
faster than the others. 

Post-workout, get stuck into 
cherries. According to boffins at 
the Scandinavian Journal of Medicine

and Science in Sport, these juicy, red
treats contain anthocyanins, which
reduce muscle inflammation and
post-workout pain, meaning you’ll 
be more inclined to go back to the 
gym the following day.
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Almased® nutritionist Katie Hipwell can provide 

advice on any part of the programme. You can 

contact Katie directly at nutritionist@almased.co.uk.

For more information, call us on 0207 969 1886 or 

visit www.almased.co.uk or Almased UK.

Download your FREE Almased® Figure Plans 

at fi gureplan.co.uk. Please enter code MC3

What’s in Almased®?
Our unique fermented formula blends three wholesome ingredients.

YOGURT
Made from premium quality milk; the 

calcium present in the yogurt supports 

normal function of digestive enzymes.

ENZYME-RICH HONEY
Beyond adding a touch of natural 

sweetness, this is carefully processed in 

order to optimise the raw enzymes that are 

present in Almased®.

SOYA
This plant-based protein can support the 

maintenance of essential muscle mass. 

The fact that it’s fermented makes it easier 

for your body to digest and absorb.

No.1
IN GERMANY 

NOW NEW 
TO THE UK

• Clinically proven weight loss v a normal low-fat diet1.

• Reduces body fat without loss of essential muscle mass2.

• Nourishes the body with a unique blend of soya, yogurt and honey.

• Contributes to weight loss when replacing two daily meals.

• Maintains weight after weight loss by replacing one daily meal.

• Contains no artifi cial fl avours, fi llers, preservatives or stimulants 

and only naturally occurring sugars. Non-GMO, Gluten-free, 

Vegetarian and suitable for those with Diabetes.

The benefits of Almased®

Mix 50g of Almased® with 200-350ml 

of water or 200ml of low-fat milk and 

2tsp of oil rich in essential fatty acids 

(e.g. olive, fl axseed, rapeseed or 

walnut). 

Always struggling to reach your target weight? Now is the time to bid 

farewell to those previous fad diets and actually achieve your health and 

weight loss goals! By combining nature’s ingredients; high quality soya, 

yogurt and enzyme-rich raw honey, Germany’s No.1 meal replacement 

programme can provide healthy and sustainable weight loss, while 

supporting overall well-being. Not only can weight loss improve overall 

physical appearance, it can also bring a host of additional health benefi ts.

Almased® was fi rst developed in Germany to help improve energy levels. 

Not only did it do this, but it was subsequently found to be effective as 

part of a weight loss programme. At the University of Freiburg, clinical 

studies observed a signifi cant difference between Almased® and normal 

low-fat dieting1. Furthermore, the researchers found that while fat was 

lost, essential muscle mass was retained2. Over 25 years of scientifi c 

research has shown Almased®’s benefi ts for weight loss, long-term weight 

management and overall health and wellness.

So simple to use!

Need help with your diet?

Available in larger Boots stores and online, subject to availability. See boots.com/ordertodaycollecttomorrow for full terms and conditions about the 

Order & Collect Service. Mon-Sat. Geographical exclusions apply.

only at Boots
Order by 8pm and collect free from 12pm tomorrow at a store near you.

1. König, D et al (2008). Annals of Nutrition and Metabolism; 52(1):74-78. 

2. Deibert, P et al (2004). Intl. Journal of Obesity; 28(10):1349-52. 
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...simply because it works

ADVERTISEMENT

“When the scales got 

to 15 stone at 5’5” I 

knew it was time to do 

something. Almased®

helped me reach my 

target weight, just in 

time for my wedding 

day.”

- Ina

More
THAN JUST WEIGHT LOSS



HERE’S A STATISTIC FOR YOU. ONE IN FIVE 

people in the UK claim to suffer from dry and 
sensitive skin.* Beauty blogger Lydia Elise Millen  
does, and she’s made it her mission to share her 
knowledge on reclaiming a healthy complexion. One 
of her skin secrets is Cetaphil. Huge in America and 
starting to make waves here, Cetaphil’s fragrance-free 
and pH-balanced cleansers and moisturisers are 
specially developed for sensitive skin. ‘Two years ago  
I had treatment for acne and now my skin can be very 
sensitive,’ she says, ‘but I’ve developed a good strategy 
to combat the problem. I’ve stripped back my skincare 
and improved my hydration. I use the Cetaphil 
cleanser and moisturiser because they are mild and 
don’t strip the skin of its natural oils or upset the pH 
levels. Cetaphil is one of those products that everyone 
should have because it’s so effective at treating so many 
skin sensitivity issues.’ And what about hydration? ‘I’m 
a big water drinker and it completely changed my life 
the day I decided to drink more of it. My skin was 
instantly improved, as were my energy levels.’ Her 
other secrets? Lemons. ‘I have lemon in my food, 
squeezed in my water and sliced in my tea. It gives my 
body the kick-start it needs and detoxes my skin.’  
Time is also key to Lydia’s gorgeous complexion.  
‘I devote the same level of care and attention to my 
morning and evening skincare regimes,’ she says.  
‘I think of them like little windows in my everyday  
life where I get to give myself a good pamper, while 
also benefiting my skin immensely.’

HEALTHY SKIN SECRETS 
OF A BEAUTY INSIDER

Cetaphil Gentle 
Skin Cleanser is 
one of Lydia’s 
skin heroes

A beauty blogger 
needs to look 
fresh-faced 24/7. 
‘It’s not just about 
work,’ says Lydia. 
‘When my skin 
looks healthy,  
I feel happy’

Achieving a flawless complexion  

is one mission we all want to nail. 

Marie Claire caught up with 

blogger Lydia Elise Millen to talk 

skincare, her go-to brands,  

acne and lemons (yes, really)



Lydia’s number one  
beauty rule? ‘Being 
consistent with your 
skincare pays off  
in the long run’  
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‘THE CLEANSER IS 

NOT DRYING AT  

ALL, WHICH REALLY 

DID SURPRISE ME.

It can be used with water as a face 
wash or as a make-up remover with 
cotton wool, which is brilliant. The 
moisturiser is not heavy or oily and 
make-up goes on well after. I tried the 
body mousse, too. It feels silky and soaks 
in quickly. I’m a complete convert – these 
three products are amazing.’  
Laura, 34, Wokingham

‘I HAVE SENSITIVE SKIN 

SO A SOAP-FREE 

CLEANSER LIKE 

CETAPHIL IS A MUST 

for me. It left my skin feeling really 
clean and not at all dry or tight.  
The moisturiser is fragrance-free  
and super hydrating. I work in an  
air-conditioned office and even at  
the end of the day my skin still felt 
smooth and hydrated after using the 
cleanser and moisturiser together.’  
Sarah, 31, Oxfordshire

‘MY SKIN IS  

REALLY CLEAR  

SINCE I STARTED  

USING CETAPHIL.

It also has a healthy glow now  
that I’m using the cleanser and 
moisturiser. I like the pump bottles – 
it’s way more hygienic than putting 
my fingers in a pot. The price is a big 
selling point, too. I can’t believe I’ve gotten 
the results I’ve had with products that  
are under ten pounds each.’ 
Carol, 34, Reading

HEAR MORE FROM THE EXPERTS 
Go to healthyskinsecrets.marieclaire.co.uk where we’ll be revealing  
even more healthy skin secrets. To find out more about the complete 
Cetaphil range, visit cetaphil.co.uk. You’ll find Cetaphil at Boots,  
Superdrug, Lloyds Pharmacy, Amazon and independent pharmacies.

78% of readers say having 

healthy looking skin boosts 

their confidence and 54% 

think they should probably 

take more care of their skin**

Cetaphil has got us excited, so we recruited  
a panel of readers to put the Cetaphil range 
through its paces. Here’s what they said…

READERS’ VIEW

PROMOTION



weforest.org

LOVE  
NATURE. 
Dry your laundry naturally

1 rotary dryer 
 = 1 real tree 

Buy a rotary dryer and  

we’ll plant a real tree  

Make a lasting difference 

Visit us at brabantia.com/love-nature
#LoveNature



FOOD

Click bait
Pro food Instagrammers  

reveal their inside hacks  

to filter-friendly dishes

TRAVEL

Rural retreats
Eschew airport queues this summer: 

the cool crowds are heading to  

the UK’s hip hideaways instead

INTERIORS

Back to black 
Refresh the monochrome palette  

with copper accessories, wooden 

floors and standout stoneware       
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Scallops, watercress 
and asparagus 

Gluten-free

Preparation time:

Under 30 minutes

Serves 4

Ingredients (salad)

• 16 diver scallops
• Salt and freshly

ground black pepper
• Juice of  

1 small lemon 
• A splash of

champagne vinegar
• 1 tbsp finely 
diced shallot

• 4 tbsp olive oil
• 12 asparagus spears,
tough ends removed

• 1 bunch of
watercress, cleaned 

and dried
• A large handful of
sugar snap peas, cut

into ½-inch slices 
(about 1 cup)

• 4 tbsp salted 
butter

• Coarse sea salt
• Lemon wedges, for

serving (optional)

Q Use a paper towel to dry the scallops well,
and season generously with salt and pepper. 
Q Mix the lemon juice, vinegar, shallot and 
1 tablespoon of the olive oil in a large bowl. 
Q Use a peeler to shave 4 of the asparagus
spears and add them to the bowl, along 
with the watercress. Cut the remaining 
8 asparagus spears into 1/2-inch pieces and
set aside. 
Q Heat a large sauté pan over a medium-
high heat. Add 1 tablespoon of the olive oil,
the sugar snap peas and the asparagus pieces,
season with salt and pepper, and sauté for 
1 to 2 minutes, or until just barely cooked.
Add to the bowl with the watercress and
shaved asparagus.
Q Pour the remaining 2 tablespoons of olive
oil into the sauté pan, then add the scallops,
leaving them to sear on one side, undisturbed,
until very crispy and almost cooked through
(3 to 5 minutes). Flip the scallops, then reduce
the heat to low and add the butter. The butter
will immediately sizzle and start to turn
brown. Turn off the heat (the residual heat
will finish cooking the scallops).
Q Toss the watercress-asparagus salad to
combine well. Divide the salad among four
plates (or arrange it on one platter), place the
cooked scallops on top of the salad, and pour
over the brown butter. Garnish with a little
coarse sea salt and serve with lemon wedges
on the side, if desired. 
Taken from It’s All Easy (£20, Sphere) by

Gwyneth Paltrow

Make like Gwyneth with this shellfish supper (chips, optional) 

 RECIPE 

Spent ten minutes hovering a phone
over the starter while your boyfriend 
rolls his eyes? Serial restaurant
Instagrammers reveal when to
click – and when to hold back 

SNAP HAPPY
 GOING OUT 

@rosielondoner
Always: ‘Keep it short
and sweet. There’s
nothing worse than
hangry friends.’
Never: ‘Persevere with
an ugly-looking dish. 
Just eat it.’
Insta-bait: ‘Granger  
& Co in Notting Hill has
marble tops, flowers and
loads of light – jackpot!’

@clerkenwellboyec1
Always: ‘Keep snaps 
as natural as possible, 
but remove dirty napkins
from the shot.’
Never: ‘Post a photo of 
a dish that doesn’t taste
as good as it looks.’
Insta-bait: ‘Places that
do colourful sharing
plates, like Lyles, Salon
Brixton or Dishoom.’

@hngryldnr
Always: ‘Request 
a good, light-filled
table.’
Never: ‘Use  
a flash!’
Insta-bait: ‘Sushi
Samba is a real
winner. Every dish
is presented like  
a piece of art.’ 

@sarkababicka
Always: 
‘Reposition a
garnish if it makes
the shot look better.’
Never: ‘[Snap] a
plain brown stew. 
It always looks
unappetising.’
Insta-bait: 
‘Cream in
Shoreditch.’ 
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Tall glass bottle, £6, 
small glass bottle, £5, 
Coastal nibble bowls, 

£2.50 each, plates, 
from £3 each, Coastal 

napkins, £8 for four, 
Coastal cutlery, £2 each, 

Coastal goblets, £4
each, and throw, 

£14, all Sainsbury’s

Bring that relaxed summer feeling  

to your home all year round with 

Sainsbury’s new Coastal collection

LIVING
EASY



The new Coastal homeware range is now available at selected Sainsbury’s stores. To see  
more of the new collections and to find your nearest store, visit sainsburyshome.co.uk 

TAKING INSPIRATION FROM THE  
beautiful British coastline – think sand-dune 
shades, ocean-blue accents and delicate nautical 
motifs – the latest homeware collection from 
Sainsbury’s has got coastal cool all wrapped 
up. The equivalent of salty sea air and bright 
summer sunshine, this look is pure happiness.

Evoking just the right vibe for lazy weekend 
lunches, set the table with plenty of bowls  
and plates to pass around and glasses to  
fill with summer sundowners for when lunch 
turns into dinner. Bench seating will complete 
the laid-back beach vibe. Are you feeling that 
warm summer breeze yet? We are.

Coastal goblets, £4
each, Coastal jug, £12, 
and Coastal napkins, £8
for four, all Sainsbury’s

PROMOTION





Keep things neutral with natural
wood and monochrome accessories

Strip it back

 Morris says: ‘I love benches!  

 Not only are they great for storage, 

 they’re perfect as extra seating 

 which is handy if you have guests 

 over and your living space is small.’ 

Cool Instagram
accounts to 
steal ideas from

LIFESTYLE
ENVY

@APARTMENTTHERAPY 
Super-stylish real homes 

@BOUDIEANDFOU
French, thrown-together chic

@BERLINE_FINE_
INTERIORS Fantasy pads 

1 Mirror, £35,  
Rockett St George
2 ‘Type 75’ floor lamp,  
£185, Anglepoise
3 Cushion, £23.45,  
Zazzle.co.uk
4 Candle holder, 
£14.99, Stwotwenty.com
5 Bamboo fibre cup,  
£3.50, Stwotwenty.com

@REMODELISTA A cool
mix of old-meets-new

11111 Plate, £19, PPlPlPlate, £19, Mervyn Gers at Heal’sM 2 ‘Pine Balsam’ candle, £9.99, H&M 3 ‘Chartwell’ planter, £18, The White Company
4 ‘Honeycomb’ vase, £19, 4 West Elm at John Lewis 5 The Sartorialist by Scott Schuman, £19.99, Waterstones

PIMP YOUR COFFEE TABLE
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WE’RE PINNING…
Hege Morris, Norwegian
interior designer, blogger 
and founder of style website
S220 (Stwotwenty.com) 
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1. Relax the courses 
‘The starter, main, dessert  
thing is dead. It’s all about
family-style dinners where
everyone shares food, like  
a good toad in the hole with
onion gravy that you plonk  
on the table and everyone  
tears into. You’d never catch  
us serving fancy foams.’
2. Open with a  
signature drink  
‘Offer your guests a cocktail
when they arrive instead of
wine – our Yorkshire rhubarb
martini is a real party starter. 
You could always go DIY the
week before by filling a big
parfait jar with vodka, some
crushed strawberries and
sprigs of mint. Just leave it all
to infuse before straining and 

flowers and white candles,  
and avoid table confetti at all
costs. We just throw some
mismatched flowers into old
milk bottles. Keep it simple.’
8. Go old-school with
pudding
‘Nothing beats a classic 
English bakewell tart.’
9. Avoid the post-dinner 
party slump
‘Keep everyone wide awake by 
serving espresso martinis after
pudding. We also like to end
our night with shots – bring
out the tequila and everything
goes downhill pretty fast…’
Terry & George’s  

cookbook 

Feeding 
Friends
(£20, Hodder 

& Stoughton) 

is out on  

16 June

HACKNEY SUMMER FETE 
All the traditional elements of a village

fete with some cool twists. Think 
coconut shies with a resident DJ. 

9 July, St John at Hackney, London

The hipster 
dinner-party rules Keep it fun 

(and simple)

Presentation is key
Add colour 

to your menu

A rhubarb 
martini or three?

Plate pile-ups are
serious crowd pleasers

THE FESTIVAL 
OF THRIFT 

Dubbed the ‘alternative
village fete’, this

sustainability-themed
fair includes food 

foraging, bee-keeping
talks and a solar-
powered cinema.

17-18 September,

Kirkleatham, Redcar 

URBAN VILLAGE FETE 
Less OAPs selling fruit cake, more
bearded hipsters and gluten-free
brownies. The Urban Village Fete

also features ‘free-running’
demos and a terrarium workshop. 

10 May, Greenwich 

Peninsula, London

pouring over some ice with a
bit of egg white. It’s the perfect
sweet start to your night.’
3. Embrace the BYOB
‘You’re cooking dinner and
forking out for food, so leave
most of the drinks up to your
guests. Even if someone  
tells you not to worry about
booze, you should always  
bring at least a bottle of wine,
or a few cans of G&T.’ 
4. Never ‘industry’ your
seating plan
‘Don’t make the mistake of 
grouping people that work in
the same industry together –
break them up or you’ll have
half the group discussing
stocks and sauces, and the
other chatting plectrums.’ 
5. Girl/boy/girl/boy? 
‘So over. Mix it up.’ 
6. Booze-pair your playlist 
‘For a rowdy crowd you want
tequila shots and rock and roll;
for something more refined,
pour glasses of Merlot and  
pop on some Ray Charles.’ 
7. Chic up your table 
‘Keep it simple with beautiful 

 INTERVIEW 

BERMONDSEY
STREET

FESTIVAL
This artisan foodie
fair features booze
from Bermondsey

Beer Mile, food from 
Borough Market, 

a (very popular) dog
show and maypole

dancing. Bonus. 
17 September,

Bermondsey,

London

From serving up rhubarb martinis to banning boy/
girl seating, stylish foodies George Craig  
and Terry Edwards tell us how to entertain now 

Trend: urban fetes 
All the fun (minus the muddy fields) 
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Only £35  

Worth £120

Order yours here  
box.thisispowder.co.uk 

FREE P&P use discount code MCPOW

RIGHT FOR YOU
We’ll tailor the 12 products in 

your box to your needs

ONE TIME PURCHASE
Subscription lock in?  

No thanks.

SAVE OVER £85
No-brainer. 
It’s a steal.

Beauty Drawer
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KEEP ON 
MOVIN’

IT’S HARD TO BELIEVE, BUT ONE 
in three women in the UK experience  
light bladder weakness*. For seven out  
of ten of these women, these ‘Oooops’ 
moments™ occur during or after 
pregnancy**, and can be triggered by 
simple things like exercising, coughing, 
sneezing and laughing. Shocking, right? 

It doesn’t have to be a big deal thanks  
to the lights by TENA range. Each lights 
by TENA product allows you to deal with 
these unexpected moments discreetly  
and confidently. Both the lights by TENA 
Liner and lights by TENA Light Liner are 
now five times drier than regular liners***, 
offering women complete peace of mind 
and total protection. The range’s upgrade 
has also seen the introduction of a narrower 
core, which makes the liners thinner for 
higher levels of comfort and discretion. 
And all use FeelFresh Technology™ to 
lock in moisture and control odour. So  
for ultimate confidence, pop one in your 
bag before you nail that 5K.

Playlist. Check. Water. Check. 

Fitness app. Check. Ready  

to go? You might not be… 

Free samples of all the products in the lights by 
TENA range are available at lightsbyTENA.co.uk



Amanda Wakeley’s
sleek neutrals

A FASHION SHOW AT THE SAVOY 
hotel, London, celebrated not one,
but two big birthdays in style. Designer
Amanda Wakeley showcased her SS16
collection, which marked 25 years of her
eponymous label, in aid of children’s
charity Rainbow Trust, which was also
recognising 30 years of supporting 
the families of children with life-
threatening and terminal illnesses.

While guests tucked into indulgent
sweet treats, Wakeley took to the
stage to explain the inspiration
behind her chiffon pieces and
masculine tailoring as ‘the gravity-
defying strength and delicacy of the
work of architect Santiago Calatrava’.

The afternoon began with a pop-up
boutique, featuring fantastic fashion,
jewellery and beachwear brands, plus
sportswear by Fitique and Lilou et 

Loïc’s luxury bath, body and scents.
TV presenter Natalie Pinkham, who
hosted the event, then presented one
lucky raffle winner with a Boodles
pendant, and the fashion show
continued with a pretty collection by
London-based designer Anna Mason.

‘Rainbow Trust makes a difference
to the lives of so many families,’ says the
charity’s patron Trish Halpin. ‘What a
way to celebrate their 30th anniversary.’
To make a donation to Rainbow Trust,  

go to rainbowtrust.org.ukAbove: Sheer 
polka dots by 
Anna Mason.
Below: the
gorgeous floral
displays in The
Savoy’s Ballroom.
Below right: back
on track with
Boodles jewellery.

From above:
guests enjoyed
sweet treats;
Wakeley’s
architecture-
inspired collection

Marie Claire, Amanda Wakeley 
and Boodles joined forces to 
host a fabulous fashion show for
children’s charity Rainbow Trust

Over the
Rainbow

Above: Amanda 
Wakeley with

Editor in Chief
Trish Halpin; host 

Natalie Pinkham
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‘We’re feeling full of the joys of spring over at InStyle HQ 

thanks to these uplifting limited-edition nail colours.’  

C A S S I E  S T E E R ,  I N S T Y L E  B E A U T Y  D I R E C T O R

C O L L E C T  A L L  F O U R

T H E  U S A  C O L L E C T I O N

I S S U E  O N  S A L E  N O W

California Dreams Texas Talking Ohio Desire
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Oregon’s Out 



S
omething surprising is happening to the
Great British countryside. Ever since
members’ club Soho House opened
Soho Farmhouse, the group’s rural
outpost in Oxfordshire, Instagram has
been awash with pictures of log cabins
and Hunter-wellied hot-dog legs.
Rumour has it a man was spotted in the
Soho Farmhouse pool wearing a beard
protector – so far, so hipster. But it’s
not just bragging rights that have got 

townies like me heading for the nearest field…

IN WITH THE ARTY CROWD

The Pig Near Bath, Somerset
First stop on the rural hipster trail is The Pig Near Bath. The
row of mud-splattered wellies at the door is as welcoming as
the waft of braising meat, the buzzy bar and the trademark
shabby-chic interior. The Pig’s menu changes with the
seasons but you might well dine on ‘piggies in blankets’ 

CLOCKWISE FROM 

TOP Urban meets 
bucolic at Somerset’s 

Hauser & Wirth
gallery with a 12ft

steel banyan tree by 
Subodh Gupta; a

peek inside the art
hub’s farmhouse;
Daphne Wright’s
sculpture Stallion

There’s more to rural retreats than cows and cream teas,
you know. These days it’s all about buzzy art spaces,
trendy hotels and a cool new crowd. Tracy Ramsden

rounds up the UK’s hottest country hangouts

When hipsters 
hit the countryside
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and Kentucky-fried wild rabbit with carrot purée (both
generous and tasty). Come bedtime there’s not a hint of
chintz nor a velvet curtain in sight – just oak floors, white
cotton sheets and a roll-top bath. Definitely one for your
‘Bedroom Goals’ Pinterest board.

But it’s the surrounding countryside that really lives 
up to the hype. Winding through the high-hedged lanes of
deepest Somerset, you’d expect to amble past a disused
watermill or castle ruin – but a 12ft stainless steel banyan
tree? This striking installation by artist Subodh Gupta
stands in the grounds of Hauser & Wirth in Bruton. Less
art gallery and more immersive creative hub, this one-
time farm now attracts cutting-edge artists such as Jenny
Holzer and Pipilotti Rist, and is rapidly doing for south
Somerset what Turner Contemporary did for Margate in
2011: putting it firmly on the cultural map.

Rocking up to its Grade II-listed farm buildings, my
boyfriend and I discover a treasure trove of contemporary
art that might seem more at home in a glossy urban
gallery. The exhibits are transient, so never feel tired, and
you can also hire the six-bedroom 18th-century Durslade
Farmhouse, a captivating mash-up of bold blue and purple
brickwork, vintage furniture and quirky installations. It’s
worth stopping by the adjoining Roth Bar & Grill for
fresh dishes including an exceptionally good roast beef
with horseradish cream. Look up from your plate, too –
every wall and ceiling holds some arty surprise, and you 
may also spot stylish locals such as Phoebe Philo, Alice
Temperley and the Taylor-Johnsons.

A night out in Bruton is a revelation. The Bruton Dub
Club (held monthly, on a Saturday) is a live music night of
reggae and dubstep DJs and bands that feels, brilliantly,
more Dalston basement than village hall. And it’s not all
about Glastonbury round these parts – those in the know
are eschewing the mega-crowds this summer and instead
pitching up at Fernhill Farm for OutCider Festival (5-7
August). Its USP is ‘No tribute bands, no X Factor, no tossers’
– but it’s worth it for the local ciders and beers alone.

I can’t leave Somerset without making a fashion
pilgrimage to Kilver Court Designer Village in Shepton
Mallet. Home to the original Mulberry factory shop and
where Roger Saul founded the brand in the 70s, it’s now
a sustainable style destination surrounded by beautifully
landscaped gardens. Here you can shop for luxury brands
including Mulberry, M.i.h Jeans and Joseph for up to 60
per cent off standard retail prices. 

THE LUXURY TREEHOUSE SET

Chewton Glen, Hampshire
And so to a house, a very big house in the country. More
specifically, the majestic Chewton Glen on the edge of
Hampshire’s New Forest, a hotel that turns 50 this year
and still leads the way for country-house destinations. It’s
about as traditional as it gets, albeit with an exceptionally
sleek spa (go for the Haute Couture facial to ease you into
country life) and a world-class cookery school led by chef
James Martin, which is set to open this year. 

What we’re here for, though, is nestled much deeper in
the forest. We are driven by buggy along a woodland track,
where a small bridge leads to the most stunning glass-
fronted treehouse I’ve ever seen. Suddenly the notion of a
regular hotel seems passé. Once we’re installed in one of 

LEFT At The 
Pig Near Bath,
simplicity is the
order of the day
– with not an
ounce of chintz 
in sight

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP

Breakfast is served in the treetops at the romantic Chewton Glen;
Chewton Glen’s grand, bliss-inducing spa; those who prefer their 
feet on solid ground can stay in the magnificent main house 
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Gloucestershire’s
OutCider Festival; 

Kilver Court
Designer Village,

and birthplace 
of Mulberry
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the 12 suites set in six luxury treehouses, with champagne 
on ice, hot tub bubbling away on the terrace and a magical 
staircase disguised as a library, there’s no reason to leave 
the treetops. Breakfast is served in a hamper via a discreet 
hatch in the wall so you can spend the morning soaking up 
the panoramic forest views from your gigantic bed.  

When we do eventually leave, it is reassuring to discover 
that the New Forest isn’t all about bicycle-riding families 
in matching fleeces. We discover Cyclexperience in 
Brockenhurst, where the mountain bike goes high-tech 
with an in-built GPS system to take you off-road, but not 
off the map. We pack a picnic and head off to re-energise. 

THE A-LIST DESTINATION

Thyme, Gloucestershire
Nowhere in the UK countryside has seen gentrification 
quite like the Cotswolds. You can thank Kate Moss for that. 
But it’s not just the locals making it cool; there’s a brand new 
destination in the tiny village of Southrop that’s so magical, it 
makes your shoulders and jaw drop all at once. As we crunch 
up the gravel towards the luxury estate, Thyme, the sunlight 
jumps off the staggering windows of the Tithe Barn. To call 
Thyme a hotel would be to do it a disservice. Cookery school, 
kitchen garden, 17th-century boutique manor, cocktail bar 
and country pub, it’s the future of mini-breaking. 

In the dining room, original oak beams are offset by 
modern quirks such as Chris Levine’s Queen artwork, and 
you can drink in The Baa while perched on a full-size sheep 
masquerading as a stool. Order a signature botanical Martini, 

CLOCKWISE FROM 

TOP A suite at Thyme 
House; the enviable 

communal kitchen space; 
the medieval tithe barn



BOOK NOW

QStay at: The Pig Near Bath (thepighotel.com); Durslade 
Farmhouse (dursladefarmhouse.co.uk); Chewton Glen 
(chewtonglen.com); Thyme (thyme.co.uk).
QHave fun at: Hauser & Wirth (hauserwirthsomerset.com); 
Bruton Dub Club (search on Facebook); OutCider Festival 
(outciderfestival.com); Kilver Court Designer Village  
(kilvercourt.com); Cyclexperience (cyclex.co.uk); The Big Feastival 
(thebigfeastival.com); Bamford Haybarn (daylesford.com).

then take a stroll around the olive garden. The backdrop 
might look familiar; it’s where Mario Testino shot Kate Moss’s 
wedding photos after the ceremony in the church next door. 

We spend a delightful two hours at Thyme’s cookery 
school, where we make like MasterChef contestants as chef 
Daryll teaches us how to create an exceptional pad Thai. As 
the balmy evening turns to night, we slip through the garden 
gate by torchlight to The Swan. It looks like a regular country 
pub, yet the menu is anything but ordinary: the slow-cooked 
shepherd’s pie is divine and the Scotch egg starter is hands 
down the best I’ve eaten. The stumble back to our room at 
Thyme House, all exposed beams and Farrow & Ball-esque 
walls, is rewarded with a homemade damson vodka nightcap. 

In nearby Kingham, foodies should check out Jamie 
Oliver and Alex James’ The Big Feastival (26-28 August) on 
James’ farm. The biggest gathering of top chefs, including 
Tom Kerridge, Raymond Blanc, Gizzi Erskine and Natasha 
Corrett, is soundtracked by live music from Mark Ronson, 
Tinie Tempah, Roisin Murphy and Foxes, among others.

Don’t leave the Cotswolds without swinging by the newly 
refurbished Bamford Haybarn spa at Daylesford Farm. 
Tucked down a bramble-lined lane, it offers a serious dose of 
hippy wellbeing; light-footed therapists pad around in harem 
pants and you can almost hear the breathing from the yoga 
class next door. A Bamford De-Stress massage will flick your 
switch to Zen, then exit via the farm shop for local cured 
meats, preserves and freshly baked bread to take home. And 
that’s the whole point: once, the country was somewhere you 
escaped to, but now it’s where the fun is. Enjoy...

FROM TOP The Lavender 
Room at Bamford Haybarn  
spa is the kind of waiting room 
you want to be stuck in; have 
your fill of top-notch food and 
music at Jamie Oliver and  
Alex James’ The Big Feastival
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CLEANSE YOUR ACCESSORIES PALETTE WITH SUMMER’S PUREST SHADE

Photographs by CHRISTOPHER FENNER  Styled by GRACE SMITHAM

WHITE WASH
IT’S ALL ABOUT...

Shoes, £389, Sandro; trousers,
£35, Marks & Spencer

Bag, from a selection, Dior;
jacket, £69.99, and trousers,

£39.99, both Mango

Boots, £1,395, 
Miu Miu

Sunglasses, £70, 
Uterqüe; dress, 
£385, Victoria
Beckham  
at Net-a-porter.com

218 MARIECLAIRE.CO.UK

FINISHING TOUCH
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THE NEW COMPLETE CARE LIPSHINE
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